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Two Sections

Music Fest
To Be Held
On April 1

Congress Determined
To Approve Projects
•
-endangered list," three were later
WASHINGTON
AP — Despite
reinstated in the 1978 budget...the _
President Carter's .objections to 30
Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes project in
federal iiiier projects,Congress seems
Maine„ the Paintsville Likke _projectin._
determined to twolike-final-say-on-the
Kentucky and the Freeport Lakes
disputed dam, reservoir, irrigation and
project in Illinois.
flood control proposals.
The 14 new projects on the "enCongressional sources •redicted
nger
are:
most, i not all, of the projects will wend
their way back into'the federal budget,
one way or the other.
—Tennessee Tombigbee Waterway,
Rep. Robert N. Giaimo, D-Conn.,
Tenn., Ala. and Miss.
chairman of-the House Budget Com—Peneas Basin, A?k. and La.
mittee, says he is recommending full
on,111,
--TulialifFliir all water projects
—Hillsdale Lake,Kan.
previously authorized by Congress —
—Bayou Bodcau, La.
ir,cluding all 30 on Carter's new review • —Missisippi River Gulf Outlet, La.
list.
, —Red River Waterway, Mississippi
His committee begins work today on
River to Shreveport,La.
its fiscal 1978 budget resolution. Giairno
--Tallahala Creek Inlet, Miss.
said he included all water projects in
—Applegate Lake,Ore.
the draft the committee will work with
—Tyrone,Pa.
"on the theory that Congress feels
—LaFarge Lake,Wis.
strongly about them."
—Dallas Creek,Colo.
Carter on Tuesday issued the latest
—Narrows Unit,Colo:
version of his "endangered list." He
—Lyman Project, Wyo.
said he will recommend they be halted
The Interior Department and the
if they don't meeteconomic,safety and
Army plan hearings on the 14 new
environmental tests.
projects on the 4endangered list: but
Sixteen of,the 30 were among the 19
dates and locations have not yet been
, projects cut last month from Carter's
announced.
__.-115ca14978budget-reecimmendatiorrio---- --Earlier this month, -the- -Senate
Congress. The other 14 will remain in
rebuked Carter's action on the original
the budget until reviews are completed,
19 projects by voting to require the
an aide said. That leaves 307 of the 337
administration to fund 18 projects for
Corps of Engineers and Bureau of
the rest of this year. Senate sources
said a similar move probably will be
Reclamation water projects on Carter's
"safe list."
made now with regard to the 14 new
Of 19 projects on Carter's original
projects.

t
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*to
ROTC OPEN HOUSE Scenes such as this will be repeated Saturday when the Murray State University ROTC brigade
holds its Open House on the parking lot at Stewart Stadium. A-wide assortment of aircraft and combat and combatsupport equipment will be on display for the public to inspect-during the hours of 9 a.m.to 3 p.m. This scene taken at last
year's Open House shows a Murray father with two of his egildren inspecting the heavy tank displayed. Among this year's
exhibits will be helicopters, weapons;a field hospital and a mobile hospital unit.

Federal Officials To
Examine Projects

Harmon, Boyd
File For Seats
On City Council

inside today

Variety Show Will

Be At North School

clear and cold
Clear and cold tonight. Sunny
and warmer on Friday. Lc ws
tonight in the low to mid 30s.
Highs Friday in the low to mid
60s. Winds northeasterly to 10
miles tonight.

LocalScene
Horoscope
.
Opinion Page
Garrott's Galley
Sports
Dear Abby
Crossword
Comics _
Classifieds
Deaths & Funerals

24,4
4
5
5
6,7
AI

8

i8 ,

8,9, 10,

The Calleway--Asseeiation for-----Retarded Citizens will present the first
-—
tiattuaLCalloway County-A.-a-C.
Festival on Friday, April 1.
The benefit'program will be held at
seven ix m. at the Murray Middle
School Auditorium. Admission will be
$1 for adults and 50 cents for children
under 12.
The first half of the program, will
feature a cash prize of $25 for first Place
__in
-138st --String Band eategaisyT-Second place in that category will
receive $15.
Prizes of $10 for first place and a gift
for second place will be awarded to
these categories: Best Solo Old-Time
Fiddler; Best Fiddler and Accompanist; Best Banjo Picker; Best Guitar
Picker; Best Harmonica Player; Best
Vocal Duet.
Prizes of $5 for first place and a gift
for second place -Will be awarded to
Best Husband Caller, Best Hog Caller,
Best Tap Dancer, Best -One Person
Band," Best Baton Twirling for preteens and teens, and Best Pantomime,
limited to two persons.
For the Best Unusual Musical
Ensemble, there will be a $11raward for
first place and a gift for second place.
The Murray High Stage Band will
perform at intermission.
Persons wishing to enter the-festival
should notify Fred T. Phillips, Route
Seven, Murray,or call him at 753-0891.
Special prizes will be awarded to the
largest family present, the youngest
married couple, and the oldest married
couple. The Grand Door Prize will be a
country ham.

O.T.C. Open House To Include
Display Of New Arms Equipment

West Kentuckians will have an opportunity Saturday to inspect first-hand
some of the armed forces' most
sophisticated combat and combat
support equipment in use today.
On display from 9 a. m.. until 3 p. m
on the parking lot at Murray State
University's _Stewart Stadium_ will _be
helicopters,-combat vehicles, weapon:,
and supportive equipment as part of the
university's Resew Officers Trainim
directly connected with increases in
KNOXVILLE,Tenn.(AP —Federal
Corps t ROTC1 brigade's second Oper
result of the
as
a
expected
traffic
river
officials were examining five TenHouse.
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway.
nessee Valley Authority water projects
Sergeant Major Dayton Herrington e
projects
said
the
other
ofticials
TVA
here Wednesday,although officials said
the
project offiter and has coordinate
Tellico
Dam
on
are
the
being reviewed
none of the projet3s is on a list of water
the movement of the equipment
East
River
in
Tennessee
the
Little
resource projects threatened with
Murray from Fort Knox, the Kent.1c0
Tenneesee, the South Chickamauga
possible discontinuation.
and
Tennessee National Guards and
Creek flood projection project in
However, TVA officials confirmecl
from the 100th Infantry Reer-%
Project
in
the
Duck
River
Chattanooga,
that the five projects are indluded in an
Training Division, which headquarters
Middle Tennessee and the Bear Creek
overall review by the Carter adin Frankfort.
in
Control
System
Water
Multipurpose
ministration of all water, resource
Among the displays wilt be onel,f the
north Alabinita.
projects in the nation.
Army's
massive CH-47 Chin .1),
The U.S. 6th Circuit Court of Appeals
Officials in Washingtollsaid that even
helicopters, which were used ex$116
million
work
on
the
has
halted
though none of the TVA projects were
tensively in Vietnam in transpw1L,..4
Tellico project, which is more than 95
on the list of 30 water resource projects
Large numbers of troops and
because
it
completed,
per
cent
named specifically Wednesday, they
.t
equipment.
Coming from Fort K
threatens the habitat of a rare threeare still subject to a decision by the
carries a crew of four and is capable of
has
said
the
snail
darter.
TVA
inch
fish,
White House on their future status.
lifting and transporting 33 curibat
it will appeal that ruling to the U.S.
Among the projects named on the
ready men,or a 105-mm Howitzer along
Supreme Court.
. White House list is the $1.8 billion
with 90 rounds of ammunition and the
The $12 million South Chickamauga
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway in
gun's six-man crew.
Creek project is a combined levee
Tennessee,Alabama and Mississippi.
Also on display will be a 'Ara
system and channel improvement,
helicopter gunship. Also used exSenate Minority Leader Howard
designed to provide flood protection for tensively in Vietnam, it is armed with
' Baker R-Tenn., said in Washington
the Brainerd area of Chattanooga.
two rocket "pods on each side each
Wednesday he.will continue to fight for
The Duck River project includes two
with a capacity of..23 rockets. givin, '
the apparently doomed waterway.
dams — Normandy, which was comaircraft the tremendous firepower Baker told reporters that President
pleted last year, and Columbia, which
rockets. Flown by a two=man cr..
Carter "hasn't won this battle by any
is scheduled for completion in 1983 at a
also is armed with a 40-mm car •
means:—
cost of $142 million. Howe#er, the U.S.
its nose.
"More than 200-million has already
Fin -and Wildlife Service has raised
Hue?,
Two smaller UH1-D
been,spent on this project. To halt it
environmental questions about it also,
helicopters also will be on displa.
would be unthinkable," Baker said.
saying the dam threatens the habitat of,
These are used generally for medical
Gov. Ray Blanton, a longtime supseveral rare species of shellfish.
evacuation and utility use. It can carry
porter and former chairman of the
six combat-ready men and is flown by a
Waterway
Tennessee-Tombigbee
three-man crew:
Authority, said Carter's action was a
The weapons display will inel.],ie a
"disappointing blow."
4.2-inch mortar, which has an aci ura,:y
In other action Wednesday conrange up to 8;000 meters, and a liedeye
cerning the project, U.S. District Court
missile trainer. The Redeye
Washington
e
Waddy
in
Joseph
Judge
,•t
according to Sgt. Herringtw
ordered that a lawsuit over the project
classified weapon, and 1:fa. g
involving efforts by environmentalists
Two persons have filed for Murray
simulators are used to train the
to
and the Louisville and Nashville
according
B,
Ward
from
Council
City
for it. The unit to be display eel
Railroad to halt the waterway be tried
the county court clerk's offlee.
Saturday is one of those simulatcr in
rather
-than
in Mississippi
Roy A. Harmon, 1606 Sycamore, and
Another is a ground surveil., e
- •District of Columbia.
Debbie Boyd, 115 South 10th, have filed
radar
unit ,capable of, throug1, electheir candidacy papers.
One of the five TVA water projects,a
trical impulses, picking up rnong
May
the
posts
in
the
seek
will
lock
at
Pickwick
million
two
The
new $110
images up to 300 meters. It wa,used in
Landing Dam in West Tennessee, is, Democratic Primary.
Vietnam mostly at night in the jungles
to pinpoint enemy troops,fire bases rind
positions. .
One of the principal-attractions of the
_-ROTC's activity will be a display -ef the
.86th Combat Support Hospaa: from
4.
Published accounts of an investigative series on Arizona
Fort Campbell. A portable ur.t transay that promoter led Warren, Sr., succeeded by insported in.,four, 21/2-ton trucks .t will
volving local politicidns in advantageous land deals. That
resemble a large, inflated )1211ding
story is on Page 13 of today's issue, in Section Two.
when assembled. It will includ, an x•
*
A bill that would have strengthened the gind of striking
,
construction unions is dead not only for this year but for
the foreseable future, a dejected sponsor says. See the
story on Page 14 in Section Two..

today's index

20 Pages

A special variety show and Limburger supper will be held at the North
Calloway Elementary Sch.f on
the
Friday, March 25, sponsored
Parent-Teacher dub of the school
The serving'of hamburgers. french
will
fries, homemade-cakes and
start at six p. m.followed by the va,:ety
show at seven p. M.
Mrs. Sara Alexander, Tiresirient,
urges-all parents, teachers. children,
and the general public to attend this
special fund raisiog event. •

ray unit. a surgical unit, a pre-and-potoperative section and a central
materials supply section, and will be
staffed by 14 people.
A number of Murrayans-- and - -Calloway Countians are members of

the 100th Infantry Reserve, Training
Division, which also will have an ex:,_
tensive display at the stadium.
The public is invitecl_to visit the
display and inspect the equipment
during the six hours of the Open House.

Local Members Of Future Farmers
Of America Win In Competition
More than 300 Future Farmers of
Nineteen chapters from high schools
America were on the Murray State
across the eight Purchase area counties
University campus Tuesday to parare represented in the 42 contests. The
ticipate in the annual Purchase Region
event was one of 10 being held across
FFA Day -Contests, the winners of
the state in preparation for the state
which- Will represent the region in the
contests. Robert L. Kelley, director of
state competitions in Louisville-June8- -- agribusiness education in the Kentucky
10
Department of Education, Frankfort,
directed the events.
Listed below are individual and team
winners in the various contests from
Calloway, Farmington, and Marshall
County:
The Murray-Calloway County
Impromptu Daily: Barry Newsome,
Jaycees will hold its annual "Shopping
Farmington,superior.
financial
Spree"- again this year as a
Impromptu Beef:- Timmy Barnes,
project of the club, according to a club
Farmington, superior, winner; Tony
spokesman.
Hortin, Calloway, excellent; Mitch
Tickets are on sale now with the price
Steele, Marshall County, excellent.
being one dollar each or five for four
Impromptu Swine: Ricky Cundollars, and persons may contact any
ningham, Calloway, superior, winner;
Jaycee for more information.
Jeff Smith, Farnlington superior; Jeff

Jaycees Plans For
Special Project

Outbreak Of Fires Is
Possible Over Weekend
FRANKFORT, Ky. I API- With a
dry spell on the- way, foresters are
preparing for,a possible outbreak of
fires through the weekend in Kentucky'
woodlands.

of Forestry.
''It will build up until we get rain
again. And this will keep up whenever
it's dry until the woods get green and
we'get a full canopy of leaves," Rhody
said.
Lionel Johnson, the U.S. Forest
. Service official in charge of fire control
in eastern Kentucky's vast Daniel
Boone National Forest,said "we have a
pretty.high fire danger.
-The wind is what's bothering us. The
winds are-five to ten Miles an hour and
it's • awfully dry. It's getting dry in a
Special education ,at Murray State
hurry and tee don't anticipate any
University will open its doors-fur an
rain." Johnson,said.
open house,- Saturday to acquaint
-If this continues we'll have fires by
visito4 with expanding career opportunities' in the field and with .the weekend," he said. -We anticipate
it. We're getting our stuff geared op
facilities available on the campus.
Dr. Larry Marrs, chairman of_the - again. We have all our plane'-up." The forest service has spotter planes
Department of Special Education,- said
based at Stanton, London and
everyone is invited to visit the Special
Education Building on - 16th Street. -Somerset, he said:- "They're in the air
across from the Student Center iformer r tribst of the time, except when they stop
to refuel."
University School) between 9 a. m. and
Firefighters had a burst of activity.
3p. m.
the first week in March, when nearly
He extended a special invitation to
college.' students who have not yet 600 fires blackened more than 15,000 acresof woodland across the state.
determined their major field of study
The fires have tapered off since then, „
and to high school students who are
Fires have been few for several days, exploring career possibilitiev Marrs
but • the danger began increasing
emphasized the parents of these
Wednesday,officials said.
students are also welcome.
"We're getting that wind up again
Both special education faculty and
and it will start drying everything out.
students will be available to talk with
Peopleofire still burning -ttii dispose of
visitors about the special education
trash 'and clear fields and they're still
program on the campus. Refreshments
careless. And there's no rain in the
will be served and -door prizes will be
extended forecast," said John Rhody,
awarded.
The Department of Special Education
associate director of the state Division
at Murray State includes programs in
and they virtually ended when rains
retardation, , learning came last Friday,said Rhody.
mental
disabilities, early childhood han• The short lull has been werrAehe
dicapped, behavior disorders, speech said. "Every day is a day less of fire
and hearing,and reading.
saison."..

Special Ed
To Conduct
Open House

II, Marshall,excellent.
Imp
ptu Horticulture; Sandra
Pigg, Fa ington, excellent; Cindy
Rudolph,Cal ay, good; Debbie Seay,
Marshall, good.
Impromptu Hors . Don Brittitin,
Farmington, superior,
er; Keith
Wicker,Calloway,excellent.'
4
American Institute of Coo
tion:
Greg Smith, Farmington, super ;
Stephanie HalsellAarmington, good.
Public Speakine--- Tim Johnson,
Farmington, superior; Danny Kingins,
Calloway, good. .
Creed: Jean Ann Willford, Farmington, superior; Ricky Swift, South
Marshall Junior, excellent; , Mike
Rogers,Calloway,excellent.
Chapter Meeting: Farmington,
superior; Callow
and- Marsll,
excellent.
Music: Sandy Pigg, Farmington,
superior.
Agricultural Mechanics: Steven
Smith,Farmington,superior.
Agricultural Electrification: Jeff
Rogers, Farmington,superior.
Home Improvement: Michael
Darnell,Farmington,superior.
Agricultural Sales and-or $ervice:
Steven Smith, Farmington, superior;
Shane Jaco, Marshall,excellent.
Dark Fired Tobacco Cured: Hal
Fuqua, Farthington, superior; Kenny
Orr, Calloway,excellent.
Secretary's Book: Farmington and
Calloway,suPerior.
•
Treasurer's Book Farmington and
Calloway,superior.
Scrapbook: Farrnington, superior.
winner; Calloway. superior.
BOAC: Farmington and 'Marshall,
- superior.
Burley Tobacco: Joe-- Dan Taylor,
Calloway. superior, wiruier; Barry
Newsome, Farmington, superior: Jeff
Futrell, Marshall.'excellent
Milo: Jeff , Smith; Farmington,
Superior; winner.
Corn! Tony Smith, Fa rmingtnn,
superior, winner: , Shea Sykes.
--Calloway, excellent.
Soy-beans: Michael Darnell, Farmington. superior, Danny Kingins,
Calloway, excellent.
Hogs: t(enny Knott, Marshall,
superior, winner; David Watson.
Calloway.superior.
. Beef Barry Newsome, Farmington,
• superior, winner.
Crop Production: Shea Sykes,
Calloway, superior. Tony Smith,
-Farmington, superior: Macky Smith,
Marshall. excellent.
Daily Production: Kenneth Paschall,
Calloway. superior, winner; Jeff Smith,
-rarrnhigton,-superiorr
Poultry Production: .Kenny
Marshall, superior, winner.
Chapter Safety: Farmington,
superior.
•
Dark Fired Cured Tobacco: Kent
Haneline, Farmington, . superior;
Darrell Beane, Calloway,excellent.
r
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Food bill factors

Tlurray Woman's Club Has Meet; Mrs. Keller Speaks
meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club held Monday,
March 21, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club house.
Mrs. Keller illustrated
points in her talk with special
figures and stressed the importance of each person's
value as a member of her
department, of the Murray
Club, of the Kentucky Club,
and of the National Club. She
closed her talk by quoting
from the book, "Who Am I
God" by Margery Holmes.
The Murray Club president,
Peggy Billington, accepted a
special certificati- from Mia
Wilson of the Calloway County
Health Department for the
services given by the Murray
Club in the Swine Flu clinics
held here in October. About
350 hours of work by Murray
club members was recorded
for the three days of clinics
with Mrs. C. W. Jones of the
Theta Department as the
coordinator of volunteers.
•Cecelia Brock, second vicepresident, introduced
Maudena Butterworth who
modeled the ensemble she had
made and which she will

"Do You Have Value?" was
the • theme of the talk
presented by Lois Keller,
Safety Chairman of the
Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs, at the general

Butterworth
Maudena
models l'he ensemble she
made and which she will
model as the sewing entry
from the Murray Woman's
Club at the Saturday district
meeting at Paducah.

model at the First District
meeting at the Ritz Hotel,Paducah, on Saturday,-Martit
26.
The music high school entry
from Murray will be Linda
Johnson, sophomore vt
Murray High School, who
entertained by playing a violin
solo, "First Movement of the
Spring Sonata No. - 5" by
Beethoven. She was acJanwih
by
companied
Overstreet, freshman at
Murray State University.
Reports from the ten
_ departments were given as
follows: June Smith, Alpha;
Tech Farrell for Dee Ann
-thriar,-Creattve Arts; Roberta
Virginia
for
Whitnah
Strohecker, Delta; Doris
Cella, Garden; Robbie
Harrison, Home; Jenna Wise
fosr Jane Hall, Kappa; Edith
Noffsinger, Music; Sina
lifichardson for Anna Ruth
Harris, Sigma; Oneida Boyd,

Theta; Virginia Jones, Zeta.
-Officers reelected for the
1977-78 club year were Mrs.
Billington, president; Bonnie
Jones, first vice; Mrs. Brock,
vice;
Brenda
second
Marquardt, recording

1

secretary; Dorothy read the club collect.
McKenzie, corresponding
The Sigma and Kappa
secretary; Helen Kline,
Departments were hostesses
treasurer.
for the morning brunch with
Julie Smith gave the the tables being decorated
devotion and Edith Noffsinger with spring flowers.

When evaluating the cost of food, it's important to
remember that you are paying for much more than just
the actual. value of the farm product, says the National
Live Stock and Meat Bard. A recant report from the
USDA shows that labor costs accounted for 51 per cent
of what Americans paid for food in 1975. This figure
1974.
rose 11 percent in 1975 after a 13 percent gain in
There was only a five to seven percent rise in 1976.
Transportation made up 13 percent of the total marketing costs in 195 while packaging,accounted for another
13 percent.

Hai
have
Ke
Ass&
potlu
nursi
ntrsi
Fir
Bapti
Mrs.
Nii
Welci
Club
and
Mari
Stree
Zet
Won
7:30

Linda Johnson plays the violin, accompanied by Janwin
Overstreet, at the general meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club. She will represent the club at the district
meeting meeting on Saturday.
Murray Woman's Club general officers elected to serve for the second year were,
left to right, Brenda Marquardt, recording secretary, Dorothy McKenzie,corresponding
secretary, Helen Kline, treasurer, Peggy Billington, president, and Cecelia Brock,second
vice-president. Bonnie Jones, first-vice president, was unable to be present.

Spring Has Arrived!

1.e0oohrnakh

4
11

of Murray. KY.

11

*Southeast Corner of the
Cows Squ.re

111

*Hours 9 to 6
Phone 753-7222
'

‘f,of Ihrstert.lim
ul /km ohm ri slopputA:

A wide assortment of books & unusual gifts_
find your place at the Bookmark

A certificate of appreciation from the Calloway County Health Department for services during the Swine Flu Clinics was presented by Mia Wilson, standing left, of the
department to Peggy Billington, president of the Murray Woman's Club, at the general
meeting on March 21. Others seated from left.-.At the speaker's table were Irma
LaFollette, past president, Lois Keller, featured speaker, Julie Smith, Brenda Marquardt,
and Helen Kline.

You Should Vote
for

Gerald Cohoon
Candidate For The Office of

Sheriff
of Calloway County in the May 24 Primary

•11

Bamboo Garden

Farm Wife s Life
Now Improred

12 Reasons Why

If elected Sheriff of Calloway County in the May 24 primary election, I
pledge to do or work enthusiastically to accomplish the following things:
1. The Shtriffs Office in the Calloway County Courthouse will be open
every Saturday tillhoon for the convenience of the people.
2. Realizing that drugs and alcohol are growing problems in Calloway
County, I will strenuouslytteek out drug and alcohol pushers and seek stiffer, more appropriate punishment for these violators. As a community service, I will work for and enthusiastically support the development of a drug
educational and rehabilitation program in Calloway County.
3. We have a serious and increasink traffic problem in the area of the
Calloway County High Scho 1. I will have one deputy on duty in the school
vening t ffic hours to help direct the flow,
area during the morning an
especillly the movement of the
r which the people can call day or
4. I sill have one telephone nu
night, seven days a week, in order to reach the sheriff or his office.
Deputies also will be on routine patrol duty 24 hours a day.
5. All confiscated items, especially beer and intoxicating liquors, will be
promptly and properly disposed of in accordance with the law.
6. I have a program which will help the business places in Murray and
Calloway County with their bad check problems. When elected, I will implement this program.
7. We have two TVA parks in the county where disturbances frequently
occur during the spring and summer months. When elected, I will have a
deputy available to police these parks on a regular basis at all times.
8. I will work closely and in harmony with the Kentucky State Police and
the Murray City Police as well as with all other law enforcement agencies
in strict enforcement of the law. I am fully aware of the great assets we
.li closely with the Kentucky Fish
have in our wildlife resources. and will ww
and Wildlife Department in arresting and eking conviction of all viqWors
of the state's fish ,and game laws, especially deer poachers and tithez_
jacklighting violators.
9. All legal papers presented at the Sheriff's Office by members of the bar
irt the area will be promptly served.
10. I will make a monthly public report of the acti4ities of the Sheriff's Office to the people, including the number of arrests, the number of breakins
and those cases which have been solved. 1 strongly feel that the public
should be kept informed on what goes on in the Sheriff's Office.
11. 1 will employ as many deputies as possible from as many different
areas of the county as my appropriations will permit.
12.1 also plan to promote and work toward the establishment of a volunteer, or auxiliary, county police force to_supplement the law enforcement
agencies in the county.
Advertisement Paid for by the Candidate

:

CHICAGO 1AP I — "Life has
never-been considered easy for
a farm wife, but she's come a
long way in the last few years.
Her way of life has certainly
improved," says the president
of an agriculture-related company.
"Traditionally, farm women
have had a strong partnership
arrangement with their husbands — but, in many cases, a
silent one," says Joseph P. Sullivan. "Today, wives are taking
a more active role in management and decision-making, on
large and small farms alike."
Sullivan observes that today
the farm wife is more involved
in the farm's business-oriented
meetings. working for beneficial farm legislation and ensuring that. the family farm will
survive.
"Life isn't just all canning,
cooking, scrubbing. .gardening
and raising a family," says the
head of Estech Inc., the chemicals and fertilizer division of
Esmark Inc. "There have been
some changes back at the
ranch — and down on the
farm."
According to Sullivan, the upto-date farm wife assumes
more responsibility than previously, leaving her husband
with more time for his chores.

"A matter of vast importance
to the present-day farm wife is
family planning," Sullivan
says. "The majority of farm
• worrien involved in a recent •
survey noted that the ideal
number of children is two or
three. This is a marked Chfange
as compared to 10 years ago larger families were still in
.-vogue then." ,
Another finding, according to
Sullivan: an unprecedented
number of farm wives are today working at paying nonfarm
jobs. Modern conveniences allow them more free time to undertake work which helps bring
added income to their household.
-

1
1

We cordially invite you to our Spring Showing featuring new
and different wicker items and fresh houseplants.
—Refreshments Served —
Saturday 9-5 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Now Open Sunday Afternoon
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Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
"Contact"(X)
18 Or Over Only
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Thru 4/7
Sun.-2:30,7:30
Mon.-Thur. - 7:30 Only
Fri. &Sat.-7:20,9:25

1r0 Academy Award 1

Oft

A TOPRR FILMS INC
SF° RELEASE'
CALLIE-LEUV:11LM

Inc. Best Picture
SEE THE MOST RIDICULOUS CAST OF CHARACTERS
EVER ASSEMBLED. YOVIL HOWL AT THE ANTICS OF

His whole life was
a million-to-one shot.

ROCKY

U[InTedi
411111

HARRY THE SEX MANIAC • •USCHI BAZZOOM"DO IT AGAIN MATILDA" • 'SLIS4E SUPER FAN
ON 4F; WORLDS GREATEST LOVER • "MORRIS. THE PUSHY MOLD"
-THE SWANEE RIVER KID" • SCOTTY nit SKIMMER
AND EIGHTY MORE CRAZIES WHO WILL KEEP YOU
IN STITCHES FROM BEGINNING TO END,

ritt5JURRAY

f

Open 6:45 1
,
Start 7:15

89SifillSON.C78/11SHENE;90

SPECIAL
,
111111
11711''
PG

Lee
HARYIM

•

Fri. - Sat. - Sun.

Oliver Robert Elisabeth
REED CULP ASHLEY

THE GREAT SCOUT AND C ATHOUSE THURSDAY fr(i]
The yo-yo comes from a
Filipino jungle fighting
weapon. The word means
come-come!

1

•1914Coldwater Rd.

Sullivan sees today's farm
wife as quite content with her
:ifestyle. Few put emphasis on
leaving the community for city
life, and many hope their children will remain in farming, he
adds.

Her new duties include bookkeeping, handling banking
transactions and payrolls, She
pays the bills, passes along
work orders, orders supplies,
acts as secretary — and is just
as knowledgeable about the
multifaceted detailsjif modern
farming as is her husband.
The "new:' farm wife wants
fewer children, more vacations
and leisure time — plus a declsion-making position in the
family circle. The new 50-50
partnership is based on mutual
respect between husband and
wife. They both make con•
cessions, Sullivan says.

11
11

at the

hold
the (
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ix

C47#te jr

• Sun.-2:30,7:30

Thru 4/7

1

Mon.-Thur. - 7:30 Only
Fn.& Sat. - 7:20,9:30
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Academy Award
Nominations
Inc. Best Picture

FAYE
WILLIAM PETER ROBERT
DIMAWAY HOLDEN FINCH DUVALL

s.
NETWORK

•
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Beverly McKinley Named
As Outstanding Teacher

Ic°4 COM MUNITY
CAT AENDAR
Thursday, Mar•ih 24
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a workday at the center.

Murray State will play
Saturday, March 26
Murray Civitan Club's Western Michigan in a
Miss Beverly McKinley, Development Conference held
Annual Pancake Day will be doubleheader baseball game D.E. Co-ordinator at the in
I.ouisville. She is the
p.m.
one
Trenholm's at Reagan Field at
at
held
Murray Area Vocationalrs4 414_1a ler of Mr. and Mrs.
Nursing Restaurant from five a.m. to
Kentucky
Education Center, was nameci Wayne McKinley of Belleville,
Association will have a two p.m.
Visit to The Homeplace in
Distributive
Outstanding
potluck dinner for senior
Land Between the Lakes will
of the
The contest was sponsored
Teacher
Education
nursing students at MSU
be at 210 p.m. with , group to
Saturday, March 26
in Kentucky by the Kentucky Consumer
Region
for
Year
ntrsing building at 6:30 p.m.
East Crusaders 4-H Club meet at entrance road.
and received the awardat the Finance Association, and Miss
will have a bake sale in front
Career McKinley was chosen from
DECA
State
First Baptist Church Young of °test° starting at eight
Sassafras Tea Party will
among 14 Region
DECA
Baptist Women will meet with a.m.
start at Hematite Dam near
Mrs. Gil Mathis at seven p.m.
Center Station at 2:30 p.m.
Las Vegas Nightnl, of MSU
Night Bridge Group of Women's Society will be held
Welcome .Wagon Newcomers at the Racer Room,' Roy
NOSMAL NIWS
Chili Will -meet. at 7:30 p.m. Stewart Stadium, from eight
CUNNINGHAM BOY •
and the Plants Group at 9:30 p.m. to midnight. ReserThomas Dale is the name
Murra Assembly No. 19
a.m., both at the home of vations at one dollar should be
chosen by Mr and Mrs. Larry
March 19,1977
Order
of the Rainbow forOirls
Marge Hays, 1300 Poplar made with Betty Hassell by
Murray
of
Cunningham
Wade
Adults 131
Street.
Route Six for their bahy boy, met at the lodge hall on
March 23.
Nursery 2
Tuesday, 51rch 15, at seven
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS weighing six pounds 7 Lz
Zeta Department, Murray
ounces, born on Wednesday, pin a th Susan Cates as
Studiact Workshop for
DISMISSALS
Woman's Club, will meet at Acteens of the Blood River
worthy advisor and Sybil
Daniel. R. Penny, Rt. 1, March 16, at 1:15 p.m. at the
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
as mother advisor.
Lasater
County
Association will be held at the Dexter, Willie C. Dick, 500 S. Murray-Calloway
Members present were
Cherry Corner Baptist Church 13th., Murray, Mrs. Winide J. Hospital.
Thursday, March 24
They have another son, Marie Vella. Lagena James.
from eleven a in to thr
Kirksey, Mrs.
--Tobeyv 41i4,4
Susan Cates, Tina George.
--Wanglers Riding Club will
Judith A. Maupin, 145 Riviera Timothy Wade, age 4'02. The
Rhonda Sledd, Lana Lasater,
hold its monthly meeting at
with
associated
is
father
Murray
Alpha Department,
Cts., Murray, Mrs. Susan R.
the Calloway County Court Woman's Club, will have its Belcher and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Cunningham Auto Repair and 'Diane McMillen, Vickey
Weatherford. Greta TimHouse at seven p. m.
luncheon meeting at the club Kirksey, Mrs. Diana G. Motor Sales, Inc.
merman. and Susan Estes.
and
Mr.
are
Grandparents
house at noon with Dr. L. J. Butler, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
01' Time Gospel Singin' will
Adults present were Sybil
Mrs. W. A. Cunningham of
as
3,
speaker.
Hortin
Rt.
Greer,
S.
Peggy
be held at West Kentucky
June Crider. Twila
Lasater,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Murray_
Murray, David G. Sanderfer,
Livestock and Exposition
Marifyn
for Senior Citizens Rt. 1, Wingo, Tony L. Seavers, Elbert Alexander of Murray Coleman, and
Shopping
Center at seven p.m.
will be held and for tran- Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Mary L. Route Six. Great grand- Weatherford
will be
sportation call 753-9725 on Maley, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. parents are Mrs. Harman._ The neKt meeting
enior recital by Marsha
Tuesda , April 5, at seven
MU.
and
Tn.,
Puryear,
Racy,
3,
Friday.
Rt.
Annette Holden,
1161do1ph, Paducah, clarinet,
p.fl 1
Murray, Mrs. Charlotte Reba Parrish, Murray.
will begin at 8:15 p.m. in the
meeting
Morning
of
Wings
Benton,
1,
Rt.
Nicholas,
Old Recital Hall, Price Doyle
will be at 7:30 a.m. at Laverne W. Wallis, 303 N. 6th.,
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Hematite Lake, Land Between Murray, Mrs. Hattie Paschall,
the Lakes, to observe early Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Maurine E.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
morning birdlife. Visit to the Brewer, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.,
at
meet
will
Phi
Beta Sigma
old center furnace will be at Mary E. Harris, Rt. 1, Water
the home of Linda Rogers at
two p.m. with group to meet at Valley, Dewey L. Erwin, 841
seven p.m.
Center Station.
Hurt, Murray.
Pack 7 Cub Scouts of
ROTC Open House in
Carter School will hold its
Pinewood Ilferby Race at the Stewart Stadium parking lot
will be from nine a.m. to three
school at seven p. m.
p.m. with displays open to
public.
Friday, March 26
of
Freed"Friends
American Quarter Horse
Hardeman College Banquet"
will be at Mayfield High Association show will be at
School with serving to start at West Kentucky Livestock and
6:30 p. m. Tickets are Exposition Center starting at
available from any member of nine a.m. This is open to
the Freed-Hardeman. public with admission one
dollar.
Associates here.

..82744-

Denise Green, New York
City painter, will lecture in
Room 423, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU,at 7:30 p.m.
North Calloway ParentTeacher Club will sponsor 'a
hamburger supper with
serving to start at six p.m.
followed by a variety show at
seven p.m. at the school.
Social meeting of the local
National
of
chapter
Retired
of
Association
Federal Employees will be at
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 11:30 a.m.
Gourmet group of Welcome
Wagon Newcomers Club will
meet with Jane Denbow, 1610
Poplar Street, at 7:30 p.m.
Bluegrass State CB Club
will have a potluck supper and
social at the North Branch,
Peoples Bank, at seven p.m.
Work day for Hardin Senior
Citizens will be from 9:30 a.m.
to three p.m. with fun night at
six p.m.
Meals for senior citizens will
be at North Second Center at
twelve noon.

Rtlitibott. Girls
111)1(1 lleeting

mit

teachers to represent the first
region at the state contest:
For the past two years, Miss
a
McKinley has been
Distributive Education Coordinator and instructer at the
Murray .Ares Vocational
Center. She
Education
received her B.S. Degree from
Murray State University and
will complete her Masters
Distributive
in
Degree
Education in May.
The Murray DECA Chapter
received 14 awards at thy
State Conference. Miss
McKinley and the state
WiiirbeFS will be attending_the
National DECA Conference in
Aneheim, California_, in April.

SMITS
For
Easter
and
after.
Joilithe Easter parade of
fine fashions when you're
wearing a superbly styled
dress from Bright's', For _
your Easter wardrobe select
from sleeveless to long
sleeve in the season's most
wanted styles and textures.
Junior,missy & half-sizes
at 24.00 to 92.00

State
Murray
Miss
Scholarship Pageant will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, MSU. For advance tickets call 762-6951.
Saturday, March 26
Members of Sigma Alpha
Iota music fraternity will
present a musicale at three
p.m. at Farrell Recital Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU.
Murray State , will play
Middle Tennessee in a
doubleheader baseball game
at one p.m. at Reagan Field.
Sunday, March 27
"Day Apart" will be held by
the Paris District of Methodist
Church at Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church,
Murray,from 2:30 to four p.m.
Calloway County Singing
Convention will be held at
Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene, north of Kirksey, at
1:30 p.m.
Fashion Show featuring
styles from Murray and Paris
stores will be held at the
Henry-Calloway Country Club
at two p.m. Admission is $2.00
adults and $1.00 children.
Public invited.

Friday, March 25
Baseball games between
Murray State and University
."( Film,"Day For Night" will
of Iowa will be at one p.m. and
be shown at Student Center
University of Chicago at three
Auditorium, MSU,at two p.m.
p.m. at Reagan Field, MSU.

Miss Linda Boyd, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Boyd
of Murray, a 1974 graduate
of Murray State, has been
elected to the Board of
Directors of the Miss Kentucky Pageant, and to its
Executive Committee, serving as secretary. She was
first affiliated wtih the
Pageant when she was
selected semi-finalist in both
1972 and 1973 in the Miss
Murray State Pageant, an official preliminary of the Miss
Kentucky Pageant. In 1974,
Linda served as chairman
and producer of the University Pageant Upon moving
to Louisville, she worked
closely with the State
Pageant Committee, including accompaning Miss
Kentucky to the Miss
America Pageant in Atlantic
City last September. The
Miss Kentucky Pageant will
be at McCauley Theatre,
Louisville, June 23-21

Fun
in the
sun
swimsuits

SIRMITS i‘.te
•

Mike a big splash on sun-drenched
shores this summer in a fabulous
new swimsuit from Bright's! Our
suits are turning heads all
around town. Select from vtvid
solids, stripes and prints in
every style imaginable 40ne
that's right for you! Prim efl at
only 15.00 to 34.00

PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Roderick Reed of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah-

SRAlta rs

We Have Realistic

ROUND-THE-CLOCK pantyhose

SENSOR
PERM Electronics'

The first to combine Solid State
Professional Expertise and Acid PH Chemistry
for perfect perming every time.

SALE

.Bel-Air Shopp"Center

753-5902

Our Regular
38.00 to 114.00

REDUCED
Round-the-Ciaek. pantyhose famous for their superb fit and
elegant styling 4w ON ,ALE In our hosiery department

0111

G151 ,Y(
THE E F A '4
DE SIC‘t
How 7

)1)Y SMOOTHERS
,
'
PORT PANTYHOSE
AND SIGNE D BY
OF GIVENCHI

NOW SALE PRICED
2/9.50

*

Call and let our professional staff style your hair wrth the new SCOOP cut

Judy and Shere's
Beauty Salon

,,to< kuvr,

All
Spring
Coaits

,eq 5 95 pair

Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular

I 25 a pair NOW 1 00
2 50 o pair NOW 200
300 o pair NOW 2 40
4 95 o pair NOW 3 95
5 00 a Pair NOW 3 95
5 95 a poor NOW 475

o poor
o poor
a poor
o Pair
a pair
a poor

Buy now and save 20% on any Spring coat in
our fabulous collection. Raincoats are
excluded! Save on pantcoats and regular length
coats in polyesters and blends and denim!
Select from junior and misAy styles in your
favorite colors to flatter any outfit! Hurry
irrtoday to Bright's on the Court Square!

Mardi
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Local Members Give
?), To The Heart Fund

Mrs. Don Green Honored AtZaZth_toiso
Rridal Shower At Church
By Marylou Blosser, RN
corsage of yellow carnations
Home Safety
by the hostess.
The guest register at the
Deaths from accidents in
round table was kept by Mrs.
many areas of the world are
Joan Coles. A miniature boy
exceeded only by deaths from
and girl holding a dove
cardiac disease and cancer.
symbolizing the bride and Many of these accidents hapgroom sat beside the white pen at home.
feathered pen used. The
Awareness of dangers in
register was a white wedding the home and recommendaalbum previously given to the tions for safety instructions
honoree by Noah and Tena are everyone's responsibility
Paschall.
Householders should try to
Yellow and white streamers make their own home as free
were used to decorate, the from, hazards as possible,
fellow's* hall. The refresh-:' ,Injuries associated with
rnent table, overlaid with a falls are high on the accident
white lace cloth, held the fossil list. Prevention?
r. Have a secure handrail
glass punch bowl, nut and
mint dishes enhanced with two on all stairs.
2. Make sure stairs are well
doves, candles, and a large
lighted.
feuitbesket-.- - - -- 3. Keep stairs clear of all
The gift table was also
covered with a matching obstructions.
4. Observe proper design
white lace cloth and centered
of basement stairs. They
with a wedding candle. A table
--sliwuld.....apt-be-too. steep but
oT opening '111 giftswas
should have a moderate slope.
covered with a gold matching
5. Mend all dress hems and
cloth with a pair of doves and cuffs of pants. Hems or pants
as miniature basket: The cuffs that sag can cause one to
cloths, doves, and fossil glass trip.
were furnished by Mrs. Clovis
6. Be selective in the use of
Jones.
The window to the kitchen
it's the
Bright, lustrous .
had a miniature bride and two
wet look in a now t-strap for
the youngest fashionables
candles along with the coffee
Great fit and flexibility and
pot and relating items in it.
the careful craftsmanship
Three games - kitchen
needs.
she
room
grow
and
chaos, the fanners loveletter,
Sizes Sim if•e to 3
and numbers check-off were played with those winconstruction.
ning prizes giving them to the which began a slow recovery
honoree. Lala Harris won the in 1976 after several years of
door prize.
stagnation, is expected to imMrs. Green opened her prove in 1977 According to
many gifts with the assistance Professional Builder magaof Cindy Rhodes and Mary zine, multi-family construction IS expected to total 385,000
Lou Rhodes.
ttss year. up 45 percent
*Ails
cake,
of
Refreshments
from 11376's 265.000 units
baked by Mrs. Billy Dover,
AI favorable financial conpunch, coffee, nuts, and mints 'anions should develop... the
were served to the thirty-one trade publication adds.
guests present. Many- others -multi-family construction
who were unable to attend could reach a much higher
level. perhaps 50.000 to 75.000
sent gifts.
more units next year
Behind the resurgence in
multi-family housing is the
WATCH SKIM MILK
restoration of consumer confiWhile it's wise to begin early dence, rising personal into
habits
to create food
comes and an urge to get into
prevent obesity, feeding a that garden apartment, hi-rise
baby a skim milk formula is or attached townhouse before
not the way to do it. A skim rents and pnces go up
Two other contributors to
milk formula may provide too
I
FREE GOLDEN EGG
few calories and more im- the multi-family housing reas aovemseel an Tv
FREE waft purchase
portant, the balance atnount .covery are a growth in the
—
of RED GOOSE SHOES
number of people interested in
fats, proteins and car- such housing - singles, the
low
bohydrates would be too
divorced, childless couples.
on fats, and too high on protein "empty nesters'. and the reI and milk sugar.
510 Mein, Herm
tired -and builder awareness
that the way to meet the needs
of these groups is to create a
multi-family housing environment that offers the appeal of
single-family httusing
One of the'newer developments in building attached
townhouses, for example. is
the concept of clustering
hornes throughout wide areas
And catch a gleam of spring!
of open space This technique
Here's a shiny patent wedge with a 'creates housing that appears
natural with its surroundings
bright future! It's sassy and
The weathered look in siding
lady-like and has a flair for
coupled with strong and dralooking pretty whenever
matic roof lines are part of the
the occasion demands it!
"natural'• look
An example of the new and
PARTY
better building materials used
to give multi-family units a
more inviting and home-like
appearance is three-dimensional asphalt shingles in
rustic earthtone colors These
subdued shades of browns and
olives help relate a home to its
surroundings. yet give the
roof line depth and eyeappealing shadow-lines

Mrs. Don Green of Paris,
Tn., the, former Felicia
Rhodes, was the honoree at a
held
shower
household
Thursday evening, March 17,
at the Hazel Baptist Church
Fellowship Hall.
Hosting the event were Mrs.
Joan Coles, Mrs. Tena
Paschall, Mrs. Mary Lou
Rhodes, and Mrs. Cindy
Rhodes. Unable to attend but
assisting in the hostesses'
duties were Mrs!. Helen Shaw,
Mrs. Zola Clay, and Mrs. Star
McWherter.
The honoree'ichose to wear
for the special occasion a
ereant with orange-brawn and
green floral two piece ensemble. She was presented a

1 ---

--1
1 - happy
springtitnel
reflections

RED GOOSE
patent

Launches
Comeback

I

floor polish. Floors should not
be so highly polished that
they are slippery.
7. Avoid scatter rugs that
do not have nonskid pads
under them.
-8- Use nonslip pads in- the
bathtub and a nearby safety
rail helps prevent skidding
when the feet are wet.
Safety precautions are especially important when a
person is over 65. Elderly
people may lose their balance,
have poor vision. More common-sense safety tips are:
Don't stand when you feel
faint or dizzy. Tape all electric
extension cords to the wall to
keep from tripping over them.
Wear shoes with rubber soles.
Many fires are started each
year by the careless use of
matches, and smoking in bed
results in many deaths each
year. Every home should have
a fire extinguisher.
Drug poisoning in adults
often results from the theory
that if one pill is good, many
must be better! Medications
from your doctor are prescribed according to your own
particular need. Follow carefully the physician's instructions on the label. If you are
under a physician's care, do
not take any medication, not
even the nonprescription
type, without telling him.
Everyone needs to take the
time and effort to study the
conditions in his owri home, to
reduce the toll of 'accidents.
A community service of the Heal*
Deportment, General Conference ol
Seventh-day Adventists

Weight Watchers members
in Murray gave up a grand
total of 546 pounds as a novel
way of "contributing our fat to
the Heart Fund."
The combined efforts of
members throughout Kentucky and Southern Indiana
helped bring about a donation
of $3,000.00 to the American
Heart Fund campaign.
"Even I am amazed at the
fantastic weight losses during
the six-week campaign," said

11iss Barger
Is Honored
Miss Donna Gail..,-Bfa
April second bride-elect of
Robert_ Dale Elkins was the
honoree at a personal shower
held on Tuesday, March 22, at
seven p. m. 'at' the home di
Mrs. Shirley Williams.
Hostesses for the prenuptial
event were Miss Mary Pace
and Miss Pat Mitchuson.
The honoree opened her
.and refreshments
lovely gifts
sere served by the hostesses.

"Mr..23'72Xtfs;BELCHER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Belcher of Kirksey Route One
announce the birth of a baby
girl, Rebekah Alice, weighing
seven pounds eight ounces,
born on Monday, March 14, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
have
They
another
daughter, Leanna, age 2kt.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Urban Belcher and Mr.
and Mrs. Frelon Pierce, all of
Kirksey. Paternal great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Lee of Benton.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

Area Director Kay Morrissey.
"Members in the two-state
area lost a total of 71,522
pounds!"
She explained that the loss
amounts to about 12 pounds
per member. "My husband
Jim and I are so impressed we
decided to double our contribution."
The Morrisseys announced
originally that they would
donate two-cents-per-pound
for every pound lost during the
campaign. That would amount
to $1,443.44. By doubling the
amount and adding the money
members contributed individually in Weight Watchers
classes, the $3,000 was raised.
Dolores Boggess is lecturer
of the Weight Watchers group
here, which meets every
Monday at 6:45 p.m. in the
First Methodist Church,
Maple- A•verme-.--,
The local heart fund
chairman is Mr. Buel E.
Stalls.

Supper And Party
Planned Br CB (dub
•
The Bluegrass State CB
Club will have a potluck
supper and fun night on
Friday. March 25, at seven p.
m. at the North Branch
community room of the
Peoples Bank, North 12th and
Chestnut Streets.
Supper will be served and
all new and old members are
urged to attend. Bingo will be
played and each one attending
should bring a gift for the
game if desiring to play, a
spokesman said.

FOR FRIDAY,MARCH 25, 1977
What kind of • day will you, so it would be foolish to
tomorrow be' To find out what offset efforts of the past.
the stars say, read the forecast SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
given for your birth Sign.
Don't undertake anything
proper
without knowing
procedure. Find out how
ARIES
11 associates think and feel...ExY8
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20).
Don't hesitate to take up cellent progress indicated
apprenticeship in something through alert thinking and
new if it is worthwhile, no action.
matter what your age. No one CAPRICORN
has a monopoly on im- I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Your intuition should be
provement.
strong now; but double-check to
TAURUS
‘1•7 make sure you are not
( Apr 21 to May 21) /3
Turbulent waters in some overlooking small details. Thus,
areas, but you are made of the all should go well.
stuff that doesn't collapse at the AQUARIUS
first sign of opposition or dif- (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Pay no attention to dissenters
ficulty. Be your philosophical
or pessimists. Go about your
self.
work and other activities with
GEMINI
good will and a bit of finesse.
I May 22 to June 211
influences somewhat ad--Trin-TaTritave-an-urinsually
verse. If. certain negotiations satisfactory day.
are Rending, try to postpone PISCES
decisions until Monday, when ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Business and financial
aspects will be more propitious.
-matters -slated fer immediate-t'ANCEft
advancement; also for future
0
'
( June 22 to, July 23)‘
All may not go exactly as you gains. But take no risks; condesire, but you will find many servative management
advantages, anyway - if you stressed.
look carefully in all areas.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
' endowed with a tremendous
(July 24 to Aug. 23) "12figi
An auspicious period. If you enthusiasm for life, boundless
cooperate smartly, you can energy and an outstanding gift
make up for any lost time. and of leadership. You are both
break through new barriers to artistic and practical; tolerant
exbroad-minded;
attainment. Personal and
relationships highly favored. ceptionally versatile in your
VIRGO
talents. You have a great love of
beauty and, even if you do not
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Your innate perceptiveness follow one of the arts as a
will prove a great asset now. career, will almost inevitably
Through it, you will get a brand choose one as an avocation.
new slant on a puzzling job Music could be one of the finest
outlets for your talents, but
situation.
could
LIBRA
r2E other fields in which you
attain eminent success include
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Make your schedule a flexible politics, the theater and
one. There are possibilities of science. Curb a tendency to
changes and variations in speak-,without thinking at
certain situations - all times; also an inclination to
strike out at those whom you
promising to be beneficial.
feel have slighted you in any
SCORPIO
way. Birthdate of: Arturo
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Don't sidestep obligations in Toscanini, world-renowned
favor of more- desirable ac- musician-conductor; Simone
tivities. You haves lot going for Signoret, film star.
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Family Shoe
Store

% I
eAVIMI

OF OUR NEW STORE IN RICHMOND, KY.

7,

COORDINATE
SPORTSWEAR

t

3-PIECE
PANTSUITS

famous nalre nationally advertised sportswear. Beautiful
easy core 100% polyester All
to mix and match_

•BLAZER

•SKIRT

Perk up your Spring wardrobe
with our 3-piece polyester
pantsuits in all the most popular
styles and colors

•PANTS

•TOPS

Reg. 25.99-27.99

Jumping-Jacks
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]599

Reg. 15.99 to 24.99
All
ONE
PRICE

to
tc

599

Vi

Shoe Store

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Frank Ganger of Murray
has been dismissed from
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. .

SPORTSWEAR BARGAIN TABLE

Buy Direct From...

•PANTS•SWF AVERS•VESTS
•SHIRTS•SKIRTS•BlOUSES•TOP

Direct Furniture

00

2-PIECE
VEST SETS

REGULAR 12 99-TO 19 99

DENIM JEANS!
All from regu4kr sror
choose from

Mtlny

99

-)

SKIRT OR GAUCHO SETS

Reg 19 99 Save 50'•

It will be a hard choice to make —
so why not buy one o1 each at this
great price' Choose from denims,
calcuttas. poly gabs poly blends,
soi.ds strl pes and patterns

HANDBAGS
Our best selling styles et ci fantasn-c

8 Piece
Family
Grouping
For $52500

once'

Reg 999

399

.1":

REG. to-33.99

1399

CAFTANS & FLOATS
Unusual and es,
floats in er,otH r)r,ds l•

.
I'

99
Rog 19 5V

Direct Furniture
1 Mile On 94 East- Next To Darnell Marine
753-3546
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EDITORIAL

Laws That Accent
Unemployment

In Busy Downtown Memphis
Making Money And Honey
By M.C. Garrott
My friend, Hollis Roberts, a member
of the Murray State security force, has
shared with me the story of one of the
largest formations of honeycomb
heretofore discovered — and right in
the heart of a bigi busy city.It was a clipping of Eldon Roark's
column-, "Strolling," in one of the
Memphis papers. It had been sent to
Mrs. Roberts by Mrs. Bruce Graves,
the former Louise Haley of Murray.
Mrs. Graves'father wasTWiglisleY;
who lived where W. J. Pitman does now
on the comes of Olive and North 60
Streets. He operated a livery stable

S.

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

The great hunk of comb was about six
„
feet wide! And it hung down,
supported, four feet from the beams to
which it *as littached! The bees,
huddled in a ball, were at the lower end
of the comb.
•
• Some of the"comb had broken off
under its own weight, and had fallen to
the attic floor. The honey that had
leaked through the file-rooth telling
had come from the broken comb.
Tholen, his face protected-by the pahty

— Labor relations laws that
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The annual Boy Scout Fund Drive
excessive powers to
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record, the national debate for
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But while accenting the
here next week.
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says
tasted,"
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ever
I
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— Welfare laws that deter
tended to make .us forget the
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generous
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moving to Memphis in the 1920s.
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In
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And speaking of the Boy Scoutsethe
we used to see them taking di in. that
'subsidies all make welfare and raced in harness races. In fact, he
ployment.
Four Rivers Council recently issued a
direction."
The new 95th Congress can do more attractive.
was killed while driving in a harness
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statement
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— Payments running as high
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something about these root
. we're still the Boy Scouts
name..
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America."
of
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British
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of
experience
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more
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Campbell College, Buies Creek,
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recently and investigate. It was awfully
the history of the last 20 years." cold, and he knew
market.
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the bees wouldn't be

Senator
Dee Huddleston

10 Years Ago

GUEST EDITORIAL

Teach Him To Fish
"It is better to teach a man
how to fish," the proverb goes,
"than to give him a fish."
Put in terms that are more
relevant today, it is far more
productive to teach a man or
woman a marketable skill,
through which he or she can
earn Money and achieve independence, than to put him or
her, on an outright dole that
economic
to
amounts
thralldom.
The dole does not work, for
• either the jobless. individual
who merely derives marginal
stubstence from it or for society,
which loses a potentially
productive member because of
it.
' F. Ray Marshall, Jimmy
Carter's labor secretary, indicates a willingness to try to
find those other ways. He says
that ihe government should
shift emphasis from outright
welfare to apprenticeship and
job-training programs that will
help the_linpmploy_ed_ acquire
the skills they need co find
employment.'
"Some of the current
programs aren't serious,""
Marshall said. "They are just
income-maintenance plans
which leave the participants
• with no skills when the program
is over."
No one gains, in other words:
the participant is still unemployable, the government still
has a Ward and the burden on

taxpayers keeps growing.
In his first official statement
Marshall showed a more
practical grasp of the realities
of unemployment than did
another academic - Michigan
State University economist,
Charles Killingworth.
On the same day Marshall
was named,Killingworth called
for an $8 billion expenditure for
public-sector jobs. He spoke
tinder sponsorship of Rep. John
Conyers, D-Mich., who added
that Carter favors "job
creatio'n' as an economic
stimulus. We' hope Marshall,
not Conyers,' speaks for the
president.
—From the Santo Ana (CA)
Register

The Murray
Ledger Sc Times
The Murray Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except
Sundays. July 4, Christmas Day.
New Year's Day and l'hanksPiving
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 163 N.
4th St. Murray,Ky.,42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray,Ky.42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
areas served by carriers, $2.50 per
month, payable in advance. By mail
in Calloway County and to Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky., and Paris. Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn.,$17.50 per year.
By mail to other destinations,$330
per year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and
Southern Newspaper 'Publishers
Association.

very active. Still, he played it safe He
bought a pair of panty hose to pull over
his head, and he donned heavy gloves
Flashlight in hand, he climbed up a
ladder and scuttled through the scuttlebole.
..The sight that greeted him made his
eyes pop. Hangingdown from beams up
against the front brick wall was the
biggest formation of honeycomb in the
whole world! If he hadn't beer.
cra*ling,"it would have staggered hill,

TOday-In History
. By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday March -'4.
ft
83rd day of 1977. There are 282
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1603, the crowl, ,if
England and Scotland were
under James the Sixth of Scotland He
begaihis reign as James the Firs!
On this date:
In 1683, Rhode Island was pun heit
from the lodians.
In 1783, Spain recognized the ;ndependence of the United States.
. In 1934, President ' Frank!! I).
Roosevelt signed a bill granting fut'lre
independence to the Philippines. _
In 1953, the widow of King Georce V
of Britain, Dowager Queen Mary. died
at the age of 86.
In 1965, Senator Robert F. Kennedy
reached the top _o_VMcant Kennedy in
Canada's Yukon Territory. The peak
had been the highest uni:Lvilied
mountain in North America.
Ten years ago: Eight American
educators and their, pilot were killed
when their_ plane crashed int. a
mountain near Da. Nang in South
Vietnam
Five years ago: Britain took ,,ver
direct control of Northern Ireland te try
to restore order.
•
One year ago: A military goveriment
took over.in.Argentina, overthri itking
and arresting President Isabel Peron. -Tally's birthdays: Actor Steve
McQueen is 47. Pianist Byron Janis is
Thought for today: Public instruction
should be the first object of government. — Napoleon Bonaparte, 1796▪ 1821.

20 Years Ago
The Murray City School Board has
named Preston Holland as Director of
Athletics, W. B. Moser as Director of,
Instruction, and Fred Schultz, Jr., as
principal, all at Murray High School,
for the coming School year.
Deaths reperted include Edgar
Wade„.age-68;
Orvis C. Hendrick has been named as
distributor offi-X Product's in Calloway
County.
Births reported include' a girl,
Beverly Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Lenith
Rogers on March 21, and a boy, James
Norfred, to Mr. and Mrs. James Klapp
on March 22.
Wallace Dowdy announces the
engagement of his daughter, Rozene, to
Holmes Ellis Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Holmes Ellis,Sr.
Marine!! Myers,CarolyriCarnp, Reda
Brandon, Janice Cook, and Mary Ann
Farris presented the program at the
meeting of the Lynn Grove High School
Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
America.

to numerous inquiries based on recent
news _stories about.the BSA's adoption
of a new communicative symbol using
the words Scouting-USA.
Dr. William T. parker, president of
the Four Rivers Council,extilained`that—
Scouting serves young men and women
as well as boys and that the word "bay"
was diTippecTirom the scout phase of-, the program several years ago_
The official name of the local council
will continue to be Four Rivers Council.
1144-gr Scants of America The gouncji will
gradually incorporate the new symbol
on its printed materials,signs and other
"places where a strong, recognizable
•
indentification is required.
The BSA's new bright rezd and tvhite
symbol includes a contemrrary
version of the traditional BSA fleur-delis, plus the new communicative name.
Scouting-USA. Use of the new symbol
began last summer but full implementation, is expected to take
several years Dr. Parker pointedout.
0+0
Presidenti karter has learned that
even a dedication to speed-reading isno
defense against the fusillades of
paperwork in the government. He has
appealed to his aides to go easy on the
memos they expect him to read, _and
has revoked his order requiring Cabinet
members to read eatt new regulation
issued by their departments.
Mr. Carter had had his baptism of
fire in a war against ofqial wordiness
that has lasted longer than the war in
Vietnam. Having withdrawn to his
foxhole ,to rest his eyes, he faces a
tactical problem: how to knock out the
enemy artillery. ,.
Now if he were John Wayne he'd call
for volunteers for a do-or-die mission —
a commando force to penetrate enemy
lines and pull the pings,on all'those
electric typewriters and copying
machines.
It would be risky, but that's how
heroes are made. Right?
0+0
An actor was performing in a country
theater when the play was interrupted
by the persistent crying of a baby in the
audience. The crying went on until he.
could ignore it no longer.
Stopping the action and walking to
the front of the stage he announced in
solemn tones:
"Ladies and gentlemen, unless the
play is stopped, the child cannat
possibly goon."

source.
In addition, the bill authorizes loan
guarantees and low-interest loans for
the procurement of air pollution control
equipment. ,
This is the approach we need if the
President and the Congress are serious
about carrying out our commitment to
doubling the utilization of cog by 1985.
The bill is tough and it is aimed at those
energy users which, if they have the
capability to use coal, can significantly
reduce our dependence on coal.
The fact that this legislation is
cosponsored by the,chairmen of the
Energy and 'Natural Resources and
Environment and Public Works
Committees gives me great..hope for
eventual passage.

Bible Thought
Shall we continue in sin, that
grace may abound? Romans 6:1.
(Jai e is "Cmd
Christ's Expense

Redemption Al

but we don t
have to «)ntinue sinning to experie•n(*. it'

Funny
Funny World
CRIME'
1
-i.
•
Italian police report car theft is fast
becoming the Most popular crime in
that country. With 42,226 cars stolen
last year, Rome beat Milan 030,8031 and
Naples (24,025). Only one in three stolen
cars is ever recovered. Meanwhile,
back in the U. S., the president of • the
International Association of Auto Theft
Investigators predicted more than one
million cars would be stolen this year ir.
this coUntry.
It was a short chase. Paulette 1411114111
sayi. The 3l-year-old Gobles. Mich.,
woman said she was standing on a
corner in Denver, Colo., when a man
grabbed her wallet and bolted. When he
jumped irra car and tried to drive away
on foot and
she chased him down
forced him to the curb. So. he tried
-get out of his car and run, but shi•
collared him and returned him to the
scene of the crime. The would-be thief
was outmatched all the was. though
Mrs. Maxam stands 5-feet-5 and %vigils
250 pound.s. The suspect weighed M at
170,poiinds. r Denver Post
to

s Stay Well
'
Let

Tips For Choosing Baby (,:ribs
Pu F.11.
Q. Mrs. K. F wntekthat she vs
in her eighth month of pregnancy and is panning to buy a crib
soon. She wants a few pointers
about safe and ,desirable crib
eemstruction feaVires
A. It As wisOrth think about
such details prior to your
purchase 'Much benefit could
come from (liar doing so not only
with cribs but alsoloys, clothing.
and other itent.
Most critits-atuallv are made of
wood. Be sire that'the crib oam
buy is covered with lead-free
palm.
The crib's slats should run yer
Wally "The child can see he
tween the slats while lying down
. and can be more easily °Owned
from .sa• distance through the

Ii1.1.singanni 1.1 I)

spar..s There should he. as nar
row a space as priesible between
theilt:!.., so that the bah', cannot
sic 441.0.r—hOie4, 4.1(4.-Lir arm__
gel
caught hetvvecn them Their i.er
tical arrangement will prevent
the hati from catching a.
foothold and climbing out which
could pimably result in a fall to
.
the fliwir •
The head and toot tioants
should be covered with bumper*
pads, and care should he taken
to see thi"; no sharp or ta.,wil
edges are present in an of the
e
wood or metal parts
The mattress should fit
ai4airt‘Alhe cribs inside edges so
that the baby cannot get a hand
or toot caught in a vacant ,pace
1 hi: mattress should h., ar

Blingarr.e

ranged 4 that the height •if the
such that Ito.
top of thi• bed
hatA can.stand and hold onto no.
climb lover
.tvoid cluttering the rib with
an excess of toys Thin, an be a
source of injuni. A large, tily
such a.s a big hall. may allow oh,
Child a footing so that he or she
rnii pull up and fall over the
side of the crib
When a child has grown
that the crth is too limited a
space and when climbing out is
a risk despite the. precaution,
mentioned. di.sciintunue ale 01
thy crib The child shoulet
switched to a kisser bed trom
which falling is not a serious
matter
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Walker's Homer Gives
Murray State 9-1 Mark
when the -1:freds, the season and will play Iowa
was chased from the hill as Saturday
By MIKE BRANDON
.Wednesday's efforts.
play against ad Chicago today and Friday
league
open
Chicago scored four times to
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
In the first game Wed:
befbce, hosting Middle TenTennessee.
Middle
half
home
the
in
But
7-4.
Big Don Walker stood at the nesday, Murray State clubbed go up
important league
nesseehAke
the
ip
fly
sacrifice
Tooley's
plate. He reached out and a tough Iowa team 9-2. Iowa of the third, Murray again put
first gave Murray a 1-0 lead twinbill Saturday.
again,
and
board
the
on
three
tenderly slapped a little had claimed wins over TenThe first game`with Middle
then in the second, the 'Breds
'grounder down toward third. nessee and Mississippi in it was a one-run game. Believe
rattled the bats for seven runs. will begin at 1 p. ?tr. and a
scored
State
Murray
not,
or
it
first.
at
He was thrown out
roate to a 6-2 record before
„,,,..
With one out, after Bill large crowd is expected tole
all three runs in the third
That was in the third inning. they ran into the 'Breds.
hand.
on
off
a
with
led
had
Wagoner
the aid of a hit.
Back in the dugout, Murray
"I was just trying to get a without
Gam
walk, Mike Cathey singled.
•
Chicago made it 9-7 with two
State baseball coach Johnny piece of the ball. It was just a
'Ited•
I.uigs walked to fill the sacks
Reagan stepped up to Walker: Little bit above the belt and it in the fourth and Murray got a
a b r Is
to set the.. then Terry Brown_ punched a
"Don, I think -maybe -you're - was a Eastball:13tEras-.soop as I lone run in the
2 1- 1
John Lurgs-cf
single.
two-run
dramatic
the
.2 1 1
Brown-2b
thinking that if you could hit a made contact with it, I knew it stagefor
with an Siernanowsiu-ri
4 1 1
followed
Siemanowski
seventh.
homerun, you'd break out of was gone," Walker said.
4 1 2
Stan Giesler. Giesler-ss
did
as
single
RBI
in
moved
who
Brown,
Terry
2 2 1
your slump. Just get a piece of
frame
the
3 0 1
in
hit
big
other
The
b
f
l
I
-r
e.
t
1e
11
)
%
it, just get good wood on it," It was Walker's only hit'in from second to hurl the final
2 1 1
- when Wagoner -came Viag,Awc-dh .
was
was
two-thirds,
cerand
he
but
bat
inning
3 0 0
at
times
five
l'ourtne)-3b
Reagan said.
,
time
second
0 1
3
the
for
around
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Four innings later, Walker tainly couldn't have gotten 'a credited with the
0 1 0
Austui pr
been and laced a two-run single.
as
wh
Tooley,
Greg
I
0
0
0
hit.
bigger
stood at the plate and Murray
wiy, /armed_ five
0
State trailed Chicago 94. Clikago ut to sLat tvi Cl,ff -tearbg thetov off the ball
2599
„,
Totals
walked two 'in his four
There was one out and Buechel forithree runs in the thus far in early season play, and
was relieved by
000 2 2-5-3
000
innings,
to
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a
three
scoring
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and
Thoroughbred runners on at first inning
170 010 x 9-9-2
.
freshman Clay Vangilder.
second and third. Walker took run in the home half of the pace the 11-hit Murray attack.
righthander
Vangilder,
Small Gime
Before Chicago scored the
the advice. He got good wood first, the 'Breds came back
'beds
from Cape Girardeau. gave up
with three in the second to go nine runs in the nightcap,
on it all right.
the
of
top
the
in
two
rims
Is
ab
Walker slammed the ball ahead 4-3. Al I.uigs had a two- Murray's pitching had given
1
4
only one of the Lurgs-(.1
with
seventh,
games.
nine
in
runs
17
and
game
the
only
up
0
. 4
Brown-2b,p
into rightcenter, about 25 feet run single to tie
struck
He
being
earned.
runs
0
0
0
contest,
Barrett-2b
In the opening
beyond the fence, and the an RBI single by Greg Tooley
2 I 1
Riggins out five and gave up four Siemanowski-rf
Mark
southpaw
4 1 3
Tooley-If
'Breds captured an 11-9 win, gave Murray the lead.
giving Murray two wins for

Then in the third, Buechel

Doctor Orders Trevino
To Not Play In Masters
,B3L BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
— Lee Trevino:is
C. API1
r ski ing the Masters again —
and this timeit's not his idea.
He did this on doctor's
orders," a spokesman for

worked the first four frames
annlanked Iowa on four hits.
Riggins was credited with the
win.
He worked only four innings
so that he Would be available
for spot relief duty if needed

passes.

Giesler had two hits in the
game and everyone else in the
starting lineup except third
sacker

Robin

Courtney

hit

Giesler•ss
Walker-lb
F'elin•dh
Calicchio-3b
Teel-c
Austin-or
Totals

safely.
The 'Breds are now 9-1 on

Chicago
Murray
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Tiant Helps Red Sox
To Win In His Debut

(

Sunday Couples
Bowling League

ad- 581

Team

- After Tiant left the ga
House allowed two
decisive runs on a single by
by
double
a
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Rockets Become First
Team To Clinch Berth

By CHRISTY BARBEE
(MURRAY LEDGER 1:= TIMES)
, AP Sports Writer
Gene Sarazen, Ben Hogan,
Moses Malone and Palvin
Jack Nicklaus and Gary
Murphy gave the —Houston
Player make pretty good
Rockets a present for
company."
Malone's birthday — comThey are the only players
bining for 48 points as the
Central Division leaders
Trevino's office in El Paso, ever to win all four major
became the first team to
'vex., said Wednesday, con- titles — the Masters, U.S. and
clinch a National -Basketball
firming a report by The British Opens and the PGA.
Association playoffs berth.
Associated Press that - the Trevino, one of the game's
The Rockets did it by'
flamboyant Trevino — deeply premier players and among
beating the Portland Trail
troubled by a bad back — had the most popular players golf
the has ever known, won the U.S.
from
Blazers 109-104 Wednesday
withdrawn
night as Malone accounted for
presitgious Masters. the first Open in 1968 and 1971 and the
one point for each of his years
of the year's four major tests British Open in 1971 and 1972.
His ailing back forced him
— 23 — anti Murphy had 25.
of golfing greatness.
Elsewhere in the NBA, the
In earlier years, Trevino out of a shot at the Masters,
New Orleans Jazz beat Detroit
had created a national furor April 7-10 in Augusta, Ga. this
95-89, the Kansas City Kings
by boycotting the esteemed. year.
-Following doctor's orders,
beat the New York Nets 107-96,
Masters because, he said at
. Trevino is at home I in
the Washington Bullets edged
the time,the Augusta National Mr.
the Cleveland Cavaliers 95-90,
Golf Club,course was not' Santa Teresa, N.M.) resting
and taking whirlpool treat- By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON
plus Eddie Murray's sacrifice suffered a torn ligament in the the Boston Celtics defeated
suited to his game.
fly — while walking one and ring finger of his left hand the Atlanta Hawks 103-96, the
AP Sports Writer
Since winning the PGA mints," his office said. "He is
during batting practice. He
comment."
for
LuTt Tiant, signed and striking out two.
Golden State Warriors downed
national championship in 1974, not available
might have to go _arithe
20
pitched
only
I
year
nfirm-0d,
iver.
a
"Last
called
--office--:co
startingto-del
has
is
Trevino
sealed,
-the-Philadelphia 76ers128-120,
however;
The veteran right-hander innings down here but I was disabled list.
the Los Angeles Lakers topped
Masters title one of the prime hbwever, that Trevino sent a
telegram to Masters officials made a
belated spring ready when the season
the Indiana Pacers 105-97 and
goals of his career.
TENNIS I
the San Antonio Spurs edged
-I've got a chance at last Friday withdrawing from training debut Wednesday and started," Tiant said. "I think, _SAN ANTONIO, Texas —
hurled two 'innings as the I'll be ready when the season Billie Jean King defeated the Denver Nuggets 122-120.
becoming only the fifth man in the tournament.
too.
"
ed to thes
tarts this year,
Boston Red Sox
Portland closed within 102Carol Baily of Denver 6-4, 6-4
Before taking the mound,
against Hotiston with 2:08
Baltimore Orioles 3-2.
'101
the
actionin
round
secondin
Tiant finally signed his newt)?
It was only Tiant's sixth
McFarlin Cup tenri:s tourcontract. Term
tend
in camp following a contract extended
nament.
hassle, and.-he threw 30 pit- were not disclosed but it was
ches, allowing one run and two believed*s $180,000-per-year
extended
Was
hits — singles by Mark contract
Belanger and Ken Singleton through 1978, w1tlt , i option

Tom

•

(Shift Photos by Mike Brandon)

history to win all the .Big

Bowling
Standings

_

of the ballpark as
GOODBYE— The ball has just sailed out of the picture and is on its way out
Murray State an
Don Walker connects on this swing for a three-run homer in the seventh, giving
11.9 win over Chicago.

Four," he said."Id be foolish
not to try to make it. After all,

for 1979.

;It
:2:11 11%Z:
'

Trail—Blazers!
p ay.
cehter'Bill Waltth, who played
most of the seiid half with
five personal foulsouled out
r the
4_
with 1:15 left.
101
Malonestw for a
free throws
\
Houston edge.
Jazz 95,Pistons 89
Pete Maravich scored
points, 25 in the first half
including six crucial points in
the final 90 seconds, helping
clinch a third straight victory
Jor New Orleans.
Kings 107, Nets 96
In a game played under
protest after New York's Mike
Bantbm was ejected, former,
Nets Brian Taylni and Jim
Eakins gave Kansas City its
ninth victory in 11 games.
Taylor, traded by the Nets last
summer, scored 29 points,
while Eakins had 14, all in the
final period. Bantom was
called for a personal foul, then
official Don Murphy -called a
technical foul, saying, "You
should have heard what he
called me."
Bullets 95,Cavaliers90
Wes Unsold scored a basket,
then fired a long pass to Elvin

Hayes for_ a

ma.
63-4
gar
Pac
me

fast-break' stuff
Washington

that put
ahead 83-75.

shot

Ctltfeli 103, Hawkii6
Sidney Wicks' 19 points
boosted him past the 10,000- 4
point career total and helped
oyercore Atlanta's ' •

Boston

first-half lead.

Warriors 128,76ers 120
Rick Barry scored 37 points_
for Golden State as the
Warriors handed Phildelphia
its first loss in five games.
George McGinnis scored 34 for
Philadelphia and Julius Erving'added 28.
Lakers 105,Pacers 97
Kareem Alfclul-Jabbar
scored 26 points and Cazzie,
Russell 25, helping Los
Angeles withstand a fourthquarter Indiana rally. Billy
Knight led, the facers with 28
points.
Spurs 122, Nuggets 120
A key steal by San Antonio's
Mike Gale cat off a late rally
by Denver,and George Gervin
hit 38 points, offsetting some
hot shooting by the Nuggets'
David Thompson. Thompson
. with a season-high 44
iniinsthsed
fpo

135

•
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th
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Singleton and a single by
L
29 'Murray.
42
'Meanwhile, the Los Angeles
43.
to
hope
who
69
Dodgers,
46'-r
4aL, challenge Cincinnati's world
51
champions in the National
63
League west, scored twice in
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EMPTY GLOVE—Shortstop Stan Giesler makes a backhanded stab but comes up empty as the
ball gat through for a hit and scored one of Iowa's seventh inning runs in Murray's 9-2 win. On
third is Robin Courtney.
(Staff Photos by Mika Brandon)
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Tech Women
Just Miss
ajor Upset

MINNEAPOLIS AP) —
Inunaculata. needed help to
avoid being upset in the
opening round of the
Association Of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (AIAW
basketball tournament.
692 the first inning on RBI hits by
The help came from
630
sie Reggie Smith and Rick somewhere as the perennial
women's
Monday and nipped the Reds Pennsylvania
802
Th1 2-1 behind the seven-hit pit- powerhouse rallied for an 83779 ching of Doug Rau and Charlie 73 victory Wednesday night in
1987 Holler:4-- first-round action of the
MAWtourname.
Even though Oakland A's
1771
1656
Charles O. Finley
owner
Cathy Rush, Inunaculata's
2296 claimed the American League veteran coach, thought the
i
2252
=9 Wr,,st for his team, the A's, Mighty Macs had all the help
not listefiing. They they needed following a
, were
201 dropped a 9-8 deciSiOn to the pregame visit from evangelist
191 Chicago Cubs, who rallied for Oral Roberts.
- 188
.three 'runs in the ninth inning
"I don't know what it did for
173 on Gene Clines' triple, an the girls, but I told them what
170
it meant to me," said Ms.
is error, Joe Wallis' single and
Rosello's -two-run
Dave
Rush."It was quite a thrill."
Tennessee Tech Coach
245 double. '
Diego Padres Marynell Meadors thought
San
227
The '
1
214
214 hammered three Seattle Inunaculata got all the help it
214 pitchers for 20 hits. including
needed from the officials:219 five triples, and needed all of
"The officials must have
212 them to beat the Mariners 17- read the paper and saw where
Irrunaculata was supposed to
-We 15.
The
Milwaukee Brewers
win," charged Ms. Meadors
928 outhomered California 6-5 —
after Tech's 83-73 defeat
Wednesday night.
515 Gorman Thomas hit a pair —
511
Baylor, Louisiana State,
and edged the Angels 10-9. The
MissiSsIppt C'ullege, -Kansas
' nesota Twins bowelto the
468 Min
441
Montreal Expos 4-1 as Tony' State, Tennessee, Southern
Perez'drove in-two-runs-with a -Connecticut and defending
623
champion Delta State also
595 single and double'.
585
The Cleveland Indians lost* claimed victories in opening619 9-5 to the San Francisco
round games.•
St.
defeated
Baylor
363 Giants, and the Atlanta
576
Braves lost -twice. John Ellis Joseph's, Pa., 8545, MU
tied the game with his.second stopped Western Washington
91-53, Mississippi Colle
172 home run antt—Tom Grieve
171 followed -with the winner as
bested Cal State Fullert 9716,3
jbliexas Rangers be one 84, Kansas-State dril • Utah
defeated
141 SQUIrorSraves 9-8. Another
70-32, Tennesse
Michigan State 7 ,Southern
156 gcoup of Atlantans dropped a
155 10-inning 5-4 decision to the
Connecticut bounced Missouri
150
• 136 Houston Astros.
80-64 and Delta State romped
Houston star Cesar Cedeno past host Minnesota 87-43.
136

Te:
Sta
a'
thr
Wa

:Willie y1n & The Tennesseans
- - The ingsmen Quartet
e EddieCrook Singers
. The Don Hendky Singers
Thursday, March 24. 7 p.m.
Murray State
University
,West Ky. Livestock and
Exposition Center
College Form Road

ADVANCE FAMILY TICKET- ANY 4 MEMBERS -'8"
GENERAL ADMISSION STUDENTfor additional ticket information, write or call west kentock) livestock and exposition center. murray
, 421371. phone 5021 753-0090
stale universit, murra. kentuck,
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NCAA Probe Has No
Effect On Las Vegas

Top-Rated Presentation
Ousted In Tournament

/

meets
Clark
RICHMOND. Ky. ( AP ) — Sheldbn
Vivian Higgs might tell you Lexington Tates Creek and
her basketball talent runs in Madisonville meets Taylor
- the family. Needless to say, it County.
Despite her team's victory.
does.
Vivian's brother, Kenny. is Assumption Coach Mary
a star at Louisiana State, but Helen -Zahn was concerned
it was Vivian's turn to star on that we got sloppy at times.
Wednesday as she led.
It didn't hurt us tonight,
Owensboro to a 61-56 upset of
but.. if you make mistakes
Louisville Presentation in a
when you're ahead, you'll
first round game of the
make them when you're
High
State
Kentucky Girl's
behind."
School Basketball Tour- team never trailed,
Zati-n'S
nament.
Higgs scored 18 points, building a 40-28 halftime edge
including a fourth-period as Donhoff pitched in 17 of her
jump shot that stalled a points, and Allen County got
Presentation rally, afterafter the no closer than nine the rest of
losers had shaved an 11-point the way.
deficit to just 56-53 with 2:10 to
Wagner scored five points
play.
a 14-0 run that brought
during
"That made our. season,"
behind
said Owensboro Coach Grant Oldham County from
left
3:58
with
lead
36-30
a
into
had
team
Talbott, whose
Oldham
dropped first round state in the game. Then
-corner
tournament---gaiiit, the past Colinty used A lour
favored
off
hold
AO
offense
two years.
In other first round games Campb411 County.
Wednesday, pre-tournament
That offense has been
favorite Louisville Assum- awfully good to us," said
ption thrashed Allen County Oldham Coach Dave Weed62-48 as Maria Donhoff and man. "I know a lot of people
Janet Miller each scored 22 don't like to see it, especially
points; Oldham County used after what North Carolina did
Mary Wagner's 21 points to with it to UK last week in the
down Campbell County 40-32; NCAA." .
and Laurel County rode a 30The eight first round win167rebound performance by Joan Garland to a ners will play in Friday's
quarterfinal round, with the
63-45 Win over Corbin.
going into semifinal
survivors
In today's other first round
meets play Saturday morning. The
games, Ashland
Paducah Tilghman, .Paris championship game will be
meets Breathitt County, played Saturday night.

said. "It's not a matter of that he had read about Cedric
running it, it is how well you "Cornbread" Maxwell.
run it. It'll be new for us "just seems to be a charmN
young guy. He seems to be the
because we haven't seen
anyone run it as well as type of guy that can lead you
to the national chamCarolina."
"We get too much attention pionship."
Maxwell is Charlotte's 6on our four corners," Smith
said. "We also believe.in the foot-8 center, a silky-smooth
fast break. But no one does it operator who is averaging
any better than Vegas. We more than 20 points per game
think we are surely facing the and also is used to take the
toughest team in the West. It ball down court against an
-N£AA headquarters in hopes will be one of the .toughest opponent's full-court press.
of hampering the Rebels's bid tests we have faced."
The Tar Heels carry a 27-4
the national championship,
for
teammates
State
his
Murray
by
WELCOMING COMMITTEE—Don Walker is greeted at the plate
into the game. Las
record
lot
a
got
Tarkanian said, "I've
after slamming a homervn which gave Murray a win over Chicago Wednesday. The 'Brads are ofthoughts on that but it's best Vegas has the top mark of the
now 9-1 on the season.
that I don't express any of final four,28-2.
Saturday's opener matches
them."
upstart North CarolinaAnd he didn't.
Asked if it might affect his Charlotte, 28-3 and ranked
team in the NCAA tour- 17th, against No..7 Marquette,
The Murray State women's
nament, he replied, "I don't 2107.
UNCC also will employ the ._track tearn_will, open its
.._.„
He seemed more concerned fast break, älthough'thèiëll- outdoor season Saturday at
with No. 4 North Carolina, his disciplined Sun Belt Con- the 20-team Memphis State
Opponent Saturday in the 4:15 ference champions also Invitational.
considerable
Other meets on the schedule
p.m. EST nightcap of the demonstrated
patience in rolling to victories are a quadrangular at SIUin
Atlanta's
semifinals
NCAA
was
Three-division play
going to Tampa and I'm not
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
over Syracuse and No. 1 Carbondale April 2, the
Omni.
sending anyone to represent another subject for discussion,
AP Sports Writer
"I've never seen a tearq.that Michigan in last week's Murray State Invitational
with the AL virtually certain
TAMPA,Fla.(AP) — Major' me."
April 8, the Western Kentucky
so many things and did Mideast Regionals.
did
Later, Finley confirmed to approve it for 1978 and the
league baseball owners, with
Marquette, which loses University Invitational April
well," Tarkartian said
them
even
than
better
a
NI,
having
Heideman.
the lexception of,. Oakland's having talked with
,Wednesday durinta telephone veteran Coach Al McGuire to 16, a dual with Western
Charles 0. Finley, assembled He also told The AP that he chance of accepting it.
news conference involving the retirement after this tour- Kentucky at Murray April 20,
for their annual spring would sell his team to his
of the four semifinal nament, is a defensive-minded the KWIC Championships at
coaches
meeting today amid rumors fellow major league owners
club that- likes- to control the Lexington April'23, the Becky
teams.
that Finley's A's as well as the "with one stipulation — that
Boone Relays at Richmond
He, 'especially expressed tempo of a game.
Baltimore Orioles are up for they agree to keep the club in
McGuire said he thought
Carolina'
April 29-30, and the AIAW
the
about
coneern
Oakland for at least 10 years."
sale.
corners" offense, a Charlotte's ,strong point was Championships at Los Angeles
"four
would
added,
Such a sale, he
The Associated Press
May 19-21.
delay game often employed by its "underdog type of attitude
By The Associated Press
learned Wednesday night that have to be "signed in blood."
_Racer Coach_ Margeso
Wednesday's Results ,
Tar Heel Coach Dean Smith — all for one and one for all. I
Kuhn
Bowie
Commissioner
Informed sources told The
Houston IN) 5, Atlanta IN) late in a game when his club is think this is the greatest asset Simmons figures her team
has been involved in talks AP that if either club is sold, it SS 4, 10 innings
you have."
this spring to bez,strongest in
nursing a lead.
Montreal IN) 4, /Minnesota
concerning the possible sale of would
to
He said he was sure UNCC the hurdles, sprints, middle
moved
be
running
are
teams
of
lot
"A
(Ai
1
the Orioles.
outstanding players and distances, and the long jump.
Washington, D.C., - and
Chicago IA .,14; Toronto i Al 4 the four corners," Tarkanian had
George switched from the American
Meanwhile,
Detroit (44' 3, Kansas City
Heideman, owner of the League to the National, with
A 2
/
Jenkintown, Pa., Steel Co., limited interleague play
Los Angeles ;NI 2, Cincinnati
Free! Free! Free! Free! Free! Free! Free! Free!
1 /AP he has held a beginning in 1978.
The
told
Tom
over
7-5
and
7-6
won
MSU
About a block from the
ltimore ;Ai 3, Boston A I 2
number of talks with Finley
Details of the possible sale //Chicago (Nt 9. Oakland r Al 8
Tennis Complex, the Murray Snowronek.
A's.
the
buying
about
of the Orioles were extremely.- San Diego NI 17. Seattle ( A
At the number three singles
State baseball team pulled out
Neither Heideman nor sketchy and the report was. 15
a win in the final inning on a spot, Murray's Jeff Leeper
San Francisco 4N1 9, CleveFinley is expected to attend denied by club officials. But it
three-run homer by Don won 4-6, 6-7 and 6-3 over Eric
today's owners' meeting. was believed that board land iAi 5 .
four,
number
at
while
Jensen
Walker.
Atlanta NI SS B
Heideman, who came close to chairman Jerold, 'C. Hoff- . Texas-. i A ) 9,I Al 10, California
Milwaukee
And on the tennis courts, it Tom Lie of the Racers won 6-2,
Washington
old
buying the
A 9berger wants to unload the
All Leather
was just as exciting as Coach 4-3 over Bill Metzler.
said he club.
New York IA) 10, University
Bradley claimed wins at Senators in the 1960s,
Bennie Purcell's Racer net'SO
40&
9
it.
Florida
of
make
Dingo
can't
but
invited
was
Kuhn was unav41able but
ters opened their home season five and six as Tom Richards
St. Louis ;NI 8, New York
be
won't
he
said
Finley
And
to
Dingo
talked
Sun
over
Baltimore
6-4
and
The
4-6
NI 1
with a 5-4 win over Bradley. won 64,
here because he fears a move BobrWirz, director of public
Thursday's Games
Every match was over Murray's Sam Pruitt at five
Casual 8. Dress
up
buy
to
owners
by the other
relations for the comBoston (A) vs. Pittsburgh
except one: the number three while at six, Mike Gospodarek
his team.
missioner's office, who quoted . ,s at Cocoa, Fla.
doubles match and the winner of Bradley won 7-5, 6-4 over
York (NI vs. Phila"I don't want to hurt their Kuhn as saying: "I would
.
Berthiaume
Roger
their
give
of that match would
delphia (Ni at Clearwater. Fla.
they
afraid
I'm
but
Reg. 50.00
feelings,
been
not
have
I
went
that.
Leeper
deny
New
Westfall and
team the victory.
Atlanta • NI SS vs Montreal
might try to buy my club," involved in any such (NI at Daytona Beach, Fla.
2and
2-6
7-5,
lost
but
sets
split
BenRoger
Styles
and
Tom Lie
of Finley said Wedneiday from discussions."
Houston(NI vs. Detroit(Al
thiaume won the first set at 6 to Spietz-Snowronek
two, his Chicago home. "I'm not
General Manager Hank at lakeland, Fla.,
the number three doubles over Bradley and at number
New York (A) vs.. Minnesota
Peters said: "I can't comment
over Murray won as Purcell and
Metzler-Richards
Asst. Styles
(Al at Orlando, Fla.
because
it
on
defeat
to
officially
Kansas City (Al vs. Texas
Bradley. But in the second set, Pruitt teamed
Coach
Cage
New
Colors
-anything like that would have (Alat Pompano Beach, Fla.
the Braves' doubles team Jenson and Will Davis of
Louis
St.
Alvs.
Hoffberger.
Mr.
Baltimore(
from
come
to
6-2.
came back to win 6-4 and set Bradley 6-2,
S.C. (AP) — but I haven't heard a word
NJ at St. Petersburg., Fla.
Murray, now 1-1 on the /COLUMBIA,
the stage for the last set.
Toronto(Alvs. Chicago (Al
Neild Gordon, whose about it, and I mean that
Coach
Bradley'
host
will
season,
But in the final set, Lieat Sarasota, Fla.
teams
basketball
Newberry
were
anything
If
Cincinnati (N ) vs. Los AngeBerthiainne won 6-3 and that again today with the singles compiled a 218-88 record in sincerely.
m.
going on, I think I'd know les IN; at Vero Bero Beach,
gave Murray State the vic- matches set to begin at-3 p.
National
the
Fla.
about it."
Friday and Saturday, the District 6 of
tory.
Texas 'Alvs. Atlanta 'Ni SS
Association of Intercollegiate
All Leather
baseball
has
report
at
be
Another
will
teen
tennis
Racer
singles,
one
In the number
has been named buying the A's from Finley, at West Palm Beach, Fla.
Athletics,
a
for
Haute
Milwaukee (Al vs. Oakland
Murray's Del Purcell fell in Terre
Reg. 34.99
head coach and athletic
in Oakland Al at Mesa; Ariz.
split sets to Jeff Spietz who quadrangular with Indiana director at Winthrop College keeping the team
and
this seaSon, then selling the
San Francisco , N) vs. Caliwon 6-3, 4-6 and 6-3. At number State, .Miami of Ohio
in Rock Hill, S.C.
franchise to Ed Cole, former fornia ,Ai at. Phoenix, Ariz,
two, Roger Westfall of Murray Eastern Kentucky.
(Alvs. Seattle (A
$1 795 p
chairman of the board of atCleveland
Tempe, Ariz_
General Motors. The rumored
Chicago 'NI vs. San Diego (NI
Pictured At Right Is The Down To Earth Negative Heel Nature Shoe
price tag is $6 million, at Yuma, Ariz.
Friday's Games
although Heideman indicated
Detroit IA) vs. Pittsburgh
Pinley's price is in the $8
Glove Leather
Fla. ,
million range. Cole would then (N) at Bradenton,
vs. PhilaYork(Al
New
move the franchise to delphia IN) at Clearwater, Fla.
Large Loans for homeowners.
You simply`come to us for a real estate
Washington, satisfying a longs
Montreal 'NI vs. Houston IN
Total OL
Month.
Amount 1 Monthly
APR•
loan backed by your equity.
at Cocoa, Fla.
standing promise by Kuhn.
$60.00 Value
Paynnen
To Pay
Payment
;
1•Inaneed
Minnesota A I SS vs. Toronto
;Equity is the difference between how
The franchise would switch
Reg. $30.00
Dunedin, Fla.
1rptIch your home is worth. and what yoti $2,500 ;$ 73.17 48 $ 3,51 2.16 17.80%
,
.
to, the National League. Alat
Miami
vs.
SS
(Al
Chicago
—
_
„"owe on it.
balancing the two leagues at
North at Miami, Fla., in)
Buy 1
r
It's a valuable asset you can use to $3,500 4 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80% 13 teams apiece. Presently. Dade
,
Chicago A I SS vs. AlTifita
you
whatever
for
For
Pair
l
'
loarV
big
back a really
the AL has 14 teams and the (NI at West Palm Beach, Fla.,
$5,509 '$124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
have in mind.
NL has 12.
ansas City ; A vs. Balti1
Get 2nd Pair
Finley's situation, under the
1 $7,500 i $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
Real estate values are up.tsp. up.
ore ; At at Miami. Fla.
"franchise
Ai
Texas
of
heading
KV-1
Los Angeles ;NI vs.
So the house you bought just a few -.Ann.,
relocation," was one of the at Pompano Beach. Fla.
years', ago probably would sell for a lot
Boston ;A vs. New York (NI
topics on the agenda of the
more than you paid.
St. Petersburg, Fla.
'owners, who were to meet in at Minnesota
Which means your equity is bigger.
'AlSS vs. CinIn f3ej-Air Center. Murray
sessions
league
the
separate
equity,
And the bigger your
cinnati ; NI at Tampa,Fla.
" Phone '753-5573
before joining for a general
Chicago I Ni vs. California
more you can borrow in a large real estate
To Be Given Away
Ross WtIder Mgr
NI at Palm Springs, Calif.
.
now.
get-together
Right
here.
Right
loan.
items throughout
If you can guess the exact retail price of certain
So the equity in your house is like
prices locked
exact
the
has
Bank
Peoples
the store. Bill Boyd of the
money in your pocket.
Joan
yoar
got
Were
CAI us. We've got your loan.
in a vault at the bank.
Up to trZ500.
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports-Writer
ATLANTA ( AP) — Jerry
Tairkanian, coach of fifthranked Nevada-Las Vegas,
would just, as soon skip
subject of his basket 11
team's investigation bY the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association.,
Asked Wednesday ,if he
thought word of the investigation leaked out of

Racer Women
Tracksters To
Open Season

Rumors Persist, A's,
Orioles May Be Sold

Citrus League
At A Glance

Racer Netters Rally To
Take Win Over Bradley

tee.

-

r r- .

a

Wall To Wall Sale
Boots

8

Goucho
Boots

$19"

$1999 & $2499

4

Casual
Shoes

How to get money out of
your house without selling it.

••••••
••••

Casual Shoes
tn200

v,

FREE!
$3,60000 Worth Free Merchandise

caRED1711R[Fr
(r)

••••

Cardinals Bang 18 Hits
To Coast Past Mets 8-1

ST, PETERSBURG. Fla. AP) — "It's a lot easier to have
fun when you get 18 hits," veteran shortstop Don Kessinger of
the St. Louis Cardinals said
Strange he should mention it. That's the number the Cards
got Wednesday night — along with an 8-1 victory over the
New York Mets in exhibition baseball.
"It showed us that we can compete with.the best of the
by St.
clubs," said Manager Vern Rapp, who was 'pleased
Louis' second straight triumph.
"I like what I've seen so far," Rapp said of left-hander Pete
Falcone, who pitched five-trupgs and permitted the only
.
New York run.
"He had corrunand of all his pitches — curve ball, fast ball
and change-up," Rapp commented. -He threw eight or nine
, changes."
The Cards, after touching New York starter Bob Apodata
for a run in the opening inning, exploded for five more in the
fourth off Mets rookie John Pacella on Six hits and a Mets
L-error.
Heity Cruz, Keith Hernandez, Ken Reitz and Lou Brock
each had two hits and Cruz and Reitz drove in two runs
apiece.
St. Louis, which boosted its spring record to 5-7, was to
have played host to the Baltimore Orioles in a game this
afternoon at Al Lang Stadium.

ork Shoes
& Boots

C

All leather

L.5 .
No. 908
Th
2

Prict

Leather Purses
18 to '20 Value

$599 to $799

$9-$1 2-$14

Turquoise
Jewelry

With Any Purchase
of $25.041
You Reiteive-A Free

Prices to 32.00

Belt

$ 99 & $699

Valued At'8 to '10

1 Vernon's Western Store
Shoe Repair, Saddle Repair & Orthopedic Repair
03
master charge

9-9 Weekdays, 1-6 Sun,
Olympic Plaza
753-9985

v,
CD

PA
.
;
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Search Being
Conducted
For Killer

Zaire Air Force Jets Bomb
Headquarters Of Exiles

when Zaire was the Congo.
The railhead town of Dilolo
• BIRMINGHAM, Mich.(AP)
on the Angolan border was
-2 More than 200 detectives
also reported bombed, but
today searched for a wellthere was no report on the
educated "trusted individual"
damage there.
who' smothered an abducted
In addition to Dilolo and
boy only a few hours before his
Kisenge, the invader's control
body was found in a roadside
Kapanga, 155 miles northeast
ditch.
of Dilolo and 45 miles from the
Discovery of the body of 11border; Sandoa, between
Timothy King of
the
year-old
and
'
Dilolo,
and
Kapanga
Birmingham, who was abcrossroads town of Kasaji, 80
ducted from a neighborhood
miles east of Dilolo and 130
drugstore March 16, marked
miles west of Kolwezi, the
Buren
Van
By Abigail
the seventh child abductioncopper-mining center of the - •
murder victim in the last 14
province.
DEAR ABBY: My friend's Chihuahua died_and I attend-a
months in Oakland County.
A missionary source. said
and I've got to ask somebody if I've led
funeral.
the
ed
ed
Police believe the boy's
indicat
s
contact
radio
I
sheltered life or not. I'M 50 years old, and until this week
missionaries and other never-knew they had-fonerals.for-dugs anal cats.,killer also killed at least three
:- -ofThe other six children found
foreigners in the occupied
My friend's dog (Jimmy) was buried in a satin lined -cis
areas apparently were safe ket no bigger than a shoe box. tlt _cost $900.1 Jimmy was slain in Detroit's northern
and were being treated well. laid out in the "slumber room," and a "minister actually sagrefie,....
-- s Medical Examiner Dr.
held a service for the dear departed dog.' The "funeral"
Werner Spitz of Wayne County
Isans casket cost $500.
That's not all. Jimmy waralriven out to the pet cemetery fixed the time of death for the
DO 'IOU THINK 0..OULO
in a limousine lust as a deceased person would be. There
.at letwaen...641=.40d_8
were little tombstones all over the cemetery, aid-my p.m. Tuesday. The body apBATS BEFORE I 607
friend says she is having one made for Jimmy to the tune
parently was placed carefully,
JP TO T4E PL 1-E ,
of $850.
not thrown, by a Livonia
fed
be
could
that
children
When I think of all the hungry
, and was discovered
roadside
with that kind of money I want to scream.
at 10:45 p.m. Tuesday.
What are your thoughts on this. Abby? It makes abso
Spitz said marks on the
lutely no sense at all to me.
DAZED youth's body indicated his.
t. •
hands and feet had been bound
DEAR DAZED: To each his own. And only a pet lover at times during his apparent
can understand the sense of putting away a beloved pet in captivity. He said the boy had
such extravaganrstyle. To them, their pets are their "child- been sexually molested.
_ __ _
ren..
Spitz said the autopsy
-4.30 CAN'T SWINE
.
n_lie is___showed the boy was fed a fried
jNE 3AT. MiL0. 1-i00.1 ARE
'DEAR ABBY: DO you think our son has a preitite
who has chicken dinner shortly before
SON NA 54)1N6-Ti41,2EE 7
16, a junior in high school and an average studentfriends,
his death and added that the
always had a good relationship with his family and
While cleaning his room I found (under his bed) an unfin. boy's body was clean and may
d some
recently.
ished Six-page "story" he had written. It containe
l‘haVe been bathed
nces-al
oi
prperle
.uut
"his"
.t.s-ote-aetiotia
d some
vet y e ti 'pt.
attache
Poltre
he had
made up. But what shocked the was the fact that
significance to the chicken
girl!
the
was
he
though
as
'.written this in the first person
more upset dinner, for the boy's mother,
''\I showed it-to my husand, and he was even
Mrs. Marian King, wrote a
...
that." was. to a newspaper Sunday
thing.
letter
right
the
do
to
want
we
as
us.
guide
Please
CONCERNED in which she begged the killer
N.
I'M -SO MAD to free her son so he could
N
NO, I'M
.fantasize, and it's come home to a chicken meal.
I WAS JUST
DEAR CONCERNED: All adolescent,
MAKING
PIZZA
IN A
not unusual foi.‘•them to imagine themsek es to be of the opPANCAKES
Four of the seven slain
MOOD
posite sex while fantasizing. Unless your son shows signs of children, including King,
FOR YOU
confor
being disturbed or etbnormal. there's little cause
- disappeared while walking to
cern.
or from their homes. Another
N‘
of
defense
vanished after she ran away
in
ng
somethi
sii.y
to
DEAR ABBY: I want
women who go out in public - th their hair in curlers. I from home. A sixth disappeared while hitchhiking. The
do, and I'm sick of being put dott It\bt-ca Um- of it.
My hair is very delicate arid ea'N: damaged, Si' perm seventh was killed while
anents and hair dryers are out for me. 4.n order to look half bab,ysitting for her sister.
dry
way deceut.,•I have to set My hair every stitax,y and let it
,} A psychological profile and
naturally without intenst herit.
ss.
an artist's sketch of the
me
_for
nt
impocla
more
it's
and
- My husband works days.
police seek show the
suspect
some
for
‘
thatts
home
comes
to look nice -for. HIM when he
AT LEAST IT WILL
ciarntir kidnaper as a white male,20 to
‘
who happens to be in 't,fils
betore
saw
never
I
Joker
LOOK LIKE A
36 years old, well educated
store.
PIZZA
print this. Abby. There are a hit of .Als woriNI>rts0 and intelligent. He is a white
Please
ekes
,
,collar worker who lives or
the same boat.
4
cs in Oakland County.
l:(;''‘1 WIFE WiliiN
\VA UK '
P .ce say the suspect is
'I
'
there
feel
you
If
t
DEAR WIPE: I understand your plight.
attracted to children aged 10
is no need to' apologize for your appearance-don't apol- to 12, sexually assaults the
ogize.
boys but not ,the girls and
.
For Abby's booklet."How to'Have a Lovely Wedding,- leaves his victims clean and in
send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 112 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, funeral positions 'Ian quiet
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped roads.
,
(244) envelope
He may be triggered . to
by a snowfall, and
abduct
BEETLE BAILEY .
to keep the victims
ability
the
FORTUNATEL•yc THAT5 TI-1E
00-hidden for as long as 19 days
SE5T THINE 14E coiii.C,
...'?...r:et
HAVE ACCOMPLI5HEr
before murdering them.
Police said__ the,-abductor
prefers to kill the children by
suffocating them.
"It can be anyone," said
Birmingham Police Chief
Jerry Tobin. "He does not fit
the prototype of some dirty old
man handing candy to
.
children.
"This person is a trusted
individual. It coyld be a public
official, it could be people of
the clergy, it could be. a
PHAN I UM
doctor, it could even be police
• I 6UE55 YOU DIDN'T
I HAVE MY JOB TO DO YOU
people."
I KNOW

KINSHASA, Zaire (AP) Zaire air force jets bombed
the headquarters of invading
Katangan etiles, a government 'source said, as the
United States withheld further
emergency aid to President
Mobutu Sese Seko in the hope
that Nigeria might mediate an
end to thefighting.
-The source said two air
force Mirage jets dropped four
ttins of bombs-Wednesday on
lOsenge, in s'outhwest‘Shaba
province, and did heavy
damage. The source said the
town is the operational
headquarters and supply
center for the estimated 2,000
exiles from neighboring
Angola who invaded Shaba on
March 8.
Shaba was called Katanga

YOUR MOTHER AND
ALL PHANTOM WIVES
FOR 20 GENERATIONS
STAYED IN THE SKULL
CAVE EtUT THIS
15 1977...

TADS
2 Notice
WHAT WE do best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.

Dog Funeral Fit
For A Person

HAVE YOURS,., WE'LL BE
TOGETHER ALL WE CAN
I KNOW IT'LL WORK,.

EXPECT THIS... I KNOW
' IT REQUIRE5..THINKING

ABOUT...

NEW EXCITING weight
loss program. For additional information call
Susie Wells, 753-1585
after 5 p. m.
STARTING AN annual
trade and flea market
day. The first one to be
held March 28, 1977 at
the We Ky. Exposition
Center, College Farm
Road. For inquiries and
information on booth
space call 753-8890.

DOWN

ACROSS

BLONDIE

I Examination
5 Music as
written
8 Formerly
12 Spindle on
which
wheels
revolve
13 Hindu
cymbals
14 Ceremony
15 Remuneration
16 Binds
metai
18 Native9 par t of •10

1 Bark cloth
2 Scrutirrtzed
3 Crafty
4 Symbol for
tellurium
5 Vapid
6 Strip of
cloth
' 7-Basierage
8 Teutonic
deity
9 Spanish tor
10 Banner

. II Abound
16 Labels
17 Wise-person
20 Flaps
22 Negative
25 Engine
26 River island
27 Strictness
28 Resort
29 Sunburn
31 Writing
implement

Ends March 28th

Stark's Hardware
izth& Poplar
"Our 30th Year"

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
SCOTSMI114
Drink Systems
N.L. Rowland
Refrigeration Sales
de Service

I

753-4115

BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
GOD KNOWS YOU. Do
you know him? May I
have. the honor of introducing you and explaining his plan for you
here on earth? Call 7530984. Please do not delay.
FOR
WATKINS
Contact
Products.
• Holpain Jones, 217 South
'13th, phone 753-3128.
•••-••

5 Lost An Found

9

SOMEONE WITH pickup
to haul trash. One day,
good pay. Call 753-3538.
MAN WANTED for dock
work and short order
cook. Call 436-5811.
EXPERIENCED
PAINTERS. Steady
-work. For interview call
753-5727 or 753-0839.
SALES HELP wanted in
local store. Salary open.
Paid vacations and
holidays. Send resume
to Box 32A, Murray, Ky.

LOST NEUTERED male
Siamese cat. Slit ear,
crooked tail. Call 753-4020.

PRtMUCTION HELP
wanted. Apply Ky. Candy
Company, old Almo
School Buil

6 Help Wanted
MALE OR FEMALE.
person,
in
Apply
Grecian Steak House.

Answer to Wednesday'S Pun,e

OGOMO Damon
000000 UUUDUO
000 OR001 BO
00 0000000
W00R0 00 0=0
003 U0 0000
OUUMAUMJU
U000 OM UUW
WUuu mg dUuW011
UU UUUMOUW Eld
UUU UWEJUU LIMA
MANAMA U0UUMil
U01200 00061U
33 Chinese
pagoda
34 Is in debt
36 Obscure
37 Hebrew
festival
39.Greeting
40 Dinner
course
4 Aroma
42 Keen

44 Sheet of
glass
45 Evergreen

e
j

111':..iii lid

SRU%U'

111

WANTED-SOMEONE
and
tractor
with
equipment to plant
garden. Will get most of
the vegetables. Call 7532917.

WANTED-SOMEONE
to contract, to mow_yard
for the summet4toritact
at 500 N. 6th.

liti;
Mat. by United tooter. grneticato. tow

A = 4.1.i 1

PICKUP TRUCK and
stock trailer. Older model
Ford or Ferguson tractor.
Call 753-9773 after 5 p. m.

US
ap
ra
wa
ch
rob
bat
sui
bec
re c
Fur

wHauMitt
'FiEk!
Jewelry Catalog! Exclusive Designers'
Collections! Bargains
galore! „ Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

WANTEg - SOMEONE
to help clean house, 1
day a week. Call 4748880.

HOUSEKEEPEIL
needed. One day a week.
$2.30 an hour. Call 7674795 after 5.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. .Thils is
your-opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.
10 Business Opportunity
$1,000.00 MONTHLY.
Increase 'present income. For complete
information send selfaddressed, stamped
envelope to P. 0. Box
677, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
14 Want To Buy
I i9,ANT TWO MALE
Beagle
registered
puppies,6 to 8 weeks old.
Call 354-6452.
USED PIANO. Call 7530967 after 5 p. m.

A

Shl

WANTED TO BUY- old
brick. Call 489-2613.

$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
SPARETIME! Unbelievably, excitingly
selfeasy! -Send
addressed and euriped
envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

A

LATE MODEL van. Little
or no eustornizing. Call
753-4498.

USED SMALL 1 door ice
merchandiser. Call 7535399.

MECHANIC NEEDED.
Johnson and Evinrude.
Full time. Salary and 2
2 day
/
weeks vacation. 51
week. Write P.O. Box 620,
Cadiz, Ky.42211.

LOST SMALL black dog,
part Cocker Spaniel. Has
tail, white fur on chest, no
collar. Two years old.
Call 75374064.'

20 Story
21 Article
eec
23 Printer's
46 Bacteriologist's
measure
wire
24 Likeness
48 Greek letter
26 Greek
marketplace
50 Soak
51 Equality
28 Supercilious
persons
53 Comunction
54 Pronoun
29 Cravat
30 Demon
32 Fondles
33 Makes lace
34 S-shaped
12
:414
molding
IIII
:i
.
.:*i
_35 Fuss
15
36 Prohibit
37 Vowed
19
solemnly
:iiiii
'Ai21 "§i
•..y-em
. .
0
38 American
74 23
ostrich
7•
31
30
A*
40 Prophet
771
.
0:1111
.
.t
.AV
41 Preposition
43 supposing
33
.
that
Mil
11
N37
44 Cushions
52:: 36
in Italy 33
Rive/
45
4/Eolie
cape
WO
r 49 Pope's
P. 4°
Walla
51 Baker's
4,..1 44.
41 47 .:IM 43
product
gil46
• •
SX4 •
52 Eighty-year ,
!Xi 51
e* so
17
olds
00
part
Hind
55
34
56 Man's
" EH II
nickname
plant
57 woody
le W.57
1;ia

' 111"

WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.

LOCAL RESIDENT for
full time sales position.
Over $20,000 potential
plus benefits. Send
resume to P. 0. Box 193,
Paducah, Ky. 42001.

in the
Keentry Kitchen

--.CrosswoniPuzzler

SECRETARY FOR
COMPANY management
staff. Duties include
typing, telex, quotation
preparation, filing and
general secretarial work.
Must be able to speak and
write either German or
Spanish. Send resume to
4Joe Belger, Lingl Corporation, Box 1069, Paris,
Tennessee 38242.

EXPERIENCED COOK day shift. Highest paid
in this area. Ky. Lake
Lodge Restaurant at
Aurora, Ky. 474-2259.

Special 10°4 Off
Green

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,'7 a. m. 354.9
up 0.6.
Below dam 314.1 down 1.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.6
up 0.6.
Below dam 321.8 down 1.4.
Sunset 6:11. Sunrise 5:55.

14 Want To Buy

RESTAURANT
assistant manager
applications now beingtaken for the New
Captain D's Seafood.
Send resume to P.O. Box
1540, Paducah, Ky.

VISITS MADE by Freed
Hardeman Associates
LIVE EASTER BUNNY
for information call 7538376.

753-2112.5

6 Help Wanted

--C

32
A

15 Articles For Sale
WEED EATERS, Clippie
$25.99, Snippy $43.95,
Needle model 500459.95.
Wallin Hardware. Paris,
Tenn.

ea
at

at

OLD FARM Owensboro
bed,
wagon, new
original sideboards,
newly painted. $90. Call
753-0891.

5

CHILDS SPRING clothes.
Size 4 and 5. Call 753-5898
after 5 p. m.

ro
it(
49

WHEEL CHAIR and
walker. Call after 5, 753-1408.

NA
St
Cl

QUILTS FOR sale. Call
527-9616.

2

WHIRLPOOL AIR
conditioner. 18000 BTU,
$295. Excellent conditiorr. Call 753-6666
weekdays.

FR
cou
of e
7

APPROXIMATELY 1500
- 67 year old brick. Call
753-5463.

MA
and
227(

CHEST OF DRAWERS,
mini-dryer, lots of
dresses size 9 jr. to 18.
Pants and Blouses.
Coats size 10, 16 and 18.
2.
1
2 to 8/
/
Shoe sizes 71
Other small items.
Cheap. Call 753-2478.

it

THOUSANDS USED
paperbacks. ½ price,
trade 2 for 1 bookrack.
8138 Chestnut, formerly
Christian Book Store.
Call 753-4821.

a
V
d.

HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets? It's super!
Rent electric shampooer. Big K, Bel Aire
Shopping Center. '

$4

VI

CLOTHES JUNIOR, size
• 11-13, five prom dresses
• and assorted slack sets.
Call 753-3903.

Va

75

111

Sm
yf
cc

TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
WASHER, DRYER
refrigerator, child's
desk and chest of
drawers. Call 753-6661.
GARDEN TRACTOR. 13
h. p. plow, disC,
cultivator, 42" mower, dozer blade. Call 47422617.
FOR SALE - three (3)
axle trailer. Call 436-2261.

3

TUB
BATH
ENCLOSURE kits. Marbleized and solid colors
can be installed by
Murray
amateur.
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
BLACK AND WHITE
console T. V., $50.
Antenna, rotor and
Motor, $25. Apartment
size gas stove, $20. Utility
cabinet $5.00. Please.call
after 5 p. m.753-0277.

USED BABY bassinet in
good condition. Call 7535231 or 753-6309.

ONE ANTIQUE Oak
kitchen cabinet with
frosted glass doors.
Good condition. Call 3288702. -

COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.

TOBACCO STICKS for
sale. Call 489-2126 or 4354263.

1

6'
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15 Articles For Sale
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
16 Home Furnishings
SMALL DINING,'table
and four chairs:- Dark
wood. Call 753-4494.
USED FURNITURE and
appliances. Apartment
range, refrigerator,
washer, dryer, table and
chairs, odd beds, cedar
robe, roll-away beds,
baby bed, living room
suites, odd
tables,
bedroom 'suite
and
recliner.
Carraway_
Furniture,753-1502.

29. Mobile Home Rentals

24 Miscellaneous

19 farm Equipment
140 IH TRACTOR with
cultivator and
MFarmall tractor. Call
753-6471.
a
FARMALL CUB, plow,
disc, cultivator, sickle
mower. Good condition.
$1400,00 or best offer. Call
753-8880.
FOUR ROW J. D. corn
planter, 493-A. Call 3452343.

TWO WOODEN 8 ft. work
benches. Riding lawn
mower, heavy duty Blue
Chip tow bar, 22 rifle, $8
pistol, Midland CB with
antenna, new 16 channel
Bearcat scanner,
Realistic 8 channel
scanner,
used
refrigerator, 2 protane
-plumbing -gas- Unita, 2
metal pots and ladle,
antique Singer sewing
machine, fishing supplies; metal - 15 centS a
lb. Call 753-8821 or 7530946.

TWO BEDROOM trailer
at Shady Oaks Trailer
Cti Call 489-2533.
30 Business Rentals
FOR RENT any size
office space. Electric
heat, private bath. South
5th Street,. Across from
Parkers Grocety. Call
753-5595, 753-5000, or 7534342.
32 Apartments For Rent

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865, .CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an_
Paducah, Ky.
tique beds or campers.
Huy direct and save on
D-6 CATERPILLAR
all mattresses,'
Doter, serial-116: 22561.
Healthopedic or foam.
Hydraulic blade oil
-CHERRY-Wet----elutelt:-Geod-eondition.-WEST-K-Y. MAITRE-SS.
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
table and six chairs.
Call Ralph Henry, 522Phone 1-443-7323.
8400 after 7 p. m.
Perfect condition. Call 1328-8132.
20 Sports Equipment
NEW SHIPMENT. Big
ANTIQUE FURNITURE.
P.: H. P. Johnson for sail savings in bedroom, and
Oak roll top desk,
boat, practically new. living room suites. Roll
mahogany couch,
Heavy duty trolling top desk, regular and
walnut wardrobe. All
motor. 35 h. p. Evinrude. child's bookshelves also
excellent condition. Call
Call 753-8127.
corner shelves, unafter 5:30, 753-8058.
finished gun cabinets,
1971 14'7" DUO-fiberglass corner cabinets, desk
ski boat. With 85 h. p. chest and bookshelves.
NIP 'N TUCK Upholstery
MercuryP motor and Patio furniture. Special
and Used Furniture. 342
trailer. Call 753-8671 price
miles South 641. Open 9bedding.
on
before 3 p. m. 753-9281 Carraway Furniture, 7535. (formerly Nesbitts
after- 3 p. -fn. and 1502.
Fabrics) For Sale:
week nil
Maple dining room
26 TV Radio
suite, maple end tables,
SWISS
SIX Runabout,
Mediterranean couch,
Holdsclaw trailer, COMPLETE CB BASE
American
Early
Evinrude
motor. $750., station. Teaberry Model
other
and
rockers,
T. D-104 mike, starduster
Call 753-2973.
items. Call 492-8469 or
antenna, maco 300. If
492-8307.
12' GAMEFISHER boat, interested call7.53-0728.
9'2 h. p. low silhouette,
NATURAL GAS cook
19" COLOR TV. Like new.
stove., Good condition. Sears motor and trailer.
Call 753-3872 after 9 p. m.
$395.1414 Vine St:
Call 753-3845.
G. E. REFRIGERATOR,
12 cubic foot. $80. Call
753-9766.

28' FLOTE-BOAT inboard-outboard. Call 7535359.

FRENCH PROVINCIAL
couch and chair. Best
offer. Call after 6 p. m.
753-7831.

15' LARSON BOAT. Call
753-6206.

MAPLE DINING table
and 4 chairs. Call 7532276.
KIRKSEY USED Furniture Store, buy and
and
sell. Refinish
reupholster. Call 4892752.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Maple Street. Rebuilt
vacuums, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
18 Sewing Machines
SINGER FUTURA II, 2
years old, excellent
condition. $375. Call 7530613.
USED SINGER sewing
machine, zig zag-and all
attachments.
regular
Fully guaranteed. Sews
perfect. Full cash price,
$29.50. Call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619 or
write Route • 5, Benton,
Ky.
19 Farm Equipment
FOUR ROW case drill.
.Call 435-4325.

21'
SAILBOATS
Aquarius, sleeps 4,
completely equipped
with
19'
trailer,
Lightening antique wood
boat day cruiser. Call
436-5550.
EUROPA 10 speed bike.
Excellent condition. Call
after 5:30 753-8058.
SPEEDLNE BOAT,40 h.
p. Evinrude motor and
trailer. Excellent condition. Priced to sell. Call
489-2133 or 189-2769.
15 91'. LAWSON ski boat,
40 h.p. Johnson motor.
Heavy Duty Pamco_
trailer. $600. Call 4362448 after 4 p.m.
14'
SALE:
FOR
CHEROKEE bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
22. Musical
USED PIANO. Call 7536538.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonard Piano
Company, across from
Post Officer
Tennessee.

OVERSTOCK
REDUCTION sale.
Drive to Cuba and save.
We have the lowest
prices on all Zenith
TV's. Shop around and
Sisson's
compare.
Zenith Sales, Cuba, Ky.
382-2426.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1966 MOBILE HOME, 10
x 56. Furnished, air
condition, porch and
underpinned. Call 7535287 or 753-0839.
1974 12 x 60 GRANVILLE,
two bedrooms, furnished. Extra clean.
Call 753-3828.
1967 12 x 60,3 BEDROOM
mobile home with underpinning and 2 air
conditioners. $3,300. Call
753-9671.
1972 12 x 54 2 BEDROOM
trailer, underpinned and
strapped on private lot.
132 x 120. Call 753-8113
after 5. p.m.
1969 12 x 60 SALEM all
electric, newly carpeted. Call 489-2576 or
489-2664.
DOUBLE WIDE,set up in
Riviera Ct. Will consider
trading for boat, car,
etc. Call 753-3672.
12 x 52 MOBILE HOME.
Air condition, 1'2 baths.
g
Call. 753-0148.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
----bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p. m.901-2475457. Puryear, Tenn.

CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
CONTACT WEST KY.
and Clark. Largest
,Grain Handling
selection in Western
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
753-1424,
Kentucky,
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
29. Mobile Home Rentals
Dryers, Dealer for
Ky.
Baughman Grain Bins,
BEDROOM
THREE
also your Read bin and
24. Miscellaneous
trailer, furnished, $45
long bin. Early' season
month. East of Almo.
on Baughman &trine MOBILE HOME frame
753-6791.
Call
to
March.
free
axles
and 2
N anyone who will cleanMOBILE HOMES and
lvage and haul off.
SPRAYER SPECIAL mobile liorne spaces lor
Call 2-9927.
f50 gallon, WI -360
rent, at Riviera Courts.
N.
gallon, $1150. 500 gallon,
Call 753-3280.
$1350. Fiberglass tanks SECURITYNEOR YOUR
home is Olsr only
with 10 year guarantee,
business. Call for a
heavy duty frames and
LIVING
RETIRING,
demonstration. No
Ace centrifical pumps.
easier at Lone Oak
obligation to buy.N N Village. Come, inspect
Agri-Products, 753-2958.
Security
Lifeline
fair features. New club
Systems, Inc. Call 7531975 5,000 FORD tractor,
ro , weekly square
9263.
257 hours, 12'1'
danciIt. spacious lots,
four 14" plows, 7 foot
excellent neighborhood.
1965 OLDS, very good • Close to city conchisel. Call 492-8268.
condition. $295. Nice big
veniences. Rates, $35refrigerator, separate
6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
$40 montIlly. Lone Oak
top free,$85. Call 753lift type, perfect conVillage Mobile Home
2541.
dition. Call 436-5870.
Park, 901-642-1930.

APARTFURNISHED
MENT at New Concord.
$50 mon& Call 436-2427.
NICE
FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
100 Soilth .13th.
NICE SMALL apartment.
VaaritWill
Blondie
See
April.
McClure at 1414 Vine.
ONE OR TWO bedroom.
ApartZimmerman
16th
ments. South
Street. Call 753-6609.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOM 1 BLOCK from
campus. Refrigerator
furnished. $30 month. Call
753-4182.
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4362510.
34 Houses For Rent
BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom
home• in Murray. Kitchen and living room
furnished, washer and
dryer in large utility
room. $210 month with
water and cablevision
furnished. Deposit
required, plus excellent
references. Ideal for 2
responsible people. Call
753-9829.
36 For Rent Or Lease
BUILDING KNOWN as
factory outlet men's
store. 900 Coldwater
Road. Inquire at Hale's
Lock Shop, 753-5980.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
37 Livestock

Supplies

SIX REGISTERED black
Angus bulls. Call 4374365.
REGLSTERED
QUARTER horse gelding.
Call 489-2760.
STANDING AT STUD: 3
year old 17 hands
Belgian,
registered
sorrell, white mane and
tail with broad blaze.
His Sire: Jester Farceur. His Dam: Fancy
Lady Farceur. Also
registered and grade
bred mares, yearling
colts, and a double set of
work harness for sale.
Joe D. Hopkins, Phone
753-5358.

cnci.ss

BRED gilts to
farrow last part of
spring. Also cross bred
boars. Call 753-9390:

TWO HORSE Miley horse
trailer, pony cart and
harness, 2 row IH corn
drill. Call 753-4022
evenings.

37 livestock

Supplies

FIVE GENTLE milk
doei, four will kid soon.
All are good milkers.
Call' 753-0672 nights.

38 Pets

Supplies

AKC ST. BERNARD
puppies. One male, $100.
Four females, $75. Call
753-9349.

MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER

A Full Service Real Estate Firm
Listings, Sales, Management, Appraisals

FULL BLOODED Collie
puppies. Seven weeks
- old. Call 527-8294 or 5278085.

\

DOBERMAN
AKC
Pinscher pups Black
and rust, red and rust.
Call 527-9366...
AKC REGISTERED Old
tish She.eladug
pies, 2 months old. Also 3
year old female St.
Bernard and 6 month old
female white German
Shepard. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4
Fn

AKC
MINIATURE
Dachshund puppies,
champion blood lines, $60
each. Also AKC miniature
Dachshund stud service,
$20 or choice puppy Call
527-9780.

TRY TO MATCH THE PRICE or value on this
two story brick cottage on a beautiful lakefront
lot in Lakeway Shores Subdivision. Fireplace in
the huge family room makes this a year-round
place to enjoy the spectacular view of Kentucky
Lake. Upper and lower level patio. Three
bedrooms. Plenty of closets. Two baths. Under
$40,000.00.

LUXURIOUS HOME IN a. prime country
location. This ten room beautiful brick tri-level
located in Wiswell Estates is in walking distance
of Southwest Elementary school. It has almost
3,000 square feet, with better than 2,300 sq. ft. of
living area. The price is well below replacement
cost.

AKC TOY POODLE
puppies for sale $75
Rach. One Black mate,
Orie-White female Call
527-8166.
RAT TERRIER puppies,
squirrel dog stock. Call
753-2293,
1
SEVEN WEEK OLD
female
registered
Labrador. Wormed. Call
753-6345 after 5 p.m.

EXCELLENT INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
This duplex on South Ilth Street will make its
payments with money left Over for you each
month. Two bedrooms each side, much larger
than it appears. Clean as a pin.

COMFORTABLE,WELL BUILT home,full acre
lot, zoned B-2. This two bedroom home on North
Fourth Street is an excellent buy to live in or for
an investment.

BLUE TICK pups, Sire
Straight Coon dog, Dam
Daughter of Hardwood
Henry. Call 753-2293.
39 Poultry

Supplies

PEAFOWL FOR sale.
825.00 each. Call 1-5277880.
41 Public Sales
FIVE PAWN Yard Sale Saturday . Ill N. 9th.
Toys. bicycles, antiques,
childrens clothes, books,
etc.
10 CENTS AND 25'cents
Rummage Sale conSaturday.
tinues
Bargain Barn, 13th and
Main Many new items,
couch and chair $35.
THREE PARTY garage
sale, Saturday, March
26 1319 Poplar. Lots of
bargain,.5 including
screen inor, central
heat and air condition
units. 5 h. p. 25" cut
Murray riding , mower,
290
Winchester
automatic rifle, china
cabinet. Pouch, other
furniture, and lots of
odds and ends. Call 7533862.

SUITABLE FOR
MANY PURPOSES
TWO-BEDROOM frame home that contains two
A
fireplaces. Located 2.5 miles east of Murray./)
You should see this if you want quiet country
living.

EXPANDO 1974 MODEL mobile home on nice
wooded lot in Croppie Hollow. Has a large
basement for storage. Well pump new in 1974.
Big 15 by 18 living room. Two bedrooms.

YARD SALE in Kirksey,
Saturday. March 26. On
299 7 a m. until ?

Delivery' Aide
Human_ Services
For An
8 County Service
Delivery Agency

r Project Independeni
Pilitiment Qualifications:
B. S. Degree in Community Services. allied Health,
SociaLWork or related field and four year's experience or the equivalent.
Salary:
Commensurate with educational qualifications and
experience.
Sand Resume To:
West Kentucky Allied Services, Tric ,609 West
Broadway, Mayfield, Kentucky 420+4,
Plane:(502) 247-4046
Resumes will be accepted until April 4, 19'77
"Am Equal Oppertvaitrep4v•r"

18 MONTHS OLD
A real nice mobile home,2mi1es from' town. Sale
includes washer, dryer, range,' refrigerator.
smoke detectors. Largo insulated storage
building.

FARMS
100 ACRE CLOSE
TO TOWN

CARPORT SALE: Friday
and Saturday, 507 South
7th, 9 a mt to 5 p. m.
YARD SALE, Friday,
March 25 8:30 a. in.
Brick h,luse in front of
Stella Trailer Park,
Clothes, dishes, drapes,
vacuurr cleaner, 450
Hon& and also Border
Collie puppies.

The former Moose Lodge building on 18th Street
has 5,784 square feet, 15 ton air conditioning, central gas heat and many improvements. This
building presently has several rooms, including
rest rooms, game room, club room, kitchen but
none of the interior petitions are supporting
walls so the interior could be redesigned without
major expense. The two lots providing palling
space for 55 cars. Zoning is R-

2.5 miles east of Murray approx. 200 yd. off 94
Highway. Excellent subdivision potential
Owner will finance.

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
JUST LISTED
Approx. 10 acres joining city on east !i4 Ifighwa
approx 1050' roafl frontage
Panorama'
LOW PRICED,QUALITY HOME in
Living room, kitchen, two bedrooms. Just eleven
miles from Murray. Good lakeview lot. Priced in
LAKE LOTS
the mid-teens. Hurry,this one won't last long.
•
Nice restricted wooded home
We have 3 choice lots in Panorama Iwo laming TVA
--- We hove all the remaining lots in Lake Forrest Subdivision

gr1,1 DONALD R.

„LUCKE
REALTOR

MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342

4 Profess,ogal Salespeople to serve you
NIGHTS, WiEK-INDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon
Chuck Shuffett
Patricia Miller
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.

4r-436-5676
7514560
753-7550
753-1930

Donald R rucker, A Full Service Real Estate firm
LISTINGS•SALES.MANAGEMENT•APPRAISALS

allmminommiumh.„
4•
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41. Public Sales

43 Real Estate
OUTSTANDING VALUE
... 3 bedroom frame,
electric heat, air condition, drapes, garden
spot with partially
fenced yard
• binder
118.000.. ('all
753-1492
losetta Jobs Realtors is
i ng .a
houseSOLD word.
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING
lot on Johnny Robertson
Road. Very large lot for
Fulton
Young Realty, 753-7333,
home 753-4996.

Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc
202 Simi %Street
Phone 7$3.3263

THINK
OF
THE
possibilities! Do you
own a mobile home, but
long for a home of your
own? Now is the time for
you to buy this tract of
almost five acres. It is
equipped to handle three
mobiel homes, with well
and septic system
already in place. You
could live in the mobile
home while you build
the home of your
dreams
the
on
remaining acreage. You
could either rent the
mobile home pads or sell
the acreage you would
not need. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101. or
Pam Rodgers, 753-7116.
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK
home
in
Meadowlane Subdivision. Just listed and
priced at only $27,500.
Let us show you this
home
by
phoning
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. You can depend on
us for full time. cellpetent Real Estate
Service.

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651

FOR

SALE - 80 acres,
house, five miles East of
Hardin. Near lake.
Terms. Call 1-313-2927180.

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY for sale in
the city and county.
Several listings suitable
for small business ,.in-t eluding auto clean-up
ad repair, retail stbre
and residence combination. Phone us today
at Kopperud Realty 7531222. We provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service.

1/lio belong to tH

,
This spacious bi-level home with 4 bedrooms and
3 baths is located within two miles oteity limits
in beautiful rustic setting. Central heat and air, 2
fireplaces, wall-to-wall carpeting, and kitchen
equipped with range, dishwasher, disposal, and
compactor. Also patio, carport, and outside
storage. Situated on 16.5 acres.

•
Country living at its best -3 bedroom, 1½ bath
brick veneer on 1 acre short distance from
Murray. This nice home has a den with fireplace,
carpeting, gas furnace. Large outside building
with electricity and water can be used for your
own business.

CLOSE TO UNIVERSITY - This 3 bedroom brick
veneer is in excellent condition and has hard
wood floors in living and dining rooms and wallto-wall carpeting in bedroom and bath areas.
This home is attractively decorated and is extremely well-kept. There's also a garage and out,
side storage. Located at 1631 Olive Extended.
See it today!
ARE YOU THINKING OF SELLING? We need
listings due to recent heavy sales. List your
property with "The Friendly Office With the
Professional Touch" for ACTION.

1963 IN'PERNATIONAL
half ton pickup. $275.
Call 753-9840.

45 Farms For Sale

REAL ESTATE
AGENTS

REALTOR'

1971 CHEVY STATION
Wagon. V-8 automatic,
double power and air,
AM-FM, tape deck,
radial tires. $1000.00.
Phone 354-6217.

RLALTORS

EIGHT ACRES located
approximately 3 miles
from city limits, on 641
North at Coles Campground Road. 800 feet
of road frontage. Call
763-8080 or come by 105
N. 12th, BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE.

aid 'ANN* saincribe
io ti Cede ol Moo art
lloyd-Malers Real Estate
Lewis loWs Itipalters
Koppersid Realty
Cleo& L. Miller Reel Istete
John C. Nevbaimir Realtors
Penises and Themes
Real Estee
leseets Realty Co.
Galloway Real Estee
Guy Sperm leery
Wield R.'rocker Reeler
Waldrop Real Estate Agency
Stinswi Realty Co.
Wayne Wilson Real Estee

1970 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, Stereo, AMFM, Cruise control,
temperature control,
power seats and windows. All extras and
everything works. In
Extra good condition.
$1250.00. Phone 354-6217.

NEW
in
DUPLEX
Westwood that looks like
a one family home. On
corner lot. Each unit has
2 bedrooms, carpet,
range, dishwasher, and
disposal. Has central
heat and air. Stone
exterior. One of the
nicest looking duplexes
we have seen. Priced at
$39,900. Guy Span
Realty, 901 Sycamore.
753-7724.

BUSINESS PROPERTY.
Grocery store and
restaurant combined.
New range and ice
maker in restaurant.
Upstairs apartment
renting for $135 per
-month. Large lot with
room
for
trailer
parking, or store expansion. Also good gas
business. All stock and
fixtures included. Price
i7rrorry -tow -30s. -Don't-miss this opportunity to
go in business for
yourself. Fulton Young
Realty, phone 753-7333,
home 753-4946.

NATIONAL ASSOC.
of REALTORS

49 Used Cars & Pucks

FOUR BEDROOM brick
on approximately 2'2
acres, 5 minutes from
town. Low 30's. Call 7537620.

DEVELOPMENT
PROPERTY - 21 acres
on Oaks Country Club
Road. This property has
good potential for future
development. Call for
details Fulton Young
'Realty, 753-7333 or home
753-4946.

„

105 N. 12th Street

43 Real Estate

43. Real Estate

MOVING SALE. Furniture,
clothes,
household items. Many
bargains. Saturday,
March 26th,9 o'clock till
? 422 South 9th.

X IP X 30

FIRST TIME OFFERED
- 417 South 9th Street.
Neat 3 bedroom frame
house, gas heat, wall
unit air conditioner, well
located on large lot.
Only $21,900. Call or
come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.
OUTSTANDING 2-story
home on a 2 acre tract,
in a peaceful country
setting. Located kt mile
South of Wiswell Road,
on Ford Road. Call
Stinson Realty Co.for an
appointment. Phone 7533744. days; 753-0614 or
753-3509, evenings.
BY OWNER - 5 acre
mini farm with nearly new modern brick
home, 8 miles from Ky.
Lake on Highway 94.
Approximately 2500 sq.
ft. living area, plus large
2 car garage and
workshop. This home
has many appealing
appointments that must
be seen to appreciate.
Phone for appointment,
753-2957.
44 lots For Sale
LOT IN FRONT of East
Elementary School. Can
build home or put
mobile home there. If
interested call 753-6083.
BUILDING LOTS. We
have building lois in
Lynnwood Estates,
Fairview
Acres,
Panorama
Shores,
Meadow Green Acres,
also one lot on Pottertown Rd. Call for
details, Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333 or home
753-4946.

20 ACRE-FARM located
off Highway 94 East.
New 4 strand barbed
wire fence with steel
post. Call for more
details, Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333, phone
753-4946.
46 Homes For Sale
BEDROOM
THREE
brick, fully carpeted,
comkitchen-den
bination, on • North 19th
Street. Call 753-8678
after 5.
NEW EXTRA nice 4
bedroom, 2',2 bath house.
Nearly completed and
ready to move into.
Lower 50's. Call 753-3903.
NICE COTTAGE on one
acre. Large living area
burning
Wood
with
fireplace. Large bedroom
with 2 closets, 1 bath,
stove and refrigerator.
Large 20 x 20 pavilion
with BQ grill. $13,000
owner will finance. Call
436-2288 or 474-2783.
UNDER $30,000. For sale
by owner - 3 bedroom
brick, spacious corner
lot on Johnson Blvd. Pay
equity and assume 7 per
cent V. A. Loan with $175
monthly payment or refinance.
For
appointment call 753-9334
after 5 p. m.
EAST Y MANOR - 3
bedroom brick, 2 baths
with central electric
heat and air. Beautiful
fireplace in family
room. Lots of closets
and storage room.
Large lot with woods on
back boundary line.
Country living almost in
town, city water. Also
new outbuilding with
electricity. Call us
today, Fulton Young
Realty, phone 753-7333,
home 753-4946.
•
THREE
BEDROOM
house with 2 car garage.*
Stock and tobacco barn.
Approximately 26-30
acres. Contact Jerry
Lee, 753-3243 or 753-2678.
NICE NEAT 3 bedroom
brick. Carport and
storage. Mid 20's. Call
753-4187.
MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.

BEAUTIFUL BUILDING
lots near Wiswell tili
Highway 783 South. Lot
sizes 125 x 235. These
lots are very reasonably
priced. Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333 or home
753-4946.

1200CC FLH HARLEY
Davidson motorcycle.
Mint condition, low
mileage. Sacrifice at
$1,675.00. Call 753-6564.

LOT FOR SALE - .5 mile
east
of
Murray.
Maplewood Estates. Call
753-8255.

1971 HONDA 750 custom
paint. Harley tire and
wheel. Its of extras.
Call 753-8445.

TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.

Audra Moody - 733-9036
Barbara Erwin - 753-4136 "
Homer Miller -753-7519
Reuben Moody - 753-9036
B.B. Hook - 753-2387

753-80110
MEMBER OF MLR TIPLE LISTINGj

47.Motorcycles
1976 750 HONDA. 1,
miles. Harley wheel,
sissy bar. $1485. Call 4374292.
1974 CB-360 HONDA. One
owner, low mileage,
excellent condition. Call
753-6571 after 4:30 p. m.
1976 HONDA ATC 90. In
good condition. Call 4928586 after 4 p. m.

1973 HORNET,$1050. 1971
Datsun
wagon,
automatic, $995. Call
ift4.9so5
1976 PINTO MPG Silver.
$1500. Call 753-9694 after
5,753-4097.
1968 FORD PICKUP. V-8,
3 speed, extra clean.
Call 436-2427.

1973 FORD GALAXIE
500, 2 door hardtbp,
51,000 actual miles,
inside hood and trunk
lock, full power, air
condition, radio, $2,000.
Call 436-2553.
1970 FAIRLANE 500, 2
hardtop.
door
Automatic, power and
air. Good condition. Call
492-8626.
BEST OFFER over $800
takes this nice 1971
Gremlin X. Call 753-0521
or 436-2502.
1967 DATSUN 4 speed.
$450. Call 489-2451.
1972 PINTO Runabout.
Excellent condition
$1,350. Call 753-4340.
CONVERTIBLE
1969
Pontiac, Custom S.
Automatic, 0. H. C.-6,
rare. Will somebody
take this turkey out of
my way for $700? Bob
Cook, Hazel, 492-8165.

SPRING CLEARANCE
(Take Up Monthly ?erases)

Noddy Payment

YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.

12" B W TV
21" VIV TV
13" Color TV

49. Used Cars & Trucks

25" Color TV

1974 DODGE PICKUP,
excellent
condition,
$2400. Also 1975 Midas
mini home. Call 437-4434
or 437-4196.
1964 CHEVELLE 2 door,
hardtop, new paint,
upholstery, mats. Call
753-8780.
1974' CHEVROLET
Caprice Classic cdupe.
12,000 actual miles. Like
new. $3650. Call 753-0788.
1966 F-85 OLDSMOBILE,
6 cylinder, automatic,
$100. Call 753-1654.

$5e•

$5"
$10"
$12"
'22"
'10"
$18"
95"

25" Color TV

Console Stereo
Spinet Piano
TWO Manual Organs

J3Btiusic - Magnavox
Chestnut St

Dixieland Center,

Murray. Ky

Apply in person

Long John Silvers
South 12th Street
No phone calls.
•
4 •

r•

Dee to health, sold farm we will sell tie host awed for
emplipmeat we have ewer soli. I date if this elevated has been
is rye, wed is the West mechanical shape.
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Selling 1962 Ferguson 35 tractor with new tires,
plow, disk, cultivator, mower and planter. Super
C 52 Farmall plow, disk, cultivator, mower and
planter, 32 elevator & 4 row cultivator, 66 Allis
Chalmers combine with grain bin, 66 Allis
Chalmers combine needs new parts, put on, A
new John Deere 3 point hitch two row drill with
spray equipment, a 6-few sprayer-complete, a
new Idea one row corn picker, 2 ton Ford rubber
tired wagon, extra sides, hold Jap seed, 15
barrels of corn, 5 ft. stump jumper bush hog,
steel tractor trailer, team drawn harrow, disk,
plows, rastus, double shovel. A21 inch McCullough chain saw, rotary tiller, Case heavy
link connector, cross bars, Milers, 8-hole
bushel round metal hog feeder and farrowing
crates, bull tongue,2 row planter, cedar, oak and
treated posts, new and old wire, stretchers, pond
slip, 300 gal. water tank, metal and wood water
troughs, scalding vat, new lumber, 600 new and
• old brick, roll felt and roofing, log chains,30 to 50
foot steel cables, cattle, oiler, electric prad,
motors, new plastic for 73 foot well, wagon
sheets, good horse collar, gear, 9 steel traps,
Black Hawk corn sheller;hog catcher 10 c.c.
vaccinating-needle, electric fencer and wire,
wagon tongues, old gluts, sledge wedges, hand
and cross cut saws, electric and plumbing supplies, fishing rods,20 ft. seine, dip net, boxed trot
lines, nails, bolts, hinges, horse shoeing tools, 5
gal. lift and nests foot oil, 21 ft. antenna, wheel
barrow, fescue, seed corn, 100 feed sacks (no
holes) 20 bags of fertllize, coal,firewood,2 hives
bees and honey, other hives and supers, Craftsman table saw, 71.4 in. skill saw, wash kettles,
broad axe, tobacco knives, canvass, pegs, Tmodel and other primitive wrenches, cant hook,
600 pound beam scales, split basket, green cans,
sheep bell, pictures, iron fish fryer, razor hones,
and shop full of small tools and wrenches, 2
T.V.'s, full and half beds, quilts, set of Mel Mac
dishes, mirror, 9 by 12 rugs, chest, lamps and
other furniture. Eats and drinks, not responsible
for accidents.

PRICED TO SELL. 1974
Dodge Charger. Fully
equipped. Call 753-7947 or
753-8182.

"YOUR MOST CONVENIENT STOP BETWEEN TWO HOMES!"

Newly Listed on Lake Barkley near Cadiz, 3
bedrooms plus loft, two large family areas,
beautiful stone fireplace,fully carpeted, wooded,
waterfront lot - low $30's.

GET AWAY FROM IT ALL on your own wooded
water-front funk furnished 2 bedroom brick
home, with patio and sun porch, private
styrofoam boat dock with deep water. Located in
C4ter Ridge Cabin Site area.$49,500.

1973 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive step side roll
bar. Sharp. Call 753-7746
after 5 p. m.

DO YOUR OWN THING on 4 fully fenced acres.
'Livable home has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, family
.00m with fireplace. Large basement would
easily convert to workshop or playroom. Stock
barn with water and concrete floor.

1971 DODGE 2 ton 8
with
cylinder
refrigerated bed. $2500.
Call 753-1813. •

1966 FORD RANCHERO.
Six automatic, excellent
condition Mechanically.
Radial tires. Needs body
work. Call 753-4978 after
5.

23 ACRES on Hwy 94 East with extensive highway frontage and excellent access to another
blacktop road. Develop this completely wooded
land into camping area or future commercial
site. Priced at $800 per acre.
LUXURY LIVING built with quality in mind. Lshape flortor plan affords 3 bedrooms and two
baths with living-dining area and private den
with fireplace. 4th bedroom can convert easily to
study or office. Quite neighborhood with large
lots available. Appointment only!

FIREBIRD - 1974. Gold,
low mileage. 350-2 barrel.
Excellent condition. Call
753-7853.
1968 PONTIAC-1,e Mans.
Automatic; AM-FM,
rocket mags, like new.
60's tires. $600. Call 4892114 after 4 p. m.

**
* .

•
* 0
* 2

•
* 1
*
*
•
* 1
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*
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Dial 502 753-3375

1974 DODGE SPORTSMAN van. Power and
air. $3400. Contact Bob
Koch,Pet World,753-4131.
191lr DATSUN pickup,
good condition. Priced
right. Call 489-2133 or 4892769.

tire
au
me
474-

Douglas Shoemaker

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

1969 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88. Power steering,
brakeS and air. Call 7538533 or 435-4325.

1966 GMC:PICKUP. 1972
Ford pickup. Call 7538821 or 753-0946.

Day Shift Cook.

1972
local,
Call 7

HAT1974
VEGA
C,H BACK , air,
antomatic, new tires.
Call 767-2555.

1970%(
.0UT, 4 cylinder, 4
wheel drive. Excellent
condition. Call 436-5676.

Wanted

Saturday, Merck 26, 10:00 a.m. rain or shine sit
miles northeast of Murray, Kentucky. leave Highway 94 East at sign near Lake Stop grocery, follow
signs to Hayden Jackson form.

* 6

47 Motortycin

1972 YAMAHA 350. Excellent shape. $350 firm.
At Hardin call 437-4878.

Equipment and
Household Auction

FUL
Bur
AM
/Esc
436-

1972 FORD SPORTS
Custom, power steering,
automatic, brakes and
air conditioner. Call 4742789.

FAIRLANE
1964
6
cylinder, automatic,
excellent condition. Call
753-3704.

49 U

49 Used Cars & Trucks

PANORAMA SHORES. Year round living with
two bedrooms extra large den includes two
fireplaces on lot 90 x 350. Good garden area in
quiet atmosphere. Immediate possession:LOTS, LOTS, LOTS! Near Barkley Lake in
L.B.L. Gateway Development. All sizes, shapes
and prices. Call and describe what you would
like to own-we're sure to have it on Barkley.

641 NORTH at end of four-lane. One acre lot with
good site for home or trailer. Services by Almo
water district.
SUMMER RETREAT- OR YEAR ROUND the
choice is yours. Home with 2 fireplaces, 2 baths, z;
2 bedrooms with 2 floors of living space. Financing available on assumable loan. Shown by appointment only $28,800.

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Located Southside Court.Square

Office Hours
9-4 Daily
WEEKiNDS
By Appointment

Office: 753-4451
Residence
PAT MOBLEY: 753-8958
GENEVA GILES: 753-6557

Member Multi-listing Service and Murray-Calloway Board of Realtors

•
* 5
**
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49. Used Cars & Trucks

49. Used Cars & Trucks

142116

FULLY POWERED 1971
Buick Electra Limited.
AM-FM tape deck.
Excellent condition. Call
'436-2742 or 753-0521.

1972 AUDI 100 IS. air,
AM-FM, new radial tires,
automatic, $1700. Call
Glyn Gordon, 753-5312 or
753-7773.

1972 MONTE CARLO,
local, one owner. $2100.
Call 753-2815 or 753-0298.

1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512 between 5 and 7 p. m.

1970 DATSUN 4 door,
automatic, good
mechanically,
good
tires. Economical. Call
474-2757.

1972 DODGE DART
Swinger, 8 cylinder'
automatic, good condition. $1250. Call 4892156 or 767-4745 after 5 p.
m.

50. Campers

51 Ser•,ces

VW VAN, $125. Call 7534498.

12 FT. APACHE pop up,
fiberglass walls, canvas
ends, sleeps 8. New
awning.
Excellent
condition. Call 753-6397.

WILL SEW for public
women's apparel. Call
Nancy Copeland, 7537495 after S.

50 Campers
15' CAMPER - sleeps
four, contact Gunner
Nance at 753-4015 or 7538300.
1970 STARCRAFT pop up
camper. Sleeps 6. Has
icebox and gas stove.
Call 753-2858.

White's
Camper
Sales

AUCTION
Saturday, Mardi 26, 1977, 10:00 a.m. In the event
of inclement weather sale will be inside. Location:
2 Inks-tram Dever, Tenn. on U.S. highway toward
Paris, Tn. at the Joe Bailey Dill building directly in
front of Spring Grill.
Antique 8. Classic Cars
1 - 1950 Packard, looks like new, 1 - 1954 Pontiac, 2 dr. hardtop
with 40,000 miles, drive anywhere, 1 - 1936 IH Pickup truck, unbelievable how it runs and looks, 1 - 1966 Mustang Fastback. a
showpiece, color sky blue,239 V8 Automatic

Equipment Already Consigned
1 •8 Ft. E.Z. flow, 1 - Heavy duty thrifty tiller, 1 - Cub corn planter, fert. att., 1 - Sup A or 140 fert. side dresser, 1 - Pull type bush
hog,3 Pt. hitch plows, 2, 3,4 gang, 1 - Sup A, 140 side mower, pull
type disk harrows, Sup A bottortypiows, Hay & gran elevators,
Bog disk harrows, 1 - Myer farm wagon, good Disk & bottom
plows, C & Sup C. 300 Gal, fuel storage tank, 1300 - Tobacco sticks,
C or'Sup C mower, High boy sprayer, New pickup tool boxes,
hand tools, wrenches, knives, grease guns, log chains, battery
booster cables and tarpaulins. Tractors- I- M Far-mall, 1- John
Deere 2010 crawler, 1- IH crawler,300 hrs., 1- 550 Case loader, 1 65 ME tractor,i- 180 Massey.Ferg. Diesel & plow Red Belly Fords, 1 - Sup A Farrnall with all equipt. cult.. plows, belly mower, 1 140 Farman,1 -630 John Deere diesel, oneowner. Trucks-4-PM
Chevy pickup. automatic. 1 - 1962 1 ton Ford. 1 - 1956 IH 2ton with
16 ft. flatbed

Asictioneer's Mato: Everyom come eel, we'll hove plenty if
buyers will be here. Check with es.
equipt. Wonting to
Everette Emhart is moving to Mention of this sale. Asonemocement dm of sole will hove primitalesce ever Printed DAMter. Sale being held beintly by:

Earhart Tractor Co.
Dover, Ts. 615-222-7031

Bogard Realty & Auction Co.

3E NI'IE 30El

49. Used Cars & Trucks

********************* ******
Classic & Antique Cars
*
Tools & Misc• *
Farm Equip.

Located 4 miles
east of-Murray onHighway
94
toward Ken-Lake.
Authorized dealer
for Fan Travel
Trailers - Starcraft
Pop-ups.
Used campers all brands.
Owners and Operators
Ernest & Virginia White
Call 753-0605.

16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

51. Services Offered
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

Robyn WU23A
Gemtronix 3323
40 Ch. Colt 290
Kriket C.B. Spk. & Mount
Turner Power Mikes
Power Wing Antenna

79.95
69.95
129.95
1949.
I 31.50
29.95

Murray Electronies
& Security

Aectioneers: Ed "Bogie" Bogard, lit. 518 Pb. 232-5150 or 23E6221
Alvin Cry/44:15er, 232-7219
825.00 FREE
$25.00 FREE
* $25.00 FREE
P.C.A. and WM reprommutives ter31Va present.
****************************

Offered

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
DOZER, LOADER.
backhoe work, Grading,
hauling, and bush hogging.
Free
estimates. Call 436-2382,

51. Services Offered
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

Corner 4th &Sycamore
753-3436

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or
residential. Also drywall
free
for
finishing
estimate. Phone Atkins
Painting, 437-4534
BY
GUTTERING
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

EXPERIENCED
BOOKKEEPER will do
payroll and quarterly
reports, for car dealers or
clean-up shops. Pick up
and delivery. Call 753-6701
after 6:30.

GLASS REPAIR and,
replacement for bores autos - stores: M alnd G
Completer. Glass,
5,
No.
Building
Shopping
Dixieland
Center. Phone 753-0180.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
,a-y, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah. Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
WOULD LIKE to do
plumbing, heating and
babysitting in my home.
sewer cleaning. Call 753- ' Can furnish references.
7203.
Call 753-8227.
NEED TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing,
carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.

AERIAL APPLICATION
- Fertilizing, seeding,
ELECTROLUX SALES
EXPERT BUILDING
and .
anI service,....Call Tony _ _ herbicides
and .remA4‘.14ng - one
... rahdret to pesticides.7-gatt1es
Montguiliery- -7224710;
complete
Service. Call 489-2414 or
day or night.
home - planning to
901-642-0712.
completion. Call now
FOR A FREE estimate
Roy Harmon's Car-on all stump removal.
penter Shop, 753-4124.
Get ready for water
Contact K and S Stump
- -Removal, 4354341 or - weather. Inboard-stCHECK OUR PRICES
ern drive repairs
753-9490.
first for tune-up, brake
jobs, overhaul. See
Boat
ELECTRICAL WIRING
David Nelson and Son's
home and industrial, air
Garage near Hardin 'on
Services
conditioning, and
962. Call 437-4514.
by
refrigeration, heating.
David Shipwash
white
DRIVEWAYS
Call 474-8841.
Call
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
KEMNORMAN
436-2135
753-8381.
MERZELL Service and
repair. Plumbing CUSTOM HAY bailing
Electric, Heating - PAINTING interior and
and custom combining.
Cooling. Electric
exterior. Texture ceiling
Call 753-8090.
sewerooter. Call 436and sheetrock finishing.
2490.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.

C.B.Sale

Dever, Tn. 61 5-232-51 50

11

f

PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,
call 753-8343 or 753-2467.

11/ISENVAC
tEll
ne ether 119-1t-yeerier milled
dims carpets ii...

EASILY31 pound portable power
nouse Sees all Hy* work

EFFECTIVELYt1.50$ imatiabd eaCou0S1
out Peep down eat anO
cp,ne el a smale sweep

-CLEANING
very
experienced,
reaso-nable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
HAVING TROUS-LE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

TREE
QUALITY
SERVICE. Expert tree
service on top jobs and
take down. Pruner work

aad... .d.ead
Hedge trimming. Call
7534256.
54 Free Column

KIRBy Carpet Care. FRU.. FIVE
Beagle
Stearn clean one room at
pups, 5 weeks old. Call
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
7534463.
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
BLACK AND WHITE
10' room would only be
_mike. _wit_ part Collie Good_ with
kids. Call 498-8643.
chens, 753-0359.

ECONOMICALLY
cleans the erate
prolesvenats do-al
a Tractoon ot Wit cost
tTOO SAVE UP TO

Auction Sale

$25 00 PEA ROOM)

Satiorday, March 26th
10 a.m. Rain or Shine
Rent tor only $12.00 a day

Bel-Air Decor Steve
5044 Ca•ter PS) WA1

SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
005,floored, reedy tit use. Also precut, yee Wild, es
low is $300.00. sS op to 21 a 60 ltemberd, hat wiN precut
any size nombaii. Soy Rae best for less
CUSTOM 3111LT PORTABEE BUILDINGS 753-0111

Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
Stone Setting
Prompt Service

At the Late Jerry Thompson Farm 3 m. West of Midway on Taylor's Store Road. Hwy 1 828 1 2 m. east
of Wiswell and Crossland Rood.
Will sell nice farm machinery, tools and some
furniture, nice frost-free refrigerator, round
maple table, 6 chairs, fancy carved oak coffee
and end table, oak commode,3 velvet occasional
chairs, floral pattern sofa, iron wood-burning
fireplace, heaters, large gold mirror, other odd
pieces, 2 ricks wood, child's swing set. Extra
nice 1969 - 135 M.F. Tractor, plow, disc,
cultivator, rotary hoe, rotary mower,rubber tire
wagon, 2-wheel trailer, Bush Hog disc, seed
sower, 2-row John Deer drill, 175 Yamaha Trail
Bike, Honda 50 mini trail bike, 8 h.p. Huffie
riding mower, like new push mower, garden
tiller, Poulan chain saw, barbed wire fence
charger, 24' ladders, hand tools, work bench,
vice,sprays,scrap iron, lots of odd items.
For Information Call

Chester and Miller
Auction Service

•

Furches Jewelry

435-4121 - 435-4144 Lyme Greve

753-2835

113S.4th

Welcome Spring With A New Home From Kopperud Realty
Murray's Fastest Growing Realty.

Member Multiple Listing
1515 CHAUCER DRIVE - Outstanding 4 bedroom home
in Canterbury Estates. Private dressing room off of
master bedroom,family room, living-dining room and
kitchen-breakfast room combinations. All appliances
are included. $55,000.
HAVE YOU ever dreamed of greeting friends in a
beautifully decorated home in Canterbury Estates?
This custom built, 2 bedroom home has a formal dining
room, 2 full baths, large den with fireplace, 6 closets,
screened patio with drapes, and a swimming pool. All
this on a lovely shrubbed and landscaped LI;

WHY PAY RENT? When you cari own this economic
3 bedroom home located 9 miles Northwest of Murray
on quiet paved road. Large lot with fenced backyard
and large garden area. Low 30's.
1644 OLIVE - Lots of living area at a modest price in
this new listing located near the Uversity. Downstairs has 6 rooms with private entriirce which would
be ideal for use as rental. Upstairs has talk bedrooms
and entire house has recently been re-decorated
Priced at only $33,900.
HOME AND 4 fenced acres located 6 miles east of
2 baths with-double garage.
/
Murray. 3 bedrooms, 11
outbuildings. Priced in the 30's.

BEAUTIFUL VIEW atop a scenic knoll just outside
city limits. This quality built 3 bedroom home has central electric heating and air, large rooms on over 1L2
-atres.
IF YOU'VE thought of building, look at this house first.
2,256 square feet in the living area. Three bedrooms,all
with walk-in closets, with two walk-ins in the master
bedroom. A study with built-in shelves, formal dining
room, living room with a beautiful bow window - and
there is more - a family room with fireplace, breakfast
,2 baths. This lovely home sits on a 11-2 acre
nook and 2'
lot and offers lots of privacy.

CANTON SHORES is the location of this well constructed country home with 5 bedrooms, located on
large lot only one block from Barkley Lake. Good garden spot,several rustic log outbuildings. Priced at only
$27,500.
Quality home on quiet street. Home has 3 bedrooms.
2 baths, ample storage areas and Franklin stave
/
11
30's.

CHARMING 3 BEDROOM home located only 6 miles
from Murray. Home has recently been redecorated
throughout, has attractive wood-burning fireplace and
large fenced lot with stable for horses. Price just
reduced to 33,500 arid owners want offer.

NEED A 4 bedroom home at a very reasonable price"'
Consider this home located on the West side of Murray
and priced under $30,000.
PRICE JUST REDUCED and owners want offer on
comfortable and roomy home in quiet residential
neighborhood, and very convenient to shopping areas
Priced in the mid 20's.

OVER 2,000 SQUARE feet of living area on a tree
shaded lot. This house has a large cedar paneled
family room, lots of cabinets and is close to the shopping center in a quiet neighborhood. All this plus three
bedrooms and two baths. 40's. 1211 Mimosa.

THREE BEDROOM brick home in Sherwood Forest
has 2 lovely baths, dining room with beautiful chandelier, family room with fireplace, wall to wall carpet
in all rooms, built-in-kitchen with one wall brick. Central heat and air, attached garage, large utility room
which could be used-aLatudy. Priced in the 30's.

FOUR BEDROOM, well-built older home with
basement. Also garage apartment and mobile home all
for $23,500.
FIGHT INFLATION IN COMFORT in this Canterbury
Estates Home, 4 bedroom with walk-out basement.
Home is almost pew and has quality throughout. Low
50's.

114 NORTH 14th STREET, near the University, this
large 10 room home has over 2500 square feet of living
area,central heat and air, large fenced-back yard, outside storage building, and large wooden deck. Priced in
the 40's.

1500 JOHNSON - 3 Bedroom brick home in Meadow
Lane Subdivision. Large attractive family room kitchen combination. Nice garden spot in back ready for
spring planting. Just listed and priced at only $27,500.
STUNNING 5 BEDROOM modem brick home with
central heat and air, large living room with fireplace,
large attached 2 car garage and many extras on 27
lovely acres. Frontage on Highway 121 North. Phone us
today. Price reduced.

-

ARMS AND ACREAGE TRACTS,16 acres, including
12 kndable; 3 bedroom home and 56 acres; 5 bedroom
home and 27 acres; 3 bedroom home and 20 acres; 2
bedroom brick home and 75 acres; older frame home
and 36 actles.

5'BEDROOM HOME on 1 acre lot located in Lynn
Grove. Home has separate outside entrance for 2
bedrooms which could be used as extra apartment.
Price reduced, make offer.
4 MILES FROM MURRAY is an elegant home on
lovely 1 acre wooded lot. Home features 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, den with fireplace, living room, formal dining
room, kitchen, utility room, large 2-car garage, con- -crete and brick patio. Home has Andersen windows,
central vacuum, central heat and air, and is
beautifully decorated with quality throughout. At,',
tractively landscaped yard with brick well house.
OUTSTANDING 4 BEDROOM home at 1565 Oxford,
Canterbury Estates. Home has many outstanding
features, including large den with wood-burning
fireplace, formal dining room, large bedrooms, and
exquisite design and decor throughout. Low 60's.
PARTIALLY RESTORED country home and 30 acres
with 19 acres of prime tendable land, 8 acres timber,
tobacco barn, 8-stall horse barn, and other outbuildings. Priced at only $39,500.
4 BEDROOM,21
2 bath home, located at 714 Olive Ills,
/
economical central gas heat and central electric air.
Lots of living area for your money. Priced 'ripe 40's.

BEAUTIFUL HOME in the heart of the city. Nine
rooms, 11
2 baths, two fireplaces, - one wood burning
/
and the other gas. A .den that is ideal for a home
business or entertaining your guests. Let us show it to
you today, for quality is the name of this house. Priced
in the forties.
COUNTRY CONVENIENCE -; This 2 bedroom frame
home is located on 2 acres just 2 miles from Murray.
Has good well with large garden gpot. ,j1 the features
of the country, near the City. $13,500.

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE and 9 acres located 7
miles West of Murray. Own your private mini-farm for
only $24,900.
LAKEVIEW HOME and 5 acres in one of Kentucky
Lake's most desirable sub-divisions. This is a quality 3
bedroom home with fireplace, sauna and many outstanding features.
FIVE BEDROOM rustic log house on scenic wooded lot
near the city limits of Murray. An excellent buy at only
$39,500.. THREE BEDROOM,two bath home at 1003 South 16th
Street, just listed. Economic central gas heating and
excellent location. Mid 30's.
ECONOMY SPECIAL located ,at 407 South 10th Street.
Solid two bedroom home on quiet re_tidential street.
Only $12,750.
UNIQUE HOME at 1506 Belmont Drive. "Ilns 3
bedroom, 2 bath home must be seen to be appreciated.
Home has large rustic den with fireplace, beautiful landscaping and economic central healing and cooling
system,
NEW LISTING in Sherwood Forest: This almost new
home features three bedrooms, 2'7 baths, den with
fireplace, large basement and very pleasant private
location.

1102 MEADOW LANE - You'll feel right at home in this
2 bath home on double lot. Ex/
luxurious 3 bedroom 21
cellent neighborhood and location. Priced in the 50's.
PEACEFULNESS AND SECLUSION are yours if you
buy this 3 bedroom home with fireplace, located on
beautiful, large wooded lot near Kentucky Lake.
Priced tri the teens.

QUALITY BUILT HOME with lots of built-ins.
Beautifully landscaped with large fenced back yard
Large patio with gas grill. You must see this modern 3
bedroom,2 bath home to appreciate it. 810 Broad.

ONE OF MURRAY'S FINEST HOMES is located on
Miller Avenue. This exclusive 5 bedroom home with 3'7
baths has quality features too numerous to mention
Economic central gas heating, two fireplaces, 11
closets, exquisite decor and much more. We w1Th171-10ve
to show you this home. Priced in the 50's.

. LARGE WELL BUILT HOME on 2 acres just West of
Murray near Oaks Country Club. Home has 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, and quality features throughout.
This home muss be seen to appreciate.

BUILDING SITES-We have a variety of excellent
building lots, both in town and in the county - all price
ranges. Phone us today for an update on price and
location.

serving you.
Let the friendly folks at Kopperud Realty assist-you in selling your home and/or locating a tine new home. Ask for any of our five full-time sales representatives. We look forward to

Everything We Touch Turns To SOLD!

'
Evenings Call:
Geri Andersen
George Gallagher
Bill Kopperud
Regena Baggett
Harry Patterson

753-7932
753-8129
753-1222
753-7533
492-8302

KOPPERUD
REALTY

711 Main
White House Building

Ph. 753-1222
(24 Hour Phone)
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Is Today For Mrs. Ahart
Funeral services for Mrs.
Elva Mae Lilly Ahart of 629
Riley Court, Murray, were
held this morning at 11:30 at
the chapelf of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Wesley Hibbs of
Cadiz officiating and Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist.

Mrs. Ahart, age 69, died
Tuesday at 11:20 a.m. at her
home. She was a member of
the New Pleasant Hill Pentecostal Church in Trigg
County. Born June 3, 1907, she
was the daughter of the late
Novel Nunn and Emmer
Craowder Nunn. Two sons,
Cyril and Prentice Lilly,
preceded her in death.

Serving as pallbearers were
grandsons wit_ were Roger,
Survivors include three
Wallace, Jerry, Larry, Gary,
Mrs. Robert Flood,
daughters,
Scott,
Stanley
and Ralph Lilly,
Tim Stone, and Johnny, Grand Rivers, Mrs. Wayne
_Glenik_Kenneth, and Danny Stone, Kirksey, and Mrs. John
Cossey. Burial was in "ffie—COSKeMdrray Route Three;
eleven
Pleasailt Hill Cemetery in sixteen grandchildren;
great grandchildren.
Trigg County.

Truman Sims Dies With Rites Friday
Truman Sims of Mayfield and Jimmy Sims, Lexington;
Hill,
Route Seven died Wednesday three sisters, Mrs. Hazel
Fuqua
at 8:30 p. m. at the Haws Coldwater, Mrs. Edith
Alirsing Home, Fulton. He and Miss Lois Sims, iFar--fnington ;-three-brothers,
was 62 years of age.
FarThe deceased was a retired and Robert Sims,
Sims,
John
and
pington,
12,
January
farmer. Born
grand1915, he was the son of the late' Lexington; eleven
children.
Sophia
and
Sims
V.
Eddie
The funeral will be held
Hamlet Sims.
Friday at two p. m. at the
Mr. Sims is survived by his chapel of the Byrn Funeral
wife, Mrs. Tennie Breedlove Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Sims, Mayfield Route Seven; Bob Dotson and the Rev.
Nall officiating.
one daughter, Mrs. Norma Harry
Lamb, Coldwater; four sons, Nephews will serve as
Charles Sims, Farmington pallbearers and burial will be
Route One, Eddie Sims, in the Farmington Cemetery.
Mayfield Route Five, Terry
Friends may call at the
Signs, Farmington Route Six, funeral home.

Ky. Lake Music Barn
New Concord, Ky.

Big-Square Dance
Every Friday - 8:00 p.m.
Gen. Admission Adults-$2.00 Children (6-12 $1.00
Come Dance, Look or Listen

Country Music Show
Every Saturday- 8:00 p.m.
Gen. Admission-Adults-$2.50 Children (6-12)$1.50

SPECIAL DRAWINGS EVERY WEEKEND
For Information Call 502-4361806

Services On Friday For Mr. Donelson
The funeral for Euel ( Bill) was 60 years of age and a
Donelson of Murray Route Six member of the Sugar Creek
will be held Friday at 2:30 Baptist Church. He was the
p.m. at the chapel of the lax son of the late Aud and Lela
Churchill Funeral Home with Stewart Donelson.
the Rev. Gerald Owen of- The Calloway man is surficiating and Leland Peeler vived by his wife, Mrs.
directing the music and song Alberta Garland Donelson,
Murray Route Six; two sons,
service.
Lestel, Carolos, and Otis Rex, Murray Route Six, and
Elkins, Howard and Buel Milton, Warren, Mich.; five
Deward
Mrs.
Morgan, and Bob Pesctiski sisters,
will serve as pallbearers. McKinney and Mrs. Everett
Burial will follow in the Duncan, Dexter Route One,
Mrs. Allen McCuiston, New
Fossett Cemetery.
and Mrs. Joe Russell
Concord,
the
at
call
may
Friends
and Mrs. Sammy Collie,
funeral home.
Mr. Donelson;-- a - retired Aurora; three brothers,
employee of the Murray Lewis, Murray Route Six,
Division of the Tappan Clint, California, and Burman,
Company, died Tuesday at Phoenix, Ariz.; six grandm at_ the Murray- children; one great grand1L58
Calloway County Hospital. He child.
•
• •
•

Joseph K. Thweatt
Dies At Westview;
Funeral Tomorrow

Joseph K. Thweatt of
Hardin Route One died at
seven p. m. Wednesday at the
Westview Nursing
ome,
Murray. He was 94 yaks of
age.
Mr. Thweatt was a member
of the Hardin Church of
Christ. A retired farmer, he
was born June 21, 1882, being
the son of the late Robert A.
Thweatt and
Elizabeth
Robertson Thweatt. .
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Lucille
Gardner and Mrs. Irene
Erwin, both of Hardin; two
grandchildren; six great
grandchildren; three great
great grandchildren.
The funeral services will be
Murray,
Carlin.
B.
James
Dr.
Dr. L. W. Carlin, a Baptist
held Friday at 2:30p. m. at the
minister for fifty-six years and Dr. Charles B. Carlin, chapel of the Linn Funeral
.and .father of Dr. James B. Paducah; seven grand- Home, Benton, with Bro.
Carlin of Murray, died children including Rhonda Willis Green officiating.
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. at a Hope Carlin, Murray; one Burial will follow in the Pace
hospital. in Memphis, Tn. He _great granddaughter.
Cemetery.
Funeral services will be
was 81 years of age.
Friends may call at the
at
2:30
the
p.m.
at
Friday
held
The deceased had been a
home after six p. m.
funeral
Church,
resident of Fulton for the past Reliview Baptist
today (Thursday).
Revs.
Louis
with
the
Paducah,
serving
was
He
several years.
as pastor of the Calvary Brinker, L.D. Carter, Wendell
Purchase Area
Baptist Church, Paducah, a Rone, and James Garland
post he assumed following his officiating. Burial will follow
Hog Market
resignation as pastor of in the Maplelawn Cemetery.
be
will
pallbearers
Active
Church,
Bellview Baptist
Federal State Market News Service
Paducah, in 1966. He had 4-Farmer Collins, Harold March 24, 1977
Kentucky
Purchase Area Hog Market
served as pastor of Bellview Harned, Artie Barnwell, John Report Includes
8 Buying Stations
Bradford, Jimmy Scoggins Receipts. Act. 518 Est. 500 Barrows &
for thirty-seven years.
Gilts
.50-.75
lower
Sews fully .50 lower
Dr. Carlin studied at Hall- and Joe White. Honorary US 1-2 200-2301bs.
. 836.25-36,50
pastor
be
the
will
pallbearers
US
Tn.,
lb..
1-3200-240
Moody College, Martin,
$36.00-36.25
US
•
lb.
2-4
240-260
135.25-38.00
Union
and West Kentucky Bible members of the West
US 3-4 360-280 lb.
834.25-35.25
other
and
Association
Baptist
divinity
Sows
of
doctor
School. The
US 1-2 279-350 lb.
$30.00-31.00
award was handed him by ordained Baptist ministers US 1-3 300-450 lb..
631.50-32.50
Lexington Bapti3t College. He and deacons of the area,- US 1-3 450.00
832.50-33.00
US 2-3
lb.
829.00-30.00
was a member of the board of members of the faculty of Boars 300-500
19.00-20.50
trustees of Mid-Continent Mid-Continent allege and
College, Lexington Baptist College.
Bible
Baptist
The family requests that
Fast Film Service
Mayfield.
expressions of sympathy take
At Big Discount
Flora
Mrs.
wife,
his
and
He
the form of contributions to
Lee Newton Carlin, who the building fund of Calvary
survives, would have marked Baptist -Church,
Midtheir 63rd wedding an- Continent Baptist Bible
niversary on April 12. He was College or Lexington Baptist
a Kentucky Colonel, a Ten- College.
FILM, FLASH CUBES,t
nessee Colonel, and a Duke of --Friends may call at Calvary
CAMERAS, FRAMES
Paducah.
Artcraft Studios
Baptist Church from 10 a.m. to
Survivors include his wife; 9 p.m. Thursday and • at
118 St. 12th. 753-0035
one daughter, Mrs. Rath Bellview Baptist Church after
Free Parking At Rear Door
Courtney, Beulah; two sons, 10 a.m. Friday.

Ir. L. W. Carlin, Baptist Minister, Dies

Our Annual Warehouse
Clearance
Each year we clean out our warehouse of floor covering.
_- —
We have roll end up to full
• . .
rolls of floor covering.

, ..,

4.

t.

COST AND BELOW
If you need a small piece or a full roll at a Bargain
Price, come to Bel-Air Decor Store

_

--.'
,

Towels - $295

-

1st Grade Cannon

416;.:

-isiit,

-

...

....

Hand Towels.
Wash Clothe 95'

.
Bed Spreads
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. INXIIV rig* s,

.
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Full Size Reg. 60.00

'C''' 4 :**t
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:
:

George Washington

,4,..;,, , -,
_
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I

Custom made

$4995

Full Size

$4995

Queen Elizabeth Reg. 60.00

20%

Aero Draperies

Off

See Our New Custom Woven

Wood Shades

I
or
Air
Dec
Bel;
StoreNew Shipment Of Mirrors
At Unbelievable Low Prices

I

4-
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753-3642
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Navy Seaman Robert L.
Underwood, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lyle Underwood of 1503
Dudley Drive, Murray, has
completed the Navy's Basic
Electricity - Electronics
Course.
Four weeks of study at the
Service School Command,
Great Lakes, ill., included
review of basic mathematics,
fundamental electrical formulas plus the. principles of
alternating and direct current
also
circuits. Students
received instruction on basic
circuit -testing methods, including the use of multitneters.
and audio signal generators.
A 1976 graduate of Murray
High School; he joined the
Navy in August 1976.

Murphy Files
AIRPORT TOUR—The kindergarten classes of the Murray State University Early
Childhood Center recently toured the Murray-Calloway County Airport. At right is
Johnny Parker, manager of the airport, who conducted the tours for both the morning
and afternoon sessions of the kindergarten. Accompanying the students were, from
left, Susan Nowack, student teacher, Gwen Parker, graduate assistant, and Mrs. Banda
Gibson, kindergarten teacher.
Stall Photo by David Hill

New Homes Built
From $12000.00
Over 400 Plans & Elevations

MAYFIELD, Ky. — The
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative, in cooperation
with the Tennessee Valley
Authority, is participating in
TVA's new home insulation
research and demonstration
program.
The purpose of the program,
according to Mrs. Sharon
Crawford, West Kentucky
RECC's home service advisor,
is to show how to save electricity and reduce electric
heating bills through improved
insulation
and
weatherproofing in existing
electrically-heated homes.
Families selected for the
program must be presently
buying their electric power
from West Kentucky RECC
and must permit contractors
selected by the cooperative to
(1 ) install insulation in the
attic of their homes; (2)
weather strip and caulk
around door and window
frames; (3) install materials
to enclose the foundation
area; and (4 ) other insulation
materials.
TVA will furnish all
materials and install them at
its expense.
As their part of the
program, the participants
must agree to (1 ) give TVA information about the argount of
electricity used in the home
each month during the
program; (2) provide TVA
with information about the
way the family uses electric
appliances and equipment;
and 3 give TVA opinions and
comments concerning the
effectiveness of the program
in reducing the amount of
electricity Aised in the home.
Four families have already
been selected to participate in
the demonstration program,
and !It_e_ir: homes are presently
being insulated by Tr -Bar
Construction Co., of Mayfield,
the contractor selected by
West Kentucky RECC to do
the work.
Several other families in
West Kentucky RECC's four-

See or Call

Roy Harmon 753-4124

• .

\\ti‘
,"FREE KING KONG KEY CHAIN
AND POSTER OFFER
With Purchase Of

-

Built-on Edge.

Seven-Year-Old Boys Charged
With Setting Fire To Building

stories in print, Warren
who gained notoriety in the out of court in 1972."
"admitted he was at a
1960s for operating out of the
Ackerman resigned as a
at
which
an
office of the speaker of the national committeeman in meeting
U.S. House of Represen- 1966. "Dr. John Kruglick, a arrangement was made for
Kruglick to give Ackerman a
tatives."
friend of Warren's
wanted
The stories in print said the _post." According to the $250,000 loan against 'paper'
(contracts) Ackerman had.
Volushen was listed as a
reference when Warren applied for an Arizona real
estate salesman's license in
1961. The application was
rejected because Warren was
on federal probation at the
time.
Warren, 63, moved to
Arizona in 1961 after serving
prisOn"UMW"urtntr EasT Tr
bankruptcy fraud, conspiracy
and running -a confidence
game. He has been indicted on
20 felony fraud .coprits in
connection with the attempted
sale of Arizona land to U.S.
servicemen living overseas.
He also has been charged with
attempting to bribe a county
attorney's investigator in an
attempt .to sabotage the land
Dodge is talking your
fraud case and, in an
language with the
unrelated case, was convicted
Aspen wagon all
of extortion in a federal court
America's talking about.
last year. He is appealing the
extortion conviction.
•Manufactther's suggested retail price
Here are some of the
highlights ,.of the land deals
for base six-cylinder Aspen wagon,
involving Warren and Arizona
excluding options, destination charge,
politicians, according to the
taxes, and title fees. Wheel covers ($32)'
published accounts:
and white sidewall tires ($39) extra. —Twelve years ago, Warren
and
Lee
Ackerman,
Democratic national committeeman and unsucessful
candidate for governor in 1960,
"joined forces in Western
Growth Capital Corp.
Warren claims and Ackerman
denies
that
Ackerman
approached him to go into
business with him ... Warren,
left Western Growth in 1966
and tte firm collapsed in
bankruptcy in 1967. Ackerman
Dodge
filed a $39 million lawsuit
against Warren, charging
fraud. Warren filed a counlir 810 Sycamore Phone 753-0632
terclaim. The suit was settled

TAMING
PRICE.
$3953*

DODGE1S
TALKING
JOUR
LANGUAGE.
JIM FAIN
MOTORS

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Participating In
Home Insulation Program

Start Planning Now

With the

By The Associated Press
Published accounts of an
investigative
series on
Arizona say that promoter
Ned Warren Sr. succeeded by
involving local politicians in
advantageous land deals and
giving payoffs and other
favors to public officials.
responsible for policing the
state's real estate laws.
The allegations are contained in published accounts
of the 12th installment andi
sidebar of the copyright series
by Investigative Reporters
and Editors, Inc.
The stories appeared in
print in Thursday editions of
the
Indianapolis . Star
available Wednesday night.
The published accounts
contained repetitions of some
allegations „in earlier installments, linking U.S. Sen.
Barry Goldwater and former
Arizona Republican chairman
Harry Rosenzwieg to Warren
land deals, as well as some
previously published information on former state
Real Estate Commission J.
Fred Talley, now dead.
The accounts of the main
IRE story detailed Warren's
dealings with a number of
Republican and Democratic
politicians in Arizona. They
also said "Warren was connected with Nathan Voloshen,
the master influence peddler

FRANKFORT,
Ky.
AP )—Dr. W. R. Rife Murphy, mayor of Columbia, filed
Wednesday
the
for
Democratic nomination to the
52nd District House of
Representatives seat now held
by Rep. Ray Overstreet, RLiberty.
The 72-year-old Murphy, an
optometrist, is in his second
term as mayor. So far, he is
the only candidate for the
Democratic nomination.
occupational safety and
Overstreet seeks his third
health.
The series will be extended term in the House.
in a sense by the first annual
labor-management
classic
May 12-14 at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park. It will
consist of a series of sports
and recreational activities.
McBrayer said there are
MAYSVILLE,
Ky. before it
isolated sections in western
was engulfed in
Kentucky "where labor and ( AP )—Two 7-year-old flames,
management don't even talk Maysville boys have been
Police said the boys
to each other—they see each charged with setting fire to an reportedly were playing with
unoccupied school building
other in court."
candles. and lighting pjeces of
He said there also have been here during the weekend.
‘4aod, when the fire became
Damages to the Woodleigh
labor difficulties in the coal
too intense to extinguish.
fields which, although in- Elementary School have been
estimated
at
$100,000.
The
dustrial development is not
involved, still dampens the youths were Charged with
second-degree arson and
state's work climate.
One_ plus for Kentucky, released in the custody of their
McBrayer said, is the close parents following a hearing
.
cooperation and . friendship Tuesday in Juvenile Court.
The boys, lxitff students at
between him .and Yocom.
"In some Other states the Jones Elementary, which
commerce and labor com- adjoins Woodleigh, were
missioners are hardly on charged after other pupils
reported seeing them running
speaking terms," he said.
from the building shortly

Kentucky's Promoted Image Of
Happy Workers A Bit Off Mark
If these seminars help us
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—
Kentucky's promoted image settle one-strike earlier than
as a state of happy workers normal, they will have been
comthe
and satisfied management is a successful,"
missioner said.
bit off-the mark.
When (industrialists) tell
Two
officials
state
acknowledged as much me I about labor unrest) while
Wednesday when they an- I'm in California, it's got to be
nounced a series of seminars correct," he said.
McBrayer and Yocom will
in eight cities to improve the
appear on all the programs.
state's labor climate.
Commerce Commissioner The schedule:
April 6—Ashland, April 7—
Terry McBrayer said during a
news conference that he Florence, April 18—Paducah,
discovered early in his travels April 19—Hopkinsville, April
that industries elsewhere are 20—Bowling Green. Aoril 21—
concerned about manage- Lexington, April 25 —
ment-labor relations in Louisville and April 26 —
Henderson.
Kentucky.
All the meetings are
Along with Labor Commissioner James Yocom, he scheduled in the afternoon and
said the seminars would be an will be moderated either by
excellent selling point in Rep. Ed Holloway, Rtrying to attract new and Louisville, or R. W. (Dub)
Wilkins, both of the Associated
expanded industry.
But McBrayer cautioned Industries of Kentucky . at
against expecting direct and Louisville.
They will deal with the labor
immediate results in the way
of relocations. He said the goal climate and growth, workmen's compensation and
is long range.

Investigative Series Implicates
Arizona Promoter Ned Warren

Robert Underwood
Completes Course

JEANS or
JACKET

f While Supply Last )

KING'S DEN
"The" Store Far Men
Bel-Mr Shopping Center‘ Murray,753-0550

•

Classic 99" Classic 99"
Satin Enamel flat WWI
CTrim Paint
,t

county service area are under
consideration for the program
providing they can meet
certain criteria.
Mrs. _ Crawford outlined the
following criteria which must
be met in order for a family t(i
be selected for the program

$1197 $997

11) Mbst heat home with
electricity only and have a
record of unusually high
electric bills during the
heating season; (2) Must have
an annual income of less. than
$6,700; (3) Must own and
occupy the home; (4) Must be
willing to sign an agreement
to participate in the demonstration for a minimum of
three years; and (5) must not
be an employe of TVA, a TVA
power distributor,— or a
community action agency.
Under teems of the
agreement, TVA is permitted
to make public any statistics
and-or other information
acquired during the program.
but agrees that the participants' names will not be
used in any public statements.

2%"
Feather-I/o
Nylon
- Trim Brush

Save s2 ga

Check
Your
,

ft

Saves.?a gal.

holey Last Nouse Paint.

Mello-Tone
Hot Wet wollpoint

F,Of br(;;oss.. "
One of our .frne,t,
lonJ tastIng extenor
house pcnts
eas:4, in ont' ont
:feans up ult.v,
••
and tvater
5•5:

AT

Satisfaction
Guaranteed

PRrt

All

$699

Sale ends4pril4.
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',4-1,,,:
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Pdverrrsers • ore
requested to check the
first rnsertion of ads for
correctIon
T h .s
newspaper W111 be
sesp2mib_fe fbr ,_ only _
.........one incorrect Inserhon
-RNY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
Pri. Y IN CASE OF AN
ERROR •

Free decorating service. Ose Sank4mericard, Master Charge,o our
extended credit terms.
1700 stores,including one neew.you.
-

Southside Manor Shopping Center
Murray
I.

(•:

Classic 99. Ow finest
interiorlatex wallpaint.

753-3321
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Organized,Labor Gets
First Loss In Congress
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — A
have
would
that
bill
strengthened the hand of
striking construction unions is
dead not only for this year but
for the foreseeable future, a
dejected sponsor says.
In a stinging defeat for
organized labor and the House
Democratic leadership the
common situs picketing bill
went down to a surpri,sealefeat
Wednesday night on a 217 to
205 vote.
Although it directly affected
_anly, the_I:wilding, trades- the
vote was the first test of
organized labor's strength in
heavily
and
new
the
Democratic Congress.
The bill's prime sponsor,
-Rep.-Frank Thompson Jr.,1)N.J., said the vote killed the
legislation for the foreseeable
future: He also said the
outcome bodes ill for labor's
campaign against right-towork laws.
Conservartjyes and business
lobbied intensively against the
bill, which would have allowed
a union to shut down an entire
construction site in a dispute
with only one subcontractor.
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill said he had never seen
organizations lobby as hard as
the picketing bill's opponents.
Before the vote, a pessimistic
O'Neill chided labor for not
mounting an effective drive to
muster support for the bill.
The House passed a similar
bill in 1975, 229 to 189.-It was
vetoed in January 1976 by
then-President Gerald R.

WANTED
Journey
Man
Machinist
Four year job shop experience, veterans with
machine shop experience - VA approved
apprentice program Telephone 522-6061 for
interview.

Ford.
When you get careless
along the line, the train goes
off the track," O'Neill said.
Despite the speaker's efforts
to keep Democrats in line, 88
voted with 129 Republicans
against the bill. Only 14
Republicans voted for it.
The majority was fashioned
out of a coalition of
Republicans and southern
Democrats, including all nine

BI

from President Carter's home
state of Georgia.
Carter, who Won with
overwhelming labor support
in a narrow contest against
Ford last fall, stayed out of the
fray. Carter had said merely
that he--would sign the bill if
Congress passed it.
Ford initially backed the
common situs bill in 1975, but
vetoed it under heavy
pressure from conservatives.

Pine Trees Made
Available For Calloway
wincurrE — Nearly
120,000 new pine trees will be
available for planting in
Calloway County this spring
a
continuing
through
reforestation program
sponsored each iear by
Westvaco Corporatipn and its
operations aMickliffe.
Westvaco's MATCHING
SEEDLING PROGRAM is
encourage
to
designed
Calloway County landowners
to put idle acres to work
growing trees. According to
Westvaco Forester Dick
Babbitt: "We are willing to
provide to any landowner a
quantity of pine seedlings 'equal to the number purchased from the state ,tree
seedling nursery."
People purchasing tree
seedlings from their state
nursery in quantities of 500 to
20,000 can receive -an equal
number of Westvaco, free.
The purpose of the program
is to insure a continuing
supply of timber to meet
future demands for wood and
wood products. "Annually,
each American uses about 600
pounds of paper products and
43 cubic feet of solid wood,"
states Babbitt. "By the year
2000, that demand is expected
to double."
Westvaco's Fine Papers
mill at Wickliffe, employs 450
men and wOmen and produces
600 tons of pulp and paper
daily. Equipped with one of
the most modern papermaking facilities found in the
United States, the mill

operates around the clock;
seven days a week, utilizing
2,600 tons of wood in its
production operations each
day.
According to Babbitt,
"there are no strings attached
to this offer. Westvaco's interest is seeing more trees
growing in this area. While
landowners who receive
seedlings are under no
obligation to sell their wood to
Westvaco, the company/does
provide a good markeit for
pulpwood," Babbit said.
Pine seedlings are being
used in the program because
they can adapt to a wider
variety of planting sites than
hardwad seedlings.
Private landowners in the
eleven southern most counties
of Illinois and the two western
districts of the Kentucky
Division of Forestry are
eligible.
Details about Westvaco's
Matching Seedling Program
can be obtained by contacting
Dick Babbitt at (502) 335-3131,
Extension 217.
ARTS OF CHINA
GREENVALE, N.Y. AP —
An exhibition of 1_70 objects, the
Arts of China, will be on view
at the C.W. Post Art Gallery at
Long island University through
March 27. The exhibit spans 4,000 years of - Chinese art and.
history, from neolithic artifacts,
to the delicate porcelains of the
Ming and Ch'ing Dynasties.
The exhibit is accompanied by
an in-depth lecture and film
series.
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Lace trim scarf sleeve and
neck, pointed bottom. 50 t0
polyester -cotton gauze. In
• fashion colors. Sizes S.M,L.

caw

.
IC
Reg. 9.66

JUNIOR PRE-WASHED

850

"RAINBOW" JEAN
Navy jeans with fancy rainbow stitching.
Zip fly front, 1 front
Docket. 100-. Cotton
-0 sizes 5 to 13.

Asst.
Styles

1366

,,f4pr)94
T)

GIRLS TOP
244
top witn
-Print
lace sleeves,

2Size
1
/

222

Solid mesh boxer short
applique. Sizes 2 to 4.

BOYS SHIRT
333
8-0Z. CLAIROL

fa,s
5hort
neck. Denim - knit m
trim. Sizes 2 to 4.
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•EVG— Electronic Video Guard Tuning
System
'One-Knob VHF and UHF Channel
Selection
Solid-State Titan' Chassis
*Power Sentry Voltage Regulating
System
•VHF/UHF Deluxe Spotlite Panel

Regular or Extra Both

X't

,

.

.1

27
REG. 1.77

—Boxer short of denim mes1T—with COc(
SI:es 2 to 1.

LADIES
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silky
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RING-A-BELL

LEATHER-LIKE
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Save During Our
Spring Clearance!

FUNSTUF

CLAIROL

HAPPINESS

BALSAM

OR
HAIR COLOR

SUPER-HERO
POWER SHIELD

Televisions are not a sideline for us...We devote our full time to sales and service of our
electronic products.

Tucker TV
Sates &Service
1911 Coldwater Rd.(MartiektilWY) 753-1900

%\

BASKETBALL SET

WEDGE

1 97i
_ YOUR CHOICE 111

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportunity Employer
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking
1-6 San. .

753 1777

BANKAMERICARO
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9.97 Value

BOYS SHORT

•

Assorted Styles & Colors

Dresses

GIRLS SHORT

All Merchandise
Reduced

The LINCOLNSHIRE • H2528E
Genula -oak veneers a-nd SetecT —
hardwood solids on top Front, ends and
base of simulated wriod Entire cabinet
finished in Antique Oak color. Casters

each

Colors

Storewide
Sale

-

Jumpsuits

\

neck,
scoop
and 'Mille trim
in size 2 to 4.

OW WI

are
of m
sleei
WI
John
he
milli
the
mar
Al
PhYs
lead
dept

—NOVELTY
SMOCK TOP
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Bloodshot Eyes, Hunger Pangs
May Be Marks Of Pot Smoker

Stern Family Keeping Secrets And
Tradition In Pickle Operations

CANCER I

1!,1/Ywer*line

FARMINGDALE, N.Y.
Nat Stern should know. He,is pliers follow the harvest from
AP)- Nat Stern pickles his 74, the son a the founder, and Mexico to Michigan. The
pickles in charred oak barrels has spent many a pungent day pickle works, though, remains
leads an active life of work previously used for aging at the pickle works.
as Aaron Stern built it.
and play. He might possibly whiskey. Could that be the
Nat's father, Aaron Stern,
Nat and his nephew, Joe
have appeared on tv to offer secret?
came to America from Steuer, have run the business
living proof that an ostomy is
Nat Stern also has an Austria with not much more since Aaron Stern died in 1952.
something that people can abiding dislike of machinery. than a pushcart and a dream.
"My father's wish was that
live with without embarrass- Could that be it?
Up and down Delaney St. on everything would remain the
ment.
Whatever it is, it has kept Manhattan's Lower East Side same, that we would operate
Stern's pickle works in he peddled pickles.
the business the way he did,"
"They weren't his own Nat Stern said. "We have
business at the same old stand
.4 dentist writes: "I believe since 1894, a boon not only to pickles, though," his son honored his request.
that you owe it to your the Stern family but also to explained, "so he had no
"You will notice there is no
readers to explain that while four generations of Long advantage over any other machinery around here.
are
and
dentists
physicians
Island gastronomes. Long peddler with the'Same pickles. That's the real secret of our
alert to any suspicious Island is the only place on He figured that if he made his pickles.
changes in the mouth, each earth yea -eaw-fifid-a Stem---own pidides-their—quality
----uff-we--got any bigger we
person should examine his or
pickle and surely worth the would be the selling point and would have to have machines
her mouth frog( time to
trip. Nat Stern does not ex- he could avoid the price- put the pickles in jars. The
time particularly if they
port. That may be part of his juggling rat race. That belief way we do it, the way it has
smoke cigarettes."
hasn't changed either."
been done for 83, years, every
too.
secret
ANSWE Rime: The beginning
So Aaron Stern moved, to pickle goes into the jar by
exactly
pickles
"We
make
stages of oral cancer twhen
Island, out in the country hand. Only the best get in.
the disease is most curable) the way they were made when Long
the cucumbers grew:
where
Stern
Nat
"That is the way it will
opened,"
place
this
are painless. But fortunately,
of that vast farmland continue to be done, by hand.
Most
said.
these crucial early stages are
''The formula is the same has long since been paved Machines have no conhighly visible. Once a month
for
the brine. The spices are over; Nat's cucumber sup- science."
a
take
to
it is a sound idea
mirror, use a good light, and the same. The amount of dill
look into one's mouth. Look weed is the same. Nothing has
for persistent sores that just changed. We have never used
haven't disappeared, irntated chemicals and never will. We
areas, changes in color. If do try to improve the quality
you notice anything unusual, of our cucumbers - we even
see a physician or dentist provide the seed to our
tight away. This kind of growers. But the pickling
mouth attention is particular- process is the same.
ly. important for people who
"As for the barrels, the fact
smoke cigarettes. Smoking is that they once held whiskey
strongly suspected of being a has nothing to do with the
cause of oral cancer. The taste of the pickle, at least I
mouth is subjected to redon't think it has.
peated contact with irritants,
"It's just that cooperage is
and the heat from burning
a lost art
practically
the
to
adds
cigarette paper
are the
Distilleries
nowadays.
irritation. For anyone who
charred oak.
illf-ofinariort local
units of the American Cancer barrels because they can use
'Society have a leaflet entitled, them only once. The wood is
"Word of Moutli," which is what matters. You can't make
a‘allable free of aiarge. And, a real pickle in anything exevery member of the com- cept wood."
munity should have professional mouth examinations at
the time of annual physical or
dental checkups.

Johnny doesn't go to football
The National Safety Council thinking more clearly than A regular feature, prepared
practice any more. He's notes that experiments with ever before.
by the American Cancer
personality Society, to help save your life
dropped out of the high school marijuana smoking have
Their
be from cancer.
can
drama club and neglects his uncovered such driving errors developipent
homework.
as failure to recognize signs or distrupted so severely that
socially .4 teenager writes.
become
Once a busy and active lad, the presence of other cars; they
"My
Johnny has taken to loafing a delays in response to visual maladjusted. The name for mot her has been having
lot, and bragging about all the cues; impaired attention such a marijuana-induced trouble quitting cigarettes,
great things he's going to do- span; failure to detect psychological upheaval is and she really must because
if he gets the right breaks.
peripheral visual and auditory "amotivational syndrome," she coughs a lot. For her
Sometimes his eyes are signals; relaxed vigilance, which means the sufferer has birthday, I want to buy her a
bloodshot, and he has a per- and increased starting and lost all desire to work, com- membership in a smoking
But. I
withdrawal group.
sistent cough. He is alter- braking time.
pete or face challenges.
natively
and
euphoric
"In short," a Combined don't know which one to
It is the opinion .uf Dr.
Can yna.tialp9"
• • - •.
--hunger--pengs--ftobert- Peterson-of-- -the-_researcher -observed-, ".sea c..11
are more frequent than those National Institute of Drug interests and concerns are ANSWERIine: Please checkof most growing boys and he Abuse that you don't have to centered on one thing - where with your local American
Cancer Society Unit for guidsleeps a lot.
be "stoned" (high) on a to get the next joint of
what programs are
What's the matter with "joint" (marijuana cigaret) marijuana for the next high." ance about
available locally. - The ACS
Johnny? It is very likely that to face_d_aon the highway.
may itself have a smoking
he is a pothead - one of the He mauilarns that anyone who
withdrawal program that
million or so young people in can feel any effect from
might involve no cost to
the country who have made marijuana should not get
participants inthat case you
marijuana their way of' life. behind the wheel.
might be able to tell your
Although marijuana is not
"Pot and driving are like
mother about it in a birthday
physically addictive, it can gasoline and matches," he
card and plan a special. gift
lead
to
psychological declares. "They just don't
when she accomplishes her
dependence - and it can also mix."
goal! Along with the card
cause a youngster to exThe presence of marijuana
you might send, "If You
periment with more potent in the body can be detected
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The Want to Give Up Cigarettes,"
and dangerous drugs and to with a blood test, and scien- priority deadline for applying a colorful, helpful ACS booksteal and commit other crimes tists are working to perfect for state graets to Kentucky let offered to the public free
to support the habit, experts other techniques, including a colleges has been extended of charge.
say.
breath test similar to that from March 15 to April 1 by
Higher A waitress explains' "I saw a
Of clarticular concern is the administered suspected the
Kentucky
that he
fact that pot-smoking is drunken drivers.
Assistance man on tv who said
Education
was an
and
cancer
had
had
becoming a more significant
safety Authority (KHEAA).
Combined's
What does that
'ostomate.
factor in highway accidents as researchers point out that the
According to Paul Borden,
it impairs judgment, depth principal active chemical the authority's executive
A N SW E RItne: An ostomate
perception and the ability to ingredient in marijuana, a director, the extension was is a person who has an artireact swiftly and decisively in form of hemp, is THC-Delta- prompted by postponements ficial opening in the abdomen
a crisis.
9-tetrahydrocannabinol. It Is of high school financial aid for body waste created surgiThe Department of Safety found in varying amounts in information programs during cally because OfdiSeise of the
and Research of the Combined Indian hemp, which is adverse weather in January intestinal or urinary tract.
Company of cultivated principally in and February. The extension Ostomy surgery is frequently
Insurance
America reports that several Mexico and the Orient. The will help assure all students of done for cancer • of the
surveys have disclosed that as marijuana that grows wild in an opportunity to receive bladder or colon or rectum
many as 20,000,000 Americans the United States is not con- necessary information and • -and it saves lives. As you
probably noticed, the patient
have smoked "grass" at least sidered to be very potent.
applications.
once and that most of the
Hashish - or hash - is a
Borden said students ap- you sa41 on tv looked perfectsubstance plying for state assistance ly normal and healthy. Like
heavy users are young people dark
brown
who buy illegally imported pot gathered from the tops of should mail the Kentucky many ostomates he probably
on college campuses, in marijuana plants and is Financial Kid Form to the
dormitories, on street corners usually smoked in water pipes College Scholarship Service
and in candy stores, among or eaten. It is at least five by April 1 to receive full
other places.
times stronger and more consideration for available
Now that a national move is dangerous than the marijuana KHEAA funds. Applications
afoot to remove marijuana- leaves that most people roll in for remaining .grants for the
smoking from the category of cigaret paper or tamp into fall term will be considered
until June 1.
criminal offenses and make it pipes.
Applications for grants for
Most pot users smoke the
a misdemeanor, the health
WASHINGTON ( A'P) - .dresses up in the prosthetic it
and safety authorities fear dried green leaves of the the spring term should be Allen Aaron Jackson enlisted Will look like he's whole, but
that more young people will marijuana plant, which smells submitted by Oct. 1.
in the Army to be trained as an actually he's half. When he
Colleges and universities' automobile mechanic. sits up he'll look like a whole
"go to pot" and the number of something like alfalfa, but
traffic accidents will increase. some eat it; while the reaction deadline dates for financial Instead, at 21, his body was man,that's about it."
National time is slower, the resulting aid applications may differ cut in half by a tank.
the
Even
The Army discharged
from the KHEAA dates.
Organization for the Reform "highs" last longer.
A federal court on Wed- Jackson and the Veterans
Applications may be ob- nesday said it "deeply sym- Administration sends him
of Marijuana Laws has asked
To be fully effective,
be tained from the KHEAA by pathizes" with Jackson, but it $1,700 a month disability pay.
should
for increased vigilance marijuana
against pot smoking and its relatively fresh. The longer it writing to KHEAA, 691 Teton can't order the government to It is small compensation.
potential hazards.
has been around, the less Trail, Frankfort, Ky.,40601, or pay damages to him.
"He had a girlfriend. She
from high school guidance
Dr. James Nichols of the potent it will be.
Jackson had sued for breach disappeared out of the picNational Highway Traffic
In addition to detectable counselors. College financial of contract, claiming he was ture," says his father."He has
Safety Administration finds physical signs that a person aid offices also cin supply promised two things by a only a couple of the friends he
that the marijuana smoker may be a pot smoker, there application forms.
recruiter: he would get had, only a couple who have
tends to be in a different kind are psychological side-effects,
would been true blue to him. All the
mechanic's trainin
of highway accident from the according to Combined's
not be assigned to ditagerous pals hensed to pal around with
The first organized whale duty.
drinking driver. The smoker is safety experts. Among there
... all he's got is family."
more likely to crash because are distortions of hearing,I-fishery was developed by the The Army says there was no
Lawyer Ronald Pinsk', a
12th
the
of inattention than because of vision and the sense of--time. Basques of Spain in Biscay, such promise, at least not in member of the legal team that
the Bay of
aggressive or fast driving, he Users often become suspicious century in
writing. And even if there had brought the suit, said the
says National Geographic.
they
are
that
feel
or
of others
said.
been, the recruiter had no Court of Claims decision
authority to make it and probably will be appealed.
therefore it's not binding.
In May 1974, four months
after he enlisted, Jackson took
part. in maneuvers at Ft
Riley, Kan. A tank ran over
him. The lower half of his
body, navel on down, had to be
1 Milo fast of Murray - Hwy. 94
Dr. Bryan L. Thacker of
amputated.
Jackson's lawyers could not Murray has returned from
sue for negligence; the Dallas, Texas, where he atSupreme Court has said it tended a four day advanced
knows of no law that permits a research seminar conducted
soldier to recover damages on by the Parker Chiropractic
that ground. The lawyers Research Foundation.
chose the unusual claim that Dr. Thacker attended
there was breach of-the-specialized training classes in
enlistment contract and asked X-ray analysis, muscle
testing, and drugless pain
$5 million damages.
The U.S. Court of Claims on relief techniques. He also
Wednesday issued- its decision participated in refresher work
in case No. 259-76, Allen Aaron in physical, orthopedic, and
Jackson v. The United States. neurological examination
The court said it made a methods.
and
careful
thorough,
in
comprehensive review
Raw steel production in the
view of the shocking severity United States in 1976 rose by
of the plaintiff's injuries," but - 11.4 per cent to 130 million tons.
said it could find nothing in the The Soviet Union produced
in-enlistment papers that 161.7 million tons, for an The
cent.
per
4.3
of
crease
from
prevented the Army
Market was the
using Jackson in training Commonsecond highest producworld's
exercises.
er, with 146.5 million tons.
"The court deeply sympathizes with the plaintiff for
the severe injury he received
while serving our country in
the United States Army," said
the judges. "However, the
court is without jurisdiction.
authority or power to grant
him any relief. It may be that
he could get help from
Congress...."
Since that awful day In
Kansas, Jackson has undergone 28 operations. He is
now in the Hines AIL
Administrat.dn
Veterans
hospital being fitted for
prosthesis.
"He can sit up in a bucket
which holds him rigid," says
his father, Raymond. a
•
Chicago bus driver. "When he

Deadline Now
April 1 For
State Grants

COUNT
ON US.

-

To

Church Listings
Solicited For

Court Won't Allow Cash LBL Area Map
Settlement For Soldier

Eastside Lawn Mowers
& Repair

6 H.P. Chain Drive
Tillers-Tecumseh Motors
5 H.P. Chain Drive
Tillers-Briggs & Stratton Motors
H.P. Gear Drive
Tillers, Briggs & Stratton
20" Mowers- H.P.-Tecumseh Motors
22" Mowers2 H.P.-Briggs & Stratton Motor
/
31

$239"
$22495

$18995

$6995

$81P5_

$64"
3 H.P. Briggs & Stratton Motors
$7495
4 H.P. Briggs & Stratton Motors
$8495
5 H.P. Briggs & Stratton Motors
$15495
8 H.P. Briggs & Stratton Motors
Under New Management

Ed Morgan - Owner
753-0400

We Try Hard For 1 Day Service On Parts & Repairs

Dr. Bryan Thacker
Attends Seminar

With A Special Reminder

Listings of Sunday or
Sabbath) morning services of
and
churches
local
Synagogues in the Lake
Barkley-Kentucky Lake
tOurist region are now being
soliCited for the 1977 LBL Area
Ministry Directory Map.
A $5 printing and mailing for
three maps to subscriber is
required for each listing. April
7th is the deadline for receipt
of such listings.
Congregations wishing to be
included this year should send
the following information: (1)
name of congregation (2)
location of church by street or
highway (3) schedule of
service and a phone number to
call for information.
With the $5 this should be
sent to LBL Area Ministry,
Route 4, Box 110, Benton, Ky.
42025. For additional information call 502-354-8639.

TAPPAN WORKERS:

If you can use extra cash right now to-tide
you over, or to take care of those nagging
bills, all you need do is contact Kentucky
Finance. We've been serving Kentuckians a
long time. Count on us — any season, any
reason.

KENTUCKY
FINANCE
506 Main - Murray
753-2621

NOTICE
The Houston-McDevitt
INSURANCE—MEDICARE

CLAIMS OFFICE
Now Located At

107 North 4th Street
Next To The Murray Ledlger and Times
•

Telephones
All Commercial Insurance (Blue Cross, etc.) 753-5259
All Government Insurance (Medicare, etc.) 753-5265
Open: 8 to 6 Daily 8 to 12 Saturdays

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

7534434

24, 1977
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--May-we-Tbank-Teeraer-legi
making tbis 23 years pessib
just as we dW 23 years
Customer the best passible d
back it up with the tut in
still is our way of doing busin

•
FRIGIDAIRE

PRICE SCOOP!
2 SPEED-2 CYCLE WASHER
•
018 Lb.Size
•
05 Temperatures
*Water Level Control •
•Perma-Press Care

Model
WC-5

Limited Quantities

CLOTHES DRYER

IF RiGIDAIFIE

5 CYCLES
SALE STARTS
THURS.24th

018 Lb. Size
•Perma-Press
*Cycle-End-Signal
*Choice of Colors

01
8
21
DEC

Quantities Limited

More room in less space.
Because Frigidaire uses a super insulation!
So efficient it creates a slim wall
that means more room inside,
less bulk outside.

DWM-1

Frigidaire!
Dishmobile!
'4 Cycle Versatility
*Roll Out Racks
'Mar-proof Racks
*Converts to Built-In
*Silverware Basket

Up-Right or Chest Type

We Buy'em by The
TRUCKLOAD
AND PASS THE SAVINGS
ON TO YOU
AS
LOW
AS

LW

Color-Trck Cor
Color-Tr, k Pori

Drop-h Ranl

$268°°
$58900

Built-In Gril
XL-100 Lable P.

Special Select Group
Discounted as much as I

*SPEND LESS TIME(
'SPEND LESS
CLEANING I
*SPEND LESS M

Frigidaire
Range

'$100.00 OFF

*Easy to Clean
*All Porcelain
'Infinite Heat
*Storage Drawer

ICRC

-nade

_

Frigidaire!
Air Conditioner

ONLY!

Pre-Season
Lay Away
Buy now at off Season
Prices. We will install
when you ore ready.
Frigidaire Window
Units starting As

Model
F-053C

GM

Built-In Cook

THE ABOVE ARE ALL NEW FULL N
ONE-OF-A-KIND,SOME ARE FLOC
FIRST SOLD BASIS. NO PHONE ORE

12.3 Cu.ft. Refrigerator

FREEZERS

Refrigerato
165 Side by Si

$639°°
$139°°
$7490°
$48900
$37900

9113

All Refrigerators Sale Priced

FRIGIDAIRE

Low As

Ward-Elkins

has a
limited number of Kitchen Cabinets which have been removed from their displays
These are all on sale at their original cost. First Come First Sold Basis.
Builders, Contractors and Kitchen Remodelers

•

"On The
Square"
in
Murray,
Ky.

Phone
753-1713

Be Sure To $113 By Et.See Ou
Featuring The Following Linos of Applihnc
Sub-Zero Built-In Refrigerators & Freezers
v- Kitchen-Aid DW's-Contpactors-Disposers-Mixers
Thermador-Built-in Ovens-Cook Tops-Micro Wave Oven
Cor ng Smooth Top Ranges
v- Ron. n-Built-In Mixers

Scotsman Icomakers
v- Elkay S. S. Sinks
Decor Convertible Cook
Tradewind Needs I Vent
Gamble-Chopping Block
fr
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Sale Starts
Thursday
March 24

X010 .7199 lowest-priced
color console!

feu, our loyal customers, for
rears possible. Today we feel
23 years ago — give the
St possible deal you can, then
the best in service, and this
doing business.

•••••.-

1li

ma. .

TUBES ARE OUT!

1USTERS!!

Refrigerator
16.5 Side by Side

3ttilt-In Cooktop

31or-Trek Console

•

31or-Tr.k Portable
Drop-h Range
Built-In Grill

,-100 Tcble Mcdel

$398°°
$78°°
4$649°°
$428°°
$198°°
$168°°
$498°°

t Group Range Hoods
much as 60%

And with them po a minor cause of T.V
repairs. No chairs tubes in RCA Xl.. 100
eats.

RCA ACCUCOLOR
Bieck Mattis picture tube is\RCA's finest
color picture ever tube'

•

RCA

The CARMONA
Model GA 558

• RCA XL-100. the reliability
of 100% solid state—no
chassis tubes to burn out.
• Automatic Fine Tuning
• RCA Super AccuColor black
pinpoints and holds the
matrix picture tube for
correct broadcast signal
sparkling bright, dramatically
• Lighted channel indicators
detailed color with warm.
• Plug-in AccuCircuit modules
pleasing and natural flesh
simplify servicing.
tones.

21" diagonal

If it isn't RCA,
it isn't X1100.

.
p

NEW FULL WARRANTY ITEMS. SOME
4E ARE FLOOR MODELS. FIRST COME
PHONE ORDERS PLEASE

iI4A*A'6°9`c?

LESS TIME COOKING.
;PEND LESS TIME
CLEANING UP*
END LESS MONEY*

SPECIAL BUYS!

WO OFF DURING SALE.

•

SPECIAL PRICES!

THESE PRICES GOOD DURING THIS SALE ONLY, ON MODELS NOW IN OUR INVENTORY.

,
“teit-C
Cia
NICROWAVE OVEN

Tiade only by

Amana,
_

MOD. RR-4D

19" ci!agona;

Superb RCA XL-100
Color TV at a
terrific price!

ee Our New Kitchen Displays

Kitchen Cabinet & Vanities by:

icemakers
Coppes-Nappance-In Oak, Maple & Cherry
Sinks
v.-Naas-Early American
'edible Cook Top 11 Grill .
v-Morillat-In Oak
Needs Ventilators-Can Openers-Toasters ,
,, Itiviera-Nomestead
lopping Blocks

Phone
753-1713

"On The
Square"
in
Murray,
Ky.

FAG
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GEOGRAPHIC—
SPECIALS•HIGHLIGHT
KETS•FESTIV

-Smoke Detectors BecomingPopular In New
Homes, Goal 25 Per Cent Of 1980 Homes

generally range from $20 to
Photoelectric detectors dude a device — usually a
By LOUISE COOK
$70. Extra features such as usually run on household light — to indicate that the
Associated Press Writer
A growing number of test buttons are included on current. They may be plugged power is functioning.
Further information on
into a wall outlet or wired
Americans are installing the more expensive models.
of
detectors is available
types
smoke
home's
basic
your
two
into
are
There
permanently
in
their
smoke detectors
Stay home, pack
detectors: photo- electric system. The per- in a free Commerce Deparsmoke
to
provide
an
early
homes
your imagination and
ionization manent wiring should be done tment pamphlet, "Smoke
warning system in case of fire. electric and
travel with KET for
chamber.
by an electrician and costs Detectors: What they are and
Fire
National
The
the excitement of disThe photoelectric smoke about $25 to $50. Like the how they work." Write to the
and Control
Prevention
covery with a different
Information
Administration says 33 states detector contains a light bulb battery-operated alarms, the Consumer
adventure every night.
already have regulations and a photocell. When smoke photoelectric detectors in- Center, Pueblo, Colo.,81009.
April 2-10 is Festirequiring the use of smoke enters the detector, light from
val '77, Kentucky Edualarms, usually in new houses, the beam is reflected from
o,-587
Television's
cational
mobile homes and develop- smoke particles into the
(KET) annual public
ments. Other states and some photocell, triggering the
awareness and fundcities are considering similar alarm.
The ionization variety
raising.campaign. KET
rules.
is celebrating with a
The agency says it would contains a small radiation
showcase of new prolike to see the devices in 25 per source that produces elecgrams, old favorites
cent of all American homes by' trically charged air molecules
and distinctive series,
1980 and in 75 per cent by 1990. called ions. The presence of
About eight_ million smoke these ions allows a small
-a----National
detectors were sold last year, eiectrie eurrt to flow in the
Special
Geographic
chamber. When smoke parup from only 50,000 in 1972.
the
of
every night
ticles enter, they attach
by
work
Smoke detectors
week.
themselves to the ions,
from
rising
smoke
the
sensing
take
and
Settle back,
a fire and sounding an alarm reducing the flow of current.
a trip to Hawaii or
loud enough to wake even The change in the current sets
Russia. Or you can
heavy sleepers. They can off the alarm.
journey inside the huAccording to the fire
detect smoke far from the
man body on "The Inorigin of a fire and often will prevention and control unit,
Machine ;'"
credible
sound the alarm before flames "Both types of detectors are
search for $6 million
equally effective in the
are visible.
worth of treasure in
As the popularity of smoke home." Ionization detectors
the Florida Keys on
detectors has grown, so has generally will react more
the number of models and quickly to flaming fires;
brands on the market, making photoelectric detectors will
it more difficult for consumers generally respond faster to
smouldering fires.
321151611to choose.
RedUCIld &OM our 7977
Ionization detectors
You should make sure you
570 lbs.
Wt.
Boat
.S4nrig &g
select a detector which has generally operate on batgreater
been approved by One of teries. You have
testing freedom of choice when it
major
several
SALE,
laboratories. There is no comes to deciding where to
Was 51379..00
shortage of • such detectors. place Um detector, but you
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Underwriters
Laboratories also have to replace
M'oi 'rower
Two persons were killed and Inc. says 98 brands of smoke
batteries. Replacement
• Six speeds for real versatility
at least 25 were treated for alarms meet its ,standards. batteries generally cost
•Smooth-riding isolation engine mount
smoke inhalation today after Prices for the detectors
between $2 and $10.
• Turf-saver tires; split differential
Presented By
an early-morning fire swept
Electric starting; solid-state ignition
•
Association
Medical
The Jackson Purchase Veterinary
an
apartment
through
garden tractors start as tow as . 8 789.00
Our
in
building
downtown
to
Reactions
months.
several
disease
heartworm
Canine
Price expires April 12, 1977
Louisville.
victim to have difficulty
the drug are not uncommon,
is a serious and potentially
Two persons were reported
breathing, cough, tire easily,
fatal disease of dogs. Long become listless, lose weight, and there is always some risk missing but police said they
thin white worms, technically or faint. If not detected and involved in treating a dog for did not think they were fire
However,
known as Dirofilaria immitis, controlled
proper heartworms.
with
victims.
chain drive
are t)te cause. Adult worms, treatment, the disease can fatalities resulting from
"We think they fled into the
BOSTON ( AP I — Martha's Vineyard part of their states.
among
rare
are
does
agree
state
another
If
which reach a length of 6-14 lead to congestive heart treatment
robo-spader
street just after the fire broke Vineyard and Nantucket,
dogs that are otherwise in out
inches, live in the right side of failure and death.
shortly before dawn," said wanting; to prove their threat to take hi the orphaned
Following
health.
good
the heart and iii the adjacent
by
police officer.
spread
one
are
Heartworms
to secede-from Massachusetts islands, secessionists argue, it
rest is
large blood vessels,. A dog mosquitoes.
the treatment, complete
A Red Cross spokesman is - nolt an idle publicity ploy, Would be rewarded with the
When
..may have several hundred of mesquite "bites"- an infected needed to prvent lung damage said -they showed two persons -gready- with legislation to tax.revenues from tourism,
• Chain dri‘e
them in its system, although dog, it takes up blood which from the dead and decom- missing and they had set up an sever-the commonwealth from beaches and small seaports.
posing -worms. Excitement
delivers power
But the matter could be
the number usually is less.
emergency shelter for those its two most famous island
may contain microscopic
directly to tines
resolved rather simply by the
Large accumulations of immature forms of heart- and exercise should be driven into the streets by the communities.
• Tines cut 14, 26 or
legislature,
Massachusetts
adult worms impair cir- worms called microfilaria. avoided for 4-6 weeks, fire.
Islanders are up in arms
28-in. swath
culation of the blood, which The microfilaria incubate in followed by gradual return to
The flames sent a huge---bver a legislative redistricting McCarthy said. All the
• Adjustable wheels
After
all
activity.
state
a
is
asking
are
islanders
can result in serious damage the mosquito for 10-14 days, normal
cloud of black smoke billowing plan announced earlier this
•5-HP Briggs 8z
to a dog's heart,- lungs, liver, then when the mosquito bites adult worms are eliminated, over the downtown area and year that would cost them representative that they
Stratton engine
educed from /977 Soong Fkg Boo&
be
to
must
given
drug
another
and kidneys. The important another dog it passes on the
two seats in the wouldn't have to share with
parts of Southern Indiana.
their
20,
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expires
Price
the mainland.
thing for dog owners to infective larvae. The infective rid the bloodstream of
e..•••••••••••••••••ml.re"~~~•••"....•
Several emergency medical Massachusetts House.
not
are
which
microfilaria,
deal
great
a
remember is that
Nantucket is 25 miles at sea
They are backing state Rep.
• Delirtiv [Oa
larvae migrate through the
vehicles were set up in a lot
• ITICti Off (116101 Prot
of damage can occur before tissues of the body for about 3 affected by the drug used to • about 50 feet from the apar- Terrence
McCarth,y's and a two-hour ferry boat ride
Sears Catalog Sales Office
any outword signs of heart- months, then enter the heart kill the adult heartworms.
tment building and Mayor proposal that the islands from Wood's Hole on Cape
five
is
Vineyard
Martha's
Cod.
worm disease are noticed. where they reach adult size in
%Milk Shopping Gator 753-2310
the
from
heartworm
away
break
Harvey Sloane showed up to simply
Prevention of
Although a dog can lead a another 3 months.
commonwealth and either miles off the Massachusetts
disease is safe, inexpensive, take a look at the damage.
nearly normal, healthy life
detect and reliable. It involves giving
"This is a bad way to start a govern themselves or find coast.
The only way to
with a few heartworms in its
someone who will treat them
of a drug that kills day," said Sloane, who
dose
daily
early
a
its
in
disease
system, in advanced stages heartworm
blood test the larvae before they develop strolled among the firemen with more respect.
a
through
is
stages
its
the disease may cause
McCarthy, of Martha's
It must be asking also if they needed
performed by a veterinarian. into adult worms.
planned a news
mosquito
Vineyard,
the
throughout
tiny
given
help.
extra
the
detect
He can usually
this area is
There were at least six conference today to unveil a
microfilaria in an infected season, which in
MISS YOUR PAPER?
approximately March 15th- engines in the area and two three-page document ofdog's blood.
November 15th. Dogs must be ladder trucks beside the ficially seeking secession.
Subscribers who have not
Most dogs can be sucThe Proposal will be filed as
free of heartworms building.
found
received their home-delivered
cessfully treated for hearta bill in the Massachusetts
the prevention can be
before
The
two
as
yet
victims,
copy of The Murray ledger
worms if the disease is
House. If approved by the
given or possible reactions to unidentified, were believed to
Times by 530 p. at. Mondaydetected early. The adult
legislature, it would then have
occur.
may
drug
the
have
been
women
who
were
Friday or by 3:30 p. at. ea Saturworms are killed with an
trapped on the fifth floor of the to be ratified by Congress.
days are urged to call 753-1916
Due to the increased inorganic arsenical drug given
But McCarthy said he is not
house.
apartment
between 530 p. no. and óp. at..
through a series of carefully cidence of heartworms in
what the final result will
sure
All
downtown
traffic
was
Monday•Friday, or 330 p. at.
administered injections. After Western Kentucky, especially
be if the secession attempt
sealed
off
in
the
area
but
insure
to
Saturdays,
at.
and 4 p.
the worms die they are in hunting and other outdoor
police were admitting oc- succeeds.
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
carried by the bloodstream to. dogs, it is recommended to get
"A protectorate (of the
to an office building
cupants
weekthey
at.
p.
6
by
must be placed
the lungs where
your dog tested before
United States), maybe; a
across
the
street
from
the
fire
decompose and are absorbed mosquito season starts this
days or 4 p. at. %trader,' to
separate state, I doubt it;
scene.
ADJUSTS TO DEEP-CLEAN ANY
by the body over a period of year.
g‘aroritee delivery.
joining up with another state,
Around 10 a.m.,EST most of
CARPET
FROM THE LOWEST
that's likely," he said in an
the fire equipment began
NAP
TO
THE
THICKEST SHAG
Monday.
interview
pulling away and the few
The combined population of
firemen left were cleaning up
Exclusive 4-position Dial-A-Nap•
the two islands — about 14,000
debris that had fallen into the
rug height adjustment .,—
residents
year-round
• Power-driven beater-bar brush roll
street.
loosens embedded dirt and grit,
probably is not enough to
The building showed little
while 5rushes sweep it up
)
make them self-supporting as
signs from the outside that it
06
• Edge Kleener cleans that last tough
a state. But that's still conhad been hit by fire. However,
soot MODEL
inch along baseboards
sidered a possibility by the
most windows on'• the Upper
1416
islands'
because
the
islanders
floors were shattered.
INCLUDES 6 PC REG. UPRIGHT $69" - TOOLS REG. 120c*
populations swell to four or
Among those treated for
ATTACHMENT SET
TOTAL REG.'3995
five times that in the summer,
smoke inhalation were 18
there
for
flock
tourists
when
occupants of the building as
▪ ADJUSTS TO DEEP-CLEAN
vacations.
6 PC.
well as police and firemen.
ANY CARPET
to
alternative
an
As
ATTACHMENT
The building is on Chestnut
SET
• Exclushib 6-way Dial-A-Na0'
Street between Fifth Street -statehood, McCarthy said,
rug height adjustment
letters will be sent to New
and River City Mall.
• Top-filling,Oisposable dust bag prevents
England governors asking
clogs, keeps`suction strong
them to petition Congress toP
• Brilliant headlight
make Na-tucket and Martha's
• Edge Kleener cleans that last lough
inch along the baseboards
"Treasure;" and view a
fascinating close-up of
the orangutan and the
mountain gorilla op'
"Search for the Great
Apes."
Voyage down the
2300 miles of the Volga River for a glimpse
of Russia, a country
most Americans have
never seen, and then
on to the "Voyage of
the Hokule'a," a 3000mile trip Of rediscovery between Hawaii
Then,.
and Tahiti.
to the United
back
States and Canada for
__x_searrshuf the strength
-and pride of-the American Indians on "The
New Indians."."
A National Geographic Specialevery night
of the week beginning
Sunday, April 3 at 7
p.m.(VT),6.p.m.(CT).
Joel the celebrationgood programs, good
viewing-during Festival '77 on KET.

Veterinary Notes

Heartworm Disease In Dogs

Sears logasavamw

CUT $200
garden tractor

Two Die In
Downtown Fire
In Louisville

91179

tyre

Cape Codders Serious
About secession Plans

CUT $40

[Sears'
NIA= •C•11•4.411, •••r0

"STAR SPANGLED
BANNER SALE"
SAVE $25"

NOW ONLY

95

Tip
'Blass
cLanterq,

Daniel Boone Camp
Areas Open April 1 'All In The Family'

RESTAURANT
AURORA, KENTUCKY

Western Kentucky's
Most Unique Restaurant!
«thiring

Open
At
5-P. M.

Char-broiled Steaks
OjPEN FOR THE SEASON
CLOSED MON.& TUES 'TIL JUNE
AROL AND DICK THOMAS

For Resert ations Call: 502 - 474-2773
( Fri-cm Saturdays)

ArcBlasscLantegi
AURORA, KENTUCKY 42048

WINCHESTER,Ky. AP -A Daniel Boone National
Forest spokesman said that
all camping areas closed for
SOMERSET, Ky. AP)—
the winter will reopen on April
Somerset Mayor Dearl
I.
Two exceptions to the full Whitaker has vetoed the City
time. opening are Koomer Council's decision to fire his
Ridge and Twin Knobs wife askis secretary.
Council members had
campgrounds, which will be
available on weekends only charged Mrs. Whitaker interfered with police in perthrough April.
Koomer Ridge will open full formance of their duties,
time on April 29 while Twin verbally abused city employes
Knobs will continue to be open and was paid for days she did
only on weekends until May not work.
27. The Knobs will be open full
The mayor said he exertime for the May 27 weekend cised his veto because he
and will be open continually should have the right io choose
from then until fall.
his secretary.

For Somerset Mayor
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Texas Law Officials To
Look Into Ransom Case
MEXICO CITY 1AP —
Texas Atty. Gen. John Hill has
ordered an.investigation into
possible implication by
unnamed Texas officials in a
scheme in which a Kentucky
man was forced to pay
Mexican authorities $14,000 in
exchange for the release of his
son.
Hill, in Mexico City for a
meeting with Mexican Atty.
Gen. Oscar Flores Sanchez,
said Wednesday Mexican
authorities told him it was
possible that officials on the
Texas side of the Rio Grande
may have been involved in the
plot. Federal
extortion
authorities in Mexico have
arrested 15 persons, including
three high-ronking police
officers, in cenneetiOn With the
plot.
Although he would not
disclose anything about the
information he received, Hill
said he had telephoned his
office in Austin to order an
.
immediate investigation.
On another matter, Hill said
Flore4 Sanchez has accepted
an invitation to attend a
meeting of border law enforcement officials to be held
in San Diego, Calif., April 21.
The meeting is to deal with
the drug smuggling problem
and other law enforcement
topics involving the two
nations. Officials from Texas,
New Mexico, Arizona and
California also will attend the
conference.
Flores Sanchez' office
arrested three high-ranking
Mexican police officers and 12
policemen last week after
Perry Lee Greer of Lexington,
Ky., paid $14,000 to get his son,
Perry Lee Greer Jr., released
from custody in Matamoros,
just across the Rio Grande
from Brownsville.
authorities
Mexican
returned the money to Greer,
apologized for the actions of
the accused extortionists and
invited Greer to spend a week
in Mexico at the expense of the
Mexican government.
Young Greer, a student at
Texas State
Southwest
University, said he was in
Mexico on a "spring break"
vacation at the time his
automobile was stopped at a
roadblock. He claimed
Mexican officers planted
some marijuana roots in the
automobile, arrested him on
charges of possession of
marijuana and confiscated his
automobile.
Hill said that Flores Sanchez told him Mexican
authorities will crack down on
corruption among Mexican
officials.
"He said that where charges
of corruption are substantiated, he will follow

I
1

through with arrests and
prosecutions. We assured him
that the problem is not totally
limited to Mexico, and we will
have to be alert to that
problem on our side of the
border also," Hill said in an
interview after a meeting with
Flores Sanchez.
U.S. Atty. Gen. Griffin Bell
will deliver the keynote address at the California conference on the drug smuggling
problem.
In addition to the four states
and Mexico, the Drug
Enforcement Administration,
the Department of Justice,
U.S. Customs and U.S. Border
Patrol are also going to be
represented at the meeting,
where the No. 1 topic of
tn
ilV ge
"discussion
smuggling from Mexico.
Hill said Texas has "become
one of the central states in the
distribution of Mexican heroin
to the United States and we
are very concerned about
this."
The Texas attorney general
had a 90-minute talk with
Flores Sanchez. "We covered
a number of items during the
talks," Hill said. He added
that the illicit drug problem
the
in
predominated
discussion.
"Mr. Flores Sanchez
indicated he would favor very
much attending the conference and would give us a
final answer very soon," Hill
said. "He said he will bring
some of his staff people with
"He also suggested we invite state and federal procures
from the six northern Mexican
border states. I will pass the
suggestion on to the other
American state attorneys and
I'm sure those invitations' will
be issued," he added.
Hill said he did not discuss
the illegal alien issue with the
Mexican attorney general.
U.S. law enforcement officers
complain that Mexican aliens
are crossing over illegally this
year in record numbers and
there is little they can,do to
stern the flow. •
-First and foremost we are
committed to eliminating the
flow of Mexican heroin to the
United States," he said. "The
Mexican attorney general
pledged
his
complete
cooperation to accomplish
that."
He said Flores Sanchez,
among other things, requested
possible American help in
both equipment and advisers
in the crackdown.
Hill said Flores Sanchez told
him the recent problem of
illicit drugs being exchanged
for weapons smuggled out of
the United States "appears to
have lessened some in recent
months."

Keep Political Signs
Off Of Highway Signs
FRANKFORT, Ky. rAP
Kentuckians who see road
signs as handy mounting
boards for political material
are costing the state
tremendous amounts, and
could be out of pocket
themselves if Caught, says the
transportation
state
secretary.
With primary elections just
two months away, Secretary
Calvin Grayson has an urgent
request: "Refrain from
plastering highway signs with
bumper stickers- promoting
your favorite candidate."
Last year, the Department
of Transportation had to
replace about 5,500 signs a

If You
Need Them: •
753-1441
753-1621
753-6951
753-9332

Fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
7-153-5131
Emergency .
Humane Society
753-3990
Comprehensive
753-6622
Care .
Poison Control -. 755-75118
753-0919
Senior Citizens
753-NEED
Needline
learn To Read
753-22U

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

month that had been converted to political billboards,
used for target practice or
smeared with paint.
According to Grayson's
figures, the cost was in the
millions.
H said that when a sticker is
put on a reflective sign, the
sign must be sandblasted and
refinished, "and that is not an
inexpensive process.
It costs $40 to $50 to refinish
a small warning sign and,f
the metal is damaged,$4 to $28
more than that to . replace it,
Grayson said.
The cost for large signs on
interstate highways or toll
roads can be up to $1,500, he
said.
Sign repair is routine for
Bureau of Highways maintenance crews, Grayson said,
but with elections coming up,
"the number of stickers appearing on traffic signs is
increase
to
expected
drastically, and the bureau
does not have the manpower
or time available to remove
all the placards."
He added that -his admonishment to keep §tickers
off the signs was more than
just a suggestion.
"Ignoring our request not
only, costs the Department of
Transportation a tremendous
amount of money, but it also
unhapp'y
have
can
consequences for the offender," Grayson said.
He said people caught,
putting stickers on road signs
ck.'n be charged with posting
advertising unlawfully and
fined up to $250.

41:0W31 11.11%1-9
IrcococIL Lsx
STORE HOURS:
8-1480..-Thurs.
8-8 Fri.-Sat.

We Reserve The Right To limit Ouantities

1407 W. MAIN•PHONE 753-4681

Specials Good Thurs., 14 thru Wed., 30 WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

4

Showboat

Chef-Boy-or-Dee

Vlasic
31 oz 45C

PORK & BEANS
Kraft

HAMBURGER DILLS

32 oz

79`

99c

32 oz

Libby s

33C

17 oz

SWEET PEAS

5 I b bog

MEAL

69`

Del Monte Tomato
40 oz

59C

14'2 ox 35
'

oz 45C

BAKED BEANS
Bush

Heinz Steak

TOMATOES

1.00

oz 4 for

GREEN BEANS
Bush

JUICE

Contadino Whole

Balls

sus s Cut or French

Sunflower • Self Rising

MAYONNAISE

SPAGHETTI with Ideal

SAUCE

IS oz

1.15

16 oz 25`

Chicken of the Sea

TUNA
6'2 oz.

Pride o,f Illinois I 7 oz
Cream Style or Whole Kernel

Libby s

COUPON
40` 011

Limit 1 Per Customer Coupon

I 7 oz 39c

Fruit Cocktail

On 1 Lb. Can
folger's Coffee
No. 2693 Ewes 3-30

4

Corn

for S1 ®

Hyde Park Sliced or Crushed

-Hyde Pork Grade A Large
- doz

Eggs

49c

65' Pineapple

20 oz

Pillsbury Plain or Self Rising

Frosty Acres Frozen
16 oz

Orange Juice

59' flour
Nabisco
89' Premium Crackers

5-lb 55c

lb box

Heinz
32 oz

Ketchup

8 Bottle Carton

49°

49'

16 oz

COKES 79c
Limit 1

The Best Meats In Town

w S1250 Purchase I

Em g e

PICNIC HAMS

Hyde Park

...Bread

Owen's Best
Slab Sliced

1 6 oz Loaves

fost®

waie 49C 59
Sliced

Purnell's Pride

Fresh
BACON Chicken
8
89' Breasts
BAKED
GROUND BEEF
HAMS
69' Half or $198
b

•

?b

Owens

PRODUCE
Golden Ripe19`
Bananas

US No 1 10 7b Red

89C

Potatoes

Famous Pi t

Pure

4 to

-51b pkg

Pound Bag Cello
for
Carrots

39

Fresh Crisp Cello
Radishes

6 oz 9
'

Florida
Lq 36 Size

DELI MEAT SPECIALS
DELI OVEN BAKED HAM
DELI ROAST BEEF
Owen s

Famous 7

9 U-)

$1.98

lb

$2.98

lb

$1.98

Bit,

29`
Celery

lb

PORK SHOULDERS

-
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State Human Resources Chief Pushes
ld
Cou
t
jec
Pro
er
Wat
Paintsville
For Services, Not New State Jobs
Be EconomicBoom ForAppalachia
;FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
„Sin te Human Resources
Secretary Peter Conn says he
wants to see the bulk of the
huge agency's budget used to
provide services to clients, not
to provide government jobs.
"I'm not interested in
maintaining • people in jobs
where they don't result in a
higher level of service,” Conn
told a citizens advisory
council to the department's
Bureau for Social Insurance
Wednesday.
He was asked where that
left the social worker.
"My opinion is that social
workers exist to serve
clients," Conn replied. "The
Department for Human
Resources doesn't exist to hire
social workers."
,The 33-year-old former
legislator, who took over the
10,000 employe department
less than three months ago,
told the citizens group he
wants to change the way the
state delivers health and
welfare services.

Included on .the list of en- the loss of 4.4 million tons of has not offered adequate
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
projects are two in low-sulfur coal below the area. compensation for the land,
dangered
Carter's
To some, President
Destruction of the land and which he calls "a proven coal
— a $7.6 million
Kentucky
decision to reinstate funding
the
coal below it are still reserve."
in
Dayton
for a Paintsville, Ky. water floodwall in
And, as is occasionally the
major
concerns of the
$57
a
and
County
Campbell
project holds open the
when a citizen has to
case
Kinner
in
project's
opponents,
project
control
possibility of an economic million floodmake way for progress, many
said.
Lawrence
in
Yatesville
boom for the deprived
"Valley bottomland is at a fear the trauma of dislocation.
County similar to the Paintresidents of Appalachia.
The project "is going to take
premium and in this parproject.
sville
the
however,
For others
families, many of whom
250
of
is
the
best
some
land
ticular
of
Office
According to the
president's announcment that
self sustaining, resourhe
are
we
have,"
burley
tobacco
he was reviving three projects Management and Budget, the
independent, churceful,
$5
-Morgan
a
has
said.
County
placed
was
project
— including the one in Paintsville
people, and we just
tobacco
chgoing
million
and
industry
Paintsville — originally on Carter's review list
this is going to take a con- don't want to lose them,"
enseveral,
of
1978
because
deleted from the fiscal
Kinner said.
siderable chunk out of it."
budget means hardship, the vironmental concerns, in"They're going to fight this
Also, KInner said, opponents
well
oil
potential
the
and
cluding
land
the
of
leStriittion
to the end," he added.
Corps
that
the
Army
right
believe
and
reservoir
seepage into the
continuation of the battle.
"Ouj... people are awfully
'lisappointed,' said Earl
Kinner Jr., a member of the
Committee against Paint
Creek, which has tried since
1972 to block construction of
the $41.6 million reservoir on
Paint Creek in Johnson and
Morgan counties.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — described it this way: "I'm a "I said, 'You don't Want
"We've received an awful
worked and paid for sound sleeper, so I didn't hear anything in here.'
the
"I've
from
help
lot of
you. The
politicians," Kinner con- everything in that apartment anything until one of the "He said, 'I want
tinued, "but our people seem and I don't want to go through policemen knocked on my place is on fire.'
"So I opened the door and
to think that when you really it and pay for it again," Hilda door.
when I opened it, I couldn't
."Who is it?' I asked.
needed their help, they're not Schwaegerle said of the fire
even see the man — there was
'"The police,' he said.
that left her and dozens of
around."
much smoke."
so
One women, who asked not others homeless.
Adriann Futrell, who
The fire, smoke and water
to be identified, said the news
received similar assistance
of the president's decision may have damaged Mrs. Schfrom one of the policemen —
ruined her week. She added, waegerle's furniture, but,
one —
"Carl Perkins has apparently relatively speaking, she was
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — she did not know which
in her praise.
done it again," a reference to one of the lucky ones.
A special study requested by was emphatic
"He was wonderful and
Two elderly women couldn't President Carter has conthe powerful congressman
was another one, too."
there
five-story,
the
of
get out
from eastern Kentucky.
cluded that there is no reason
surely
But Ron Perry said he and downtown Louisville apart- to suspend plans to phase out she said. :'They should
like
time
a
At
.
commended
be
apdied,
and
'building
Depot
ment
other supporters of the
the Bluegrass Army
enough
Paintswille project were parently of smoke inhalation. here, according to Pentagon this, they don't receive
are COIIUtLI
"extremely pleased" with Thirty-one persons, including spokesman Maj. Fred Shirley. credit. People
affairs and
own
their
with
12
and
Carter's decision, announced four policemen
The study was initiated
B. their own mishaps."
firemen, were taken to after
John
Rep.
Wednesday.
Mrs. Futrell, who declined
has General Hospital. All but nine Breckin ridge, D-Ky., met with
project
"This
after Carter.
released
Breckinridge to give her age because "when
tremendous economic were
how hard
represents the Lexington you get old you know
potential,' said Perry, who, treatment.
said she°
work,"
get
to
is
it
County
Deputy Jefferson
area.
like Kinner, edits one of the
she'd do
what
sure
wasn't
Carter
C.
Robert.
it
Coroner
reviewed
that
has
newspapers
Army
weekly
"The
many
spring up in Kentucky's hills. identified the victims as Mary and has decided that there is next.
Along with Mrs. Sch'It's going to eliminate Ellen Clines, 86, and Lum no reason to hold up the
and several others,
waegerle
66.
Brashear,
Shirley.
said
phaseout plan,"
flooding and is going to create
up
Altogether, mote than 200
"Theyi the Army) had been Mrs. Futrell was put
some flood-free land that can
•
Cross.
Red
the
by
overnight
of
pieces
22
and
new
the
firemen
by
init
,
do
commercial
to
for
asked
be used
bring
to
used
were
a
housing equipment
administration, and it was
and
dustrial
the four-alarm blaze under routine thing."
development.
The Army announced more
"It offers a certain amount control about 342 hours after it
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
than two years ago that it
of employment and our feeling started Wednesday morning.
th's Atty. Ray
may
Commonweal
fire
the
said
jobs
Officials
civilian
2,650
cut
some
Woidd
is that it will offer
the
tourism, which means it will have been caused by faurty_ from the depot and transfer its Corns of Frankfort will be
21 at
April
speaker
the
in
featured
apparatus
facilities
electrical
other
to
to
functions
dollars
more
in
bring
the opening - session of the
building's basement.
around the country.
Appalachia," Perry said.
The toll could
Cat. William Dennison, Elementary, Middle and
A spokesman for the Army
Corps of Engineers' office in higher but for the fast work of depot commander, said 1,255 Junior High School Guidance
Huntington, W.Va. said about two Louisville policemen, employes would be left at the Conference. .
The two-day meeting,
$11 million has been spent so Dean Hill and Joseph S. -''''clepot by July 24.
far on the Paintsville project, Culver, who rushed into the aDennison added that he has scheduled on the Eastern
which should be completed in building, knocked on doors not yet been contacted by the Kentucky University; Campus
Department here, is expected to attract
1980, assuming no further and escorted the mostly- Defense
approximately 200 counselors.
elderly residents to safety.
concerning the study.
delays.
20
to
close
I
kicked
think
"I
budget
1978
The fiscal
contains $7.3 million for the doors open on the third floor,"
/fill said. "I was screaming,
project, the spokesman said.
At the same time he made 'The building's on fire! Please
the announcement about the get out! Please get out!' For a
Paintsville reservoir, Carter while I thought I was a
said he was subjecting 30 goner."
Culver said, "The flames
federal projects to tests for
LEBANON, Ohio AP) — A vepgation into his case had
economic necessity and en- were just rolling off the roof.
who was arrested ben completed and Ft. Knox
mechanic
the
worse
the
got,
I
vironmental safety before The higher
nearly seven officials had recommended to
AWOL
being
for
was."
smoke
could
deciding whether they
65, years after he was sent home the Department of - the!Army
le,
Schwaeger
Mrs.
continue.
by the Army, said he is still that Florea be given an
considering legal action honorable discharge plus pay
despite a recommendation for for 135 days remaining service
time.
an honorable discharge.
Only)
( Friday & Saturday
The letter also told Florea
"Well, I was a little
surprised, but I expected it," he would probably be eligible
said Larry Florea, 26, after for veterans benefits.
Dozen $500 Cash and Carry )
It was Florea's request to
receiving a letter from the
Ft. Knox, Ky., the Army for a discharge to
at
Army
Flowers
enable him to apply for a VA
Wednesday.
se- ,
Greenhou
The letter said the in- loan in February that led to
917 Coldwater
his arrest in Dayton, Ohio and
transportation to Ft. Knox as
being absent without leave
since 1971.
"I still may take it to court,"
Florea said. "It's a relief. It
looks like the Army has
definitely admitted they made
a mistake," Blerea said from
the service department of an
auto dealer where he has
worked as a mechanic since
_
MACHINERY (off-peak)
he said the Army lost his
papers at Ft. Eustis, Va.
"Still, t feel like they really
done me a disservice and I feel
I need more than an honorable
discharge."
Florea said he furnished
documented proof that he was
told at Ft. Eustis to-go home
because his orders had not
come in. He said he tried for
several years to clear his
status. Meanwhile, Florea
married, went to work and
fathered three children.
"It's hard to say anything
concrete without Stiiinding like
we're going to hang Uncle
Has A Special On Off-Peak
•
Sam," said Florea's lawyer,
gs
Buildin
Machine Storage
Jerry Bryant. Bryant said he
planned to review the latest
information from the Army
with Florea and that the final
Through April 15
decision would rest with the
Blanchester, Ohio resident.
"We still want to get a
house," said Florea, who
remains free on leave from Ft.
Knox. The family 'lives in a
trailer`home.

Apartment Fire In Downtown
Louisville Leaves Two Dead

-Right now we. look at
people to see if they fit in a
program in one of our boxes,"
Conn said. "I'd like to be able
to look at a person as a person,
see what his needs are, and be
able to tailor programs to
meet those needs."
He said he has three goals:
—To create an atmosphere
of openness in which the
itas
inst
„weftis
agency
omflexible—willing to
ad
rnunicate with clients,
of seeming a "fortress."
--To cure major administrative problems, so that
the agency can operate on a
sound, business basis.
—To evaluate the way the
agency delivers service and
the underlying concepts of
service delivery.
Conn told the advisory
group that a number of long
standing problems are being
solved through a team approach. But he said until the
first and second goals he has
set are accomplished, the

Morehead Announces Plans To Build
New Athletic Complex For Basketball
MOREHEAD, Ky. (API —
Morehead State University
will build a separate athletic
center rather than renovate
and expand the 20-year-old
Wetherby Gymnasium.
President Morris Norfleet
said Wednesday that the new
facility will house a basketball
arena, swimming pool,
athletic offices and other
physical education facilities.
The area's seating capacity
hasn't been determined yet,
Norfleet said, nor has any
price been placed on the cost
of construction.
Norfleet said the Wetherby
project was abandoned
primarily "because con-
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Seven Years Out Of Army
And Arrested For AWOL
Cut

luattita's &

struction bids were more than
$1 million higher . than
available funds."
He said the executive
department for finance and
administration "and our
architects agree that the.
Wetherbyproject, if completed, could prove to be
inefficient because of the high
cost and loss of main campus
parking."
Norfleet said the gym- ,
nasium will be used for
physical education classes.
The new building would be
located near Jaynes Stadium
on land now used for football
outdoor
practice - and
education classes.

ache

Depot To Remain

Weekend Special

tightened up. He said a special
been
has
unit
audit
established in the agency's
personnel division to spot
check job applications to see if
a particular job is necessary.

agency cannot begin to get
involved in the third—how
services are delivered.
Conn cited examples to
illustrate how the department's administration is being
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